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ABSTRACT 
DYNAMIC MAGNETIC EFFECTS IN AMORPHOUS MICROWIRES 
FOR SENSORS AND CODING APPLICATIONS 
This work is devoted to the study of the dynamic properties of magnetic amorphous wires, 
in particular, glass-coated microwires, which have small diameters (5-30 microns), outstanding 
soft magnetic behaviour with a high permeability and low coercivity, yet, possess a well-defined 
magnetic structure. 
First part of my PhD research has been devoted to the investigation of a bi-stable 
magnetisation reversal in glass-coated amorphous microwires. In contrast to traditional 
approaches, where characteristics of the magnetisation reversal are analysed as a consequence of 
the eddy current effect, l have applied stochastic methods for modelling the remagnetisation 
reversal in the microwires with axial anisotropy. While the eddy current approach, widely 
discussed in literature, was based on the single domain model, proposed stochastic approach 
takes into account a multi-domain state of studied samples. A modified stochastic Neel-Brown 
model of the magnetisation reversal has been proposed enabling the explanation of number of 
characteristic parameters of the microwires with axial magnetisation. Such important parameters 
of Barkhausen discontinuity as a mean switching field and a standard deviation of the switching 
field distribution have been investigated experimentally for understanding the influence of 
extrinsic factors such as a slew rate of the alternating magnetic field on applications operation. 
A deep understanding of the remagnetisation process in amorphous the microwires with 
axial anisotropy was successfully applied in development of a new type of the remote magnetic 
interrogation system. My reading system allows the large Barkhausen jump to be detected 
without actual contact between the magnetic microwire and the magnetic field detector. 
Experiments show that the detection will be possible at a distance of approximately 100-150 mm 
from the detecting sensor. A very low cost and easily repetitive amorphous microwires with axial 
anisotropy are . incontrovertibly best materials for Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) 
applications. 
During the study of the microwires with axial anisotropy and development of the 
application based on them, I took part in the investigation of unusual coding methods of the 
amorphous microwires using a localised laser annealing treatment. This treatment produces a 
multi-pulse code within the wire and therefore adds to the information contained within the wire, 
improving reliability and security. I developed and used a magnetic interrogation system 
allowing an accurate and reliable test and analysis of the studied samples. 
The second part of my PhD research has included investigations of microwires with 
circumferential and helical anisotropies. The main interest in these materials is due to their 
applications for high-performance magnetic and stress sensors. Within this research project, the 
microwires with circumferentiaVhelical anisotropy have been studied in a broad range of 
frequencies. A number of dynamic effects have been experimentally obtained and analysed. In 
particular, a detailed investigation of dynamic circular hysteresis (I OkHz-300kHz) has been 
carried out allowing explanation of different behaviour of the materials with 
circumferentiaVhelical anisotropy at different ffequencies. The experimental curves are proposed 
to be analysed in terms of field dependence of characteristic permeabilities: domain wall 
displacements (reversible and irreversible) and magnetisation rotation. It was established that 
these permeabilities have different field behaviour. That explains different MI patterns at 
relatively low frequencies (less than a few MHz) and relatively high frequencies (more than I 0 
MHz). 
Further, some special features of the Magneto-Impedance effect in the microwires with a 
circumferential anisotropy such as off-diagonal impedance and microwave impedance have been 
considered. In this research, the former presents a considerable interest for development of linear 
magnetic sensors and the latter can find application in tuneable microwave materials and 
devices. As a result of this study several types of linear, bi-directional MI sensors were 
developed. I also developed new Ml sensing approaches (such as off-diagonal response) and a 
new high performance detection technique allowing us to improve sensitivity, bandwidth, and 
linearity at low cost and simple construction .. 
The last part of the PhD research has been devoted to an investigation of the stress-
impedance in the ultra high-frequency (UHF) band (300MHz-3 GHz). Based on the experimental 
investigation, a new type of a stress-sensitive composite material is proposed. The microwave 
effective permittivity of such material depends on mechanical stresses. These composite 
materials opens up new possibilities for remote monitoring of stress with the use of microwave 
"free-space" techniques. This kind of composite material can be characterised as a "sensing 
medium", which images the mechanical stress distribution inside construction or on its surface. 
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Chapfl!r 1. I ntroduc/ion 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
Amorphous metallic materials present a considerable interest for fundamental research 
and a wide range of applications due to their unique and favourable association of mechanical, 
electrical, magnetic and chemical properties related to the absence of long-range order. The 
use of preparation methods that allow rapid condensation of atoms or rapid solidification of 
liquid metallic melts in order to avoid crystallization is necessary to achieve the energetically 
metastable amorphous state. Presently known amorphous metallic materials have been 
obtained in the form of thin films [1 ], ribbons [2], powders [3], wires [4] and very recently 
bulk materials with dimensions in the range of millimetres [5]. Among those materials, 
amorphous metallic wires are of a special interest emerging from their degree of symmetry. A 
range of applications includes high performance resistors, inductive elements, radio and 
microwave frequency shields; stress, temperature and pressure sensors. This work is devoted 
to properties and applications of magnetic amorphous wires, in particular, glass-coated 
microwires [6, 7], which have small diameters (5-30 microns), outstanding soft magnetic 
behaviour with a high permeability and low coercivity, yet, possess a well-defined magnetic 
structure. 
Depending on the alloy composition, technological regime and post-production 
treatment, a wide spectrum of magnetic characteristics can be obtained, which makes 
magnetic microwires suitable for a large number of applications, especially in the field of 
electronic devices and sensors. Presently, amorphous magnetic microwires are used in such 
applications as pulse generators [8], position and displacement sensors [9], biomedical 
sensors [ 1 0], magnetic and stress sensors [ 11]. Driven by application demands, the magnetic 
properties of microwires have been extensively studied and there is voluminous literature on 
the subject (see, for example, reviews [12], [13] and references therein). However, a number 
of physical effects require further investigations and some new effects can be predicted. The 
work in this direction is foreseen to generate new exciting ideas and applications. For 
example, a completely new problem of magnetic behaviour related to 'modulated' wires, 
where wires can have imperfections introduced to change their properties. In this work, I 
investigate dynamic magnetisation processes in two kinds of microwires, characterised by 
bistable or linear static magnetisation curves, and develop such applications as magnetic 
labels utilising bistable microwires, high performance magnetic sensors and stress-sensitive 
Chapll!r I. lmroduction 
microwave materials based on magneto-impedance effect m wires with a circumferential 
an isotropy. 
The work is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, some general physical principles of 
ferromagnetism will be discussed. The parameters characterising reversible and irreversible 
processes in the ferromagnetic materials will be introduced since they are playing key role in 
the magnetisation process. Several models of magnetisation reversal in amorphous wires with 
uniaxial anisotropy will be considered, including: classical Stoner-Wohlfarth model, 
expanded model of rotational magnetisation reversal in the presence of transverse magnetic 
field and quantitative model of magnetisation reversal in the presence of various stresses. The 
later models are very useful for further analysis of rotational processes in magnetic materials 
under the effects of external mechanical stresses and nevertheless difficult to find elsewhere. 
In Chapter 3, I will consider the basic technology of microwire production with relation 
to their geometry, microstructure (amorphous or microcrystalline), and residual stress 
distribution. I will also briefly discuss mechanical, electrical and general magnetic properties. 
In Chapter 4, detailed analysis of amorphous microwires with an axial an isotropy will 
be given. In the case of microwires with axial anisotropy the magnetisation reversal takes 
place by a large Barkhausen discontinuity. This rapid remagnetisation process, which 
generates a sharp voltage pulse, is useful for such applications as magnetic encoding, 
magnetic labelling and security sensors. Growing interest in the low-cost magnetic labelling 
applications utilising amorphous microwires motivate the detailed investigation of the Fe-
based amorphous microwires. 
In Section 4.2, the investigation of the dynamic properties of the amorphous wires will 
be represented within the framework of the stochastic theory of thermal activation. This new 
approach of stochastic domain wall activation over pinning barrier is considered for the first 
time in this thesis. Such important parameters of Barkhausen discontinuity as a mean 
switching field and standard deviation of the switching field distribution have been 
investigated experimentally for understanding the influence of extrinsic factors such as slew 
rate of the alternating magnetic field on applications operation. A modified Neel-Brown 
model of the magnetisation reversal has been proposed enabling the explanation of number of 
characteristic parameters of the microwires with axial magnetisation. 
Further, in Section 4.3 a new selective treatment method for writing continuous 
magnetic "bar-code" on the microwires by using argon laser irradiation will be proposed. 
Chapter I. Jmroduction 
Local annealing by an argon laser has resulted in the formation of weakly interacting 
heterogeneous structures with different magnetic properties. Such wires possessing the 
weakly interacting multi-domain structure with different magnetisation may be of great 
interest for magnetic coding applications as a data storage element. 
In Section 4.4, a low-frequency identification system utilizing microwires with an axial 
magnetisation will be presented. The idea of utilizing amorphous microwires exhibiting very 
rapid change in magnetisation as magnetic labels has been known for a number of years [ 14-
17]. This kind of labelling has potential uses in anti-theft applications, counting objects and 
security identification systems. One method of labelling makes use of counting wires having 
the same magnetic switching characteristic. Here, the object with attached magnetic label is 
passed through a detection system, which triggers a counting event. Another group of 
magnetic labels can be made from wires with different magnetic characteristics, in particular, 
different switching fields. For this a more sophisticated detection system is required to 
identify the different magnetic labels attached to various types of objects. Until now, such a 
detection system has only been developed in prototype form. My present work involves the 
development of the existing technology to create a new remote sensing system. This system 
will allow the large Barkhausen jump to be detected without actual contact between the 
magnetic label and the magnetic field detector. My recent research suggests that detection 
will be possible at distances of approximately 100-150 mm from the detecting sensor. Very 
low cost and easily repetitive amorphous microwires with axial anisotropy are 
incontrovertibly best materials for Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) applications. 
In Chapters 5-8, I analyse the magnetisation dynamics including the magnetoimpedance 
(Ml) effect in microwires with circumferential and helical anisotropies and developing few 
sensing applications. Since the discovery of the Ml effect in 1994 [18], the interest in 
amorphous microwires of Co-based compositions with circumferential anisotropy has 
increased considerably. The recent works of L. Panina [18-22], D. Makhnovskiy [20-22] and 
other authors have established the theoretical models quantitatively describing the Ml effect 
in wires with different types of anisotropy. However, experimental results were lacking to 
support this theory. For example, the data on dynamic circular hysteresis obtained in this 
work were needed to understand different impedance behaviour at relatively low and 
moderate frequencies. I also investigated the Ml effect at very high frequencies up to a few 
Chapll'r I. Introduction 
GHz, providing that in this frequency range the impedance change is governed by the de 
magnetisation and can exhibit so-called 'valve' -like behaviour. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the detailed investigation of dynamic circular hysteresis 
(10kHz-300kHz). The experimental curves are proposed to analyse in terms of a field 
dependence of characteristic permeabilities describing domain wall displacements (reversible 
and irreversible) and magnetisation rotation. I have established that these permeabilities have 
completely different field behaviour, which explains different Ml patterns at relatively low 
frequencies (less than a few MHz) and relatively high frequencies (more than 10 MHz). 
In Chapter 6 I will consider some special features of the Ml effect in microwires with 
a circumferential anisotropy such as off-diagonal impedance and microwave impedance. The 
former presents a considerable interest for developing linear magnetic sensors and the latter 
can found application in tuneable microwave materials and devices. I will start with an 
introduction into Ml effect in terms of the surface impedance tensor for wires with a 
circumferential anisotropy, when the skin effect is essential and the permeability is due to a 
coherent magnetisation rotation described by the linearised Landau-Lifshitz equation. The 
permeability will be considered in Section 6.2. Giving background research on Ml, I will 
proceed with the comparative study of the diagonal and off-diagonal impedances (Section 
6.3). Finally, in Section 6.4, I will study the Ml effect at GHz frequencies, demonstrating that 
the field remains very high (up to 50% per few Oe) but only for low magnetic fields less then 
the anisotropy field. 
Chapter 7 will be devoted to Ml sensors. Along with the analysis of previous Ml 
sensor designs [23, 24], I will present several types of linear, bi-directional Ml sensors 
developed in this work. I have proposed new M! sensing approaches (as off-diagonal 
response) and a new high performance detection technique allowing us to improve sensitivity, 
bandwidth, and linearity, at low cost and simple construction. 
The last and most exciting part (Chapter 8) will represent a completely new research of 
the effect of stress on microwire impedance. On the basis of the carried out experimental 
investigation, a new type of stress-sensitive composite material is proposed. The microwave 
effective permittivity of such composite material depends on the applied mechanical stresses. 
This composite material opens up new possibilities for remote monitoring of stress with the 
use of microwave "free-space" techniques. This kind of composite material can be 
Clwpler I. lntmcluc·tion 
characterised as a "sensing medium", which images the mechanical stress distribution inside a 
construction or on its surface. 
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2.1 Introduction to magnetic materials 
This section reviews some physical principles of ferromagnetism, in order to provide a 
background for understanding magnetisation processes in the studied materials. 
Generally speaking, every material, which is subjected to a magnetic field, H acquires a 
magnetic moment. The dipole moment per unit volume is defined as the magnetisation, and 
will be denoted here by the vector M. In most materials, M is proportional to the applied field, 
H. The relationship is then written as: 
M=xH (2.1) 
Where X is called the magnetic susceptibility of the material. The magnetic flux density 
B is given by a linear relationship in terms of Hand M: 
(2.2) 
Here y 8 is a parameter introduced by Brown [I] to include different systems of units. 
In particular, y8 =I and .Uo = 4n ·I 0-7 H/m for SI units, while for Gaussian units, 
y 8 = 4tr and .Uo = I. In general in this work, I will use Gaussian units, unless SI units are 
preferred for the simplification of the required model. If (2.1) is fulfilled, it is also possible to 
rewrite (2.2) as 
B = j1ll (2.3) 
where, 
J1 = f.lo + Y8X = .Uof.lr (2.4) 
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In most materials, the relative magnetic susceptibility x, =X I J.lo is very small (in the 
range of I o-s -I o-3 ), however, in some cases it can be as large as I 06 . The value of X can 
take positive and negative values. Sometimes, the relation between M and H is not linear, so 
that X depends on the intensity of magnetic field. It is possible to interpret the type of 
behaviour of X in terms of the magnetic nature of the material. From this point of view, the 
various kinds of magnetic materials are classified as follows. 
i. Diamagnetism (negative x, < 0 of a small magnitude of I o-s) 
n. Paramagnetism (positive X, > 0 of a magnitude ranging I o-s -I o-3 ) 
iii. Magneto-ordered materials such as ferro-, ferri- and antiferro- magnetics, 
characterised by much larger values of x, dependent on the external magnetic field. 
In the case of ferromagnetism, the atomic spins are aligned parallel to each another 
because of strong positive interaction acting between the neighbouring spins. Since such 
magnetisation is produced without the action of any external magnetic field, it is called a 
spontaneous magnetisation. As the temperature increases, the arrangement of the spins is 
disturbed by thermal agitation, thus resulting in a temperature dependence of spontaneous 
magnetisation. Above the Curie point, the susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law [6], which 
states that If X rises from zero at the Curie point and increases linearly with temperature. 
Ferromagnetic substances can often have a magnetisation that is much smaller than the 
saturation value. This can be explained by assuming that the sample of material is actually 
composed of a number of small regions called domains; within each the local magnetization is 
saturated. However, the direction of this magnetisation varies in different domains. The same 
effects are observed in polycrystalline samples, for which the resultant magnetic moment 
becomes zero by virtue of a random distribution of the local magnetic moments in different 
granules. The increase of the resultant magnetic moment in the whole sample under the 
applied action of an applied magnetic field arises from two mechanisms: 
I. An increase in the volume of domains, which are favourably oriented with respect 
to the field at the expense of unfavourably, oriented domains. 
2. Rotation of the directions of magnetizations towards the direction of the field. 
In weak fields, the resultant magnetization changes mostly due to the domain wall 
motion, whereas in strong fields it takes place by means of the rotation of magnetic moments. 
Ferromagnetism is exhibited mostly by metals such as: iron, cobalt, nickel and their alloys. 
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The alloys may also contain small amount of other elements such as Cr, Mn, 8, Si in order to 
achieve homogeneous nano-crystalline or ammphous structure [3]. 
The origin of anti-ferromagnetism lies in the strong negative exchange interaction 
between the adjacent spins so that the energy is minimised by their anti-parallel alignment. 
The temperature dependence of the susceptibility of this magnetism is, however, characterised 
by the occurrence of a kink in the X- T curve at the so-called Nee I temperature [2,3]. The 
reason for this is that below this temperature an anti-parallel spin arrangement is established 
in which the plus and minus spins completely cancel each other, and the susceptibility 
decreases with a decrease in temperature. Above the Neel point the spin arrangement becomes 
random, so that the susceptibility decreases with an increase of temperature. 
Ferri-magnetism is the term first proposed by Neel [2] to describe the magnetism of 
ferrites. In these materials the magnetic ions can occupy two kinds of lattice sites, designated 
here as A and B. The ionic spins on A sites all point in the plus direction, where as all those 
situated at 8 sites point in the minus direction because of a strong negative interaction acting 
between the two spin systems. Since the number of magnetic ions and the individual 
magnitude of spins of individual ions are different on the A and 8 sites, such an ordered 
arrangement of spins gives rise to a resultant magnetisation, which is typically smaller than 
that of ferromagnetic materials. 
In spite of the presence of spontaneous magnetisation, a block of ferro- or ferri-
magnetic material is usually not spontaneously magnetised· but exists rather in a demagnetised 
state. This is because the interior of the block is divided into many magnetic domains. Since 
only the direction of magnetisation inside domains varies from domain to domain, the 
resulting magnetisation can be changed from zero to the value of the spontaneous 
magnetisation. If the field is reduced, the magnetisation is decreased, but does not come back 
to the original value. Such an irreversible process is called hysteresis. The change of the 
resulting magnetic moment of the whole magnetic specimen under the action of an applied 
magnetic field arises from two mechanisms: 
(a) a change in the volume of domains which are favourably oriented with respect to the 
external field at the expense of unfavourably oriented domains, and 
(b) rotation of the directions of magnetisation towards the direction of the field. 
q 
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In the next sections, I will consider some basic magnetisation reversal mechanisms 
involving magnetisation rotation and domain wall displacements in ferromagnetic bodies. The 
dependence of the susceptibility X on the applied magnetic field, temperature, frequency and 
some other parameters, will be discussed. This analysis is very important for the present 
research. 
2.2 Equilibrium magnetisation in a ferromagnetic sample. 
Any analysis of the magnetisation behaviour starts with establishing the equilibrium 
magnetic structure, which can be done by the minimisation of the free energy of the 
ferromagnetic sample. [ 4,5]. The total magnetic energy includes a number of terms of 
different origins. In general, the following contributions are important: magneto-crystalline 
energy U K, magnetoslatic energy Ush associated with the demagnetising field (shape effect), 
energy U H due to an external magnetic field, and magnetoelastic energy U me related with 
magnetostriction: 
(2.5) 
In amorphous ferromagnetics, which are the mam interest of the present work, the 
magneto-crystalline anisotropy is absent and it will be excluded from further discussion. The 
preferable magnetisation direction is decided via the magnetostrictive interaction by the 
residual stress distribution induced during the solidification process and further treatments. In 
the case of elastically uniform material the magnetoelastic energy can be expressed in the 
following form [ 4 ]: 
3 2 U = --AO"COS a me 2 
(2.6) 
where a is the angle between the stress cr and the direction of magnetisation, and A. is the 
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saturation magnetostriction. In (2.5), the exchange energy is also excluded since a uniform 
magnetisation is first analysed (single domain state) and we are interested only in the 
direction of the magnetisation vector considering that its magnitude is constant (at a certain 
temperature). 
In the next sections I will describe several examples of the rotational magnetisation 
reversal in a ferromagnetic sample with a uniaxial effective anisotropy, which are directly 
related to the present study. 
a. Rotational magnetisation reversal (Stoner-Wohlfarth model) 
l will start with the case when the internal stress a 
has the angle 90 with the applied magnetic field H. This 
case corresponds to the Stoner-Wohlfarth model for the 
uniaxial anisotropy (nk) [5). The applied field H causes 
the rotation of the magnetisation direction M (which 
makes an angle (J with H (Fig. 2.1). If the shape effect is 
ignored, the energy of this system U0 can be expressed 
as follows: 
Hex 
Fig. 2.1 Rotation ofmagnetisation 
reversal from an easy axis under 
the effect of applied magnetic 
field. 
(2.7) 
Here, I will introduce the parameter H K = 3A.~0 , which plays the role of the effective 
an isotropy field, M 0 is saturation magnetisation. The equilibrium direction of magnetisation 
is obtained by the extreme energy condition, 
auo = HK sin2(9-9o)+Hsin9=0 
ae 2 
(2.8) 
In order to choose the solutions corresponding to local energy mmtma, the following 
condition must be imposed: 
(2.9) 
In general, there are two minimums related to the two metastable states. When the magnetic 
11 
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field is reversed in the negative direction, the magnetisation continues to rotate gradually, 
being still positive (because of the energy barrier). The height of the barrier decreases with 
increasing negative field and it disappears when 
(2.1 0) 
The equilibrium state becomes unstable and M suddenly rotates toward the direction of the 
field. The field at which this sudden magnetisation flip happens is refereed to as a critical field 
H• of the irreversible magnetisation rotation. It can be found from equations (2.8) and (2.1 0) 
which have to be solved together 
where 
sin 2(9 -80 ) = -2psin 9 
cos2(8 -90 ) = -pcos9 
Eliminating sin 8 or cos 2(8- 90 ) from the preceding equations, we obtain 
On putting these values into (2.11 ), we can solve for sin 290 : 
2 ('- 2 ~ sin 290 = P2 : ) . 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Figure 2.2 shows p plotted as a function of 80 . It is seen that the critical field H• has a 
minimum when 90 = 45°. When the field deviates by 45° from the easy axis, the reversal of 
magnetisation takes place most easily. The critical field is, then, 
H*= HK 12 (2.15) 
The critical field becomes larger as 90 deviates from 45° and finally reaches the maximum 
value of 
• H =HK (2.16) 
at 9o = 0° and 90°. 
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Such a process results in the magnetisation curves shown in Fig. 2.3 for various values 
of 80 . The vertical lines correspond to irreversible rotation, and the curved portions 
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Fig. 2.2 Critical field H* plolled as a function of the angle 8o between the effective 
anisotropy (determined by stress in this model) and the magnetising field. 
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Fig . 2. 3 Calculated rotational hysteresis curves fm· different anisotropy angles. 
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correspond to reversible rotation. For e0 > 45° the range of reversible rotation covers a fairly 
large portion of the magnetisation curves. If a magnetic field is applied in the negative 
direction and then removed, before the occurrence of irreversible rotation, the magnetisation 
comes back to the original residual magnetisation. 
b. Rotational magnetisation reversal under the effect of a transverse magnetic field. 
The next example considers the effect of a transverse field on the magnetisation reversal 
by rotation. It is assumed that the easy anisotropy axis and the driving field are parallel 
( e0 = 0° ). This model, hereafter, will be used to explain the effect of the axial field on 
circumferential magnetisation process in amorphous microwires with a circumferential 
anisotropy. The overall energy of the system can be expressed in the following form: 
HK 2 · V0 =---cos e-Hcose-H_1_sme 2 
(2.17) 
Using the same scenario, the stable direction of the magnetisation can be determined by 
dUo H K . . 0 
--=--sm2e + Hsme- H _1_ cose = 
ae 2 
(2.18) 
Putting cos e =X' (2.18) becomes 
x
4 +2px3 +(r2 + p2 -l)x2 -2px- p 2 =0 (2.19) 
where r = H J./ H K . Solving equation (2.19) produces rotational plots x(p) with the transverse 
field as a parameter, as shown in Fig. 2.4. 
The analysis demonstrates that the application of H J. activates the reversible rotational 
processes, since it results in the magnetisation inclination from the anisotropy axis. The 
critical field of the irreversible magnetisation jump decreases considerably according to 
which implies that when H 1_ = H K, the hysteresis disappears. 
14 
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Fig. 2.4 Calculated rotational hysteresis with the transverse magnetic field as a 
parameter. 
c. Rotational magnetisation reversal in the presence of various stresses 
In amorphous ferromagnetic materials where magnetostrictive processes play the main 
role in establishing the magnetic anisotropy, the applied stress may influence the 
magnetisation reversal substantially. I will present here an accurate quantitative analysis that 
is difficult to find elsewhere (also the model fundamentals are similar to a general rotational 
hysteresis analysis). The stress effect on the rotational hysteresis will be demonstrated taking 
an example of an amorphous wire with a negative magnetostiiction, which has two types of 
internal (or applied) stresses: an axial tension and a twist. The former has intensity o-1 and the 
latter represents the combination of tension and compression o-2+ and o-2_ with equal 
intensity (o-2+ = o-2_ = o-2 ) at 90° to each other and at 45° to the wire axis, as shown in Fig. 
2.5. 
The combined action of all the stresses results in the effective magnetostrictive energy 
of the form (see vector diagram on fig. 2.5b): 
3 ume =-- A.( a-, cos2 8 + 0"2 cos2 (8- 45°)- 0"2 cos2 (8 + 45°)) 
2 
This can be simplified as 
(2.20) 
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Fig. 2.5. Stress components in an amorphous microwires in (a) 
and principle components vector directions in (b). 
n 
Ol+ 
n ()") 
(2.21) 
If the driving external magnetic field is applied along the wire axis, the total energy becomes: 
U 0 = _lll(a1 cos2 f)+ <12 sin 2fJ)- MH cos f) 2 
Then the stable direction of magnetisation can be determined by 
()U o = _lll(2a2 cos 2fJ- a 1 sin 2fJ) + MH sin fJ = 0 ()f) 2 
Putting cos fJ = x, (2.23) becomes 
x4(4b2 +a2)+2ax3 -(4b2 +a2 -l)x2 -2ax+b2 -1 =0 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
where a= 31la1 I MH , b = 31la2 I MH. After determining x from this equation, we can plot the 
magnetisation curves with <11 and <12 as parameters for given M= 500 G, as shown in Fig. 
2.6. The given examples clearly demonstrate that internal and applied stresses strongly 
influence the magnetisation reversal in amorphous wires. Thus, in the case of negative 
magnetostriction (Fig. 2.6) the axial hysteresis is very small when the torsional stress is small 
(the tensile stress-induced anisotropy is circumferential). Increasing torsion results in the 
inclination of the effective an isotropy axis from a circumferential direction towards the axis 
(but the angle between the effective anisotropy and the circumferential direction will be 
always smaller than 45°) and the hysteresis area increases. 
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Fig. 2. 6 Rotational hysteresis M (H) with the applied twist 0' 2 as a parameter whilst the 
axial tension 0'1 = 500 MPa, A.= -3 ·1 o-
7 
and M=500 G are kept constant. This 
corresponds to the axial hysteresis in Co-based negative magnetostrictive wires under the 
effect of twist. 
d. Model of domain walls displacement. 
The rotational models analysed above can be applied for multi domain samples as they 
describe the rotational processes within the domains (reversible portions of the magnetisation 
curves) [ 4]. The magnetisation flip, however, typically takes place by the domain wall 
movement, rather than the irreversible rotation as the coercivity is typically considerably 
smaller than the effective anisotropy field (which can include the contribution from the 
demagnetising field). 
Here we assume that a plain domain wall ts displaced in some material with 
irregularities, which cause variations of energy for the displacement of the wall. These 
irregularities may result from, for example, micro-defects, surface imperfections or cracks. 
The energy U dw of the wall per unit area is assumed to be changing with the displacement of 
the wall, s, as shown in Fig. 2.7. 
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U:Jw 
0 s 
Fig. 2.7 Variation of the wall energy as a function of position of a domain wall. 
In the absence of a magnetic field, the wall stays at some minimum point s0 , where 
iJU dwjiJs = 0. The energy can be expressed in the first approximation as 
I 2 
udw =-as 
2 
(2.25) 
in the vicinity of a stable point. If a magnetic field H is applied in a direction, which makes an 
angle (} with M 0 , the energy supplied by the magnetic field is 
U H = -2sM0H cos(} (2.26) 
for an 180° wall, because the displacement s of the wall results in a change in the 
magnetisation of 2sM0 per unit area of the wall. From the condition of minimising the total 
energy, 
or 
au 
--
0 
=as -2M0 H cos(} as 
we have 
s = 2M0 cos(} H 
a 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
If we assume that the gradient of the energy U,1w has a maximum at s1 (Fig. 2. 7), further 
increase of the field intensity will result in an irreversible displacement of the wall from s1 to, 
say s3 where the gradient is larger and thus can counterbalance the stronger magnetic field 
Jl) 
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"pressure". If the field is reduced from this state, the wall will come back, not to s0 , but to the 
minimum point, which is closest to s3 • If the largest maximum of the gradient exist at s3 , the 
wall will finally reach s3 and then will discontinuously move to the final goal upon an 
additional increase of H. Thus the critical field H* for one domain wall can be expressed in 
the following form: 
H.- I (au dw) (2.30) 
2M0 cosfJ ds max 
A considerable cause of the fluctuation in the energy of a domain wall as shown in Fig. 2. 7 is 
the internal stress, as first proposed by Kondorsky [6] and developed by Kersten [7]. A 
sinusoidal variation of internal stress has been used 
s 
G =Go cos2tr-
I 
(2.31) 
where I is the wavelength of spatial variation of the internal stress. The an isotropy constant 
is, therefore, 
3 s K = K11 --A.G0 cos2tr-2 I 
(2.32) 
where K 11 is an averaged effective anisotropy constant. If the wavelength I is sufficiently 
large compared to the wall thickness o, it can be assumed that the anisotropy constant does 
not change inside the wall; then the surface energy of the wall is given by 
(2.33) 
Then 
(arL = 3nll.Go ds I A . 2 s 3 Sill lr-1 s I K 11 --~~.G0 cos 2tr-2 I max (2.34) 
where o = 3~ A/ K 11 is the thickness of the wall. Since the wall does not change its area 
( u dw = r ), (2.30) becomes 
H• = trAG0 o 
2M cosfJ I 
(2.35) 
In the Kersten model it is supposed that the wall is constrained at two points and that it is 
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expands under the action of the applied magnetic field (Fig. 2.8). The radius of the curvature 
of the wall is given by 
I= 2MH cosO, 
r 
(2.36) 
It is seen that the radius should decrease with an increase 
of H. Actually, r is reduced as the wall expands as 
shown by curves a, b, and c in Fig. 2.8, but, if the wall 
expands beyond curve c where r is equal to the one-half 
of the separation of two constraining points I, the radius 
of the curvature, r, is again increased with further 
expansions of the wall. The wall will, therefore, expand 
discontinuously after it passes through curve c. The 
critical field H• is obtained by setting r = 1/2 in (2.36); 
then we have 
H.= r 
MlcoslJ 
... 
, 
, 
' 
' 
' \ 
I , 
., 
, 
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Fig. 2.8. Reversible and 
irreversible expansion of the 
domain wall. 
(2.37) 
In this model, the critical field is proportional to the domain wall energy y. The value of y 
can be reduced by applying a transverse field, which is similar to the effect of the transverse 
field on the rotational critical field. Therefore, in both cases of rotational and wall 
displacement mechanisms, the effect of the transverse field reduces the hysteresis area and 
makes the switching process faster. This effect will be employed to control circumferential 
magnetisation reversal in amorphous wires by applying an axial magnetic field. 
2.3 Thermally activated irreversible magnetisation reversal. Neei-Brown model. 
As it is clearly seen, from previous discussion, the critical field is a random variable. It 
turned out that stochastic methods are more appropriated in the study of the parameters of 
irr~versible magnetisation reversal, such as fluctuations of the critical field and the field of 
irreversible domain nucleation. One of the models describing nucleation of domains in 
ferromagnetic samples is the Neei-Brown model of thermally activated magnetisation reversal 
[I, 2, 8-1 0]. In this model the magnetisation reversal is assumed to occur via nucleation of 
domains happening at a certain applied field, which is called the switching field H sw. In the 
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Neel-Brown model, a single domain particle has two equivalent ground states of opposite 
magnetisation separated by an energy barrier due to for instant shape and crystalline 
anisotropy. The system can escape from one state to the other either by thermal activation 
over the barrier at high temperature, or by quantum tunnelling at low temperatures. At 
sufficiently low temperatures and at zero field, the energy barrier between two states of 
opposite magnetisation is too high for an escape process to be observed. However, the barrier 
can be lowered by applying a magnetic field in the opposite direction to that of the particle's 
magnetisation. When the applied field is close enough to the switching field at zero 
temperature H~w, thermal fluctuations are sufficient to allow the system to overcome the 
barrier, and the magnetisation reverses. For modelling this process, Brown proposed to add a 
random field term to the Gilbert equation, which is assumed to be of white noise type. On the 
basis of this assumption, he was able to derive a Fokker-Pianck equation for the distribution 
of magnetisation orientation. Brown did not solve this differential equation. Instead he tried 
some analytical approximations and asymptotic expansion for the case of the field parallel or 
perpendicular to the easy axis of magnetisation. More recently, Coffey et al. [11-13, 16] have 
found by numerical methods an exact solution of Brown's differential equation for uniaxial 
an isotropy and an arbitrary applied field direction. 
There are two main experimental methods for investigation of stochastic escapmg 
process: waiting time and switching field approaches. 
a. The waiting lime method 
The waiting time method consists in measuring the probability that the magnetisation 
has not switched after a certain time. At a given temperature, the magnetic field H is 
increased to a waiting field H w near the switching field H~v. Next, the elapsed time until the 
magnetisation switches is measured (Fig. 2.9(a)). This process is repeated several hundreds 
times, yielding a waiting time histogram. The integral of this histogram and proper 
normalization yields the probability that the magnetisation has not switched after a time t. 
According to the model, the probability that the magnetisation has not switched after a 
time t is given by: 
21 
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P(t) = e-tlr: 
and 'r (inverse of the switching rate) can be expressed by an Arrhenius law of the form: 
-I ( ) -I -Aeb r e ='l'o e 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
0 . 1 
where e = (1- HI H
5
w), r 0 is constant (pre-exponential factor), parameters A and b 
depend on damping, temperature, energy barrier height and reversal mechanism (thermal or 
quantum) [17, 18]. 
b. Switching field measurements 
It is often more convenient to study magnetisation reversal by ramping the applied field 
at a given rate and measuring the field value as soon as the sample magnetisation switches. 
Next, the field ramp is reversed and the process repeated. After several hundred cycles, 
switching field histograms are established, yielding the mean switching field (Hsw) and the 
width 0' sw (rms. deviation). Both mean values are measured as a function of the field 
sweeping rate and temperature (Fig. 2.9(b)). From the point of view of thermally activated 
magnetization reversal, switching field measurements are equivalent to waiting time 
measurements as the time scale for the sweeping rate is typically more than 8 orders of 
H=const. 
T=consL 
P(l) A 
~~.n 
1>:=-0 ~~ 
(a) Waiting time measurements 
dH/dt=const. 
T=const. 
Counts 
0 
<H ... (dH!dt,T)> 
__ ./1\-~o ... (dH/dt, T) 
J ! \ 
H 
(b) Switching tield measurements 
Fig. 2.9 Diagrams illustrating two approaches for investigation ofstochastic escaping 
process: waiting time (a) and switching field (b) methods. 
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magnitude greater than the time scale of the pre-exponential factor a typical value of which is 
10-10s. 
Therefore the Neel-Brown model described above can be applied to define parameters 
of irreversible magnetisation reversal. 
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Chapter 3. Production methods and general magnetic properties. 
A large number of applications in which an amorphous wire is used as a magnetic 
sensing element are based on the possibility of establishing in these materials a unique 
magnetic structure with well-defined magnetic an isotropy. The type of anisotropy and hence, 
domain structure is determined by such factors as residual stress distribution, applied stress, 
the value and sign of the magnetostriction constant The latter is an internal characteristic, 
which depends on the alloy composition and can be used to classify the wires. Three main 
groups of amorphous wires can be distinguished: 
I. Fe-based alloys with positive and relatively large magnetostriction (of the order of 
1 o-6) 
2. Co-based alloys with negative and relatively large magnetostriction (of the order of 
1 o-6) 
3. Co-based alloys with small additions of Fe exhibiting vanishing magnetostriction (of 
the order of I o-\ 
Amorphous microwires of the first and second groups, so-called Fe-based and Co-based 
microwires, are characterised by the axial anisotropy in the inner region. The magnetisation 
reversal in these materials takes place by a large Barkhausen jump between two bistable 
states, producing nearly squared hysteresis loops [I]. This rapid remagnetisation process, 
which generates a sharp voltage pulse, is useful for such applications as pulse generators, 
magnetic encoding, magnetic labelling and security sensors. In the outer region, the domain 
structure is mdial and circular, respectively for Fe-based and Co-based microwires. On 
applying external stress to Fe-based wires or using a special treatment, the outer region can be 
reduced so that the axial anisotropy occupies almost the total volume. Therefore, the 
bistability properties can be easily enhanced. On the contrary, for Co-based wires the effect of 
external stress would increase the area with the circumferential an isotropy. Wires of the third 
group having small magnetostriction typically do not exhibit bistable magnetisation reversal. 
In this case, practical interest is related to wires with a small negative magnetostriction that is 
still sufficient to preserve the circular domain structure. This type of microwire is well known 
as one of the best materials for magneto-impedance sensors. 
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In this section, we will briefly review the basic technology of microwire production 
with relation to their geometry, microstructure (amorphous or microcrystalline), mechanical 
properties, residual stress distribution and finally general magnetic properties. For example, 
different types of magnetic structures originate from the balance between magnetostatic and 
magneto-elastic energies contributions. The magneto-elastic anisotropy in its turn is a 
consequence of the internal stresses frozen in during the fabrication process. The internal 
stresses (axial, radial and circular) are induced by strong thermal gradient during the 
fabrication process. After-production treatments such as annealing under stress or magnetic 
field and drawing can modify the stress distribution considerably, resulting in modifications 
of the magnetisation configurations. 
3.1 Production methods 
There are two main techniques of microwire fabrication, namely, in the water rotating 
melting Unitika method and Taylor-Ulitovsky method based on glass-capillary drawing. 
a. UNITIKA technique 
The first technology has been developed by UNITIKA Ltd. R&D (Kyoto, Japan). The 
basic features of this method are as follows [2-7]. The master alloy is loaded into a quartz 
nozzle and melted by induction heating. The temperature is monitored with an optical 
pyrometer. A jet of molten metal is ejected under pressure through the orifice of the quartz 
nozzle into the rotating water layer. Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic representation of the 
experimental apparatus. The diameter of the amorphous wire is controlled by the orifice, 
ejection pressure, ejection angle and drum rotational speed. The most important factor in the 
spinning process is to control the ratio of the jet velocity Vj to the water velocity v .... Figs. 
3.2 (a, b) show the optimal range in Vj!Vw as a function of orifice diameter for preparing 
continuous amorphous Fe-Si-B and Co-Fe-Si-B wires at the ejection angle of about 60 
degrees. This indicates that continuous amorphous wires with various diameters (50-250 jlm) 
are produced if the water velocity in the drum exceeds the jet velocity by about 2-6 %. The 
deviation in the diameter can be made within 8-10% 
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Fig. 3.2. Optimum range in ~/Vw for amorphous Fe-Si-B wires in (a) and 
Co-Fe-Si-B wires in (b). 
b. Taylor-Uiitovsky technique 
The process for making extremely thin glass-coated wires, which are a primary interest 
for this work, was fi rst invented by Taylor in I 924 [8]. A drop of molten metal was put inside 
a heated glass pipe, which was pu lled very quickly. TI1is transfom1ed the metal into several 
microns thick wire coated by glass. In the early I 952, Ulitovsky e t al. [8,9] developed an 
industrial process based on the Taylor method. ln 1970, Wiesner and Schneider obtained for 
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the first time such glass-coated microwire with an amorphous metal core. The Taylor-
Ulitovsky process can be described as follows [8-15]. The drop of the master alloy is 
delivered inside a glass tube and heated by a large high-frequency electromagnetic field. Hot 
metal melt softens glass, which is drawn to form a glass capillary wherein melting metal 
penetrates (Fig. 3.3). 
Fig. 3.3. The melted drop inside a glass tube 
Thus, a micro wire is formed, which has a metal core covered by glass (Fig. 3.4). The 
micro wire on its way to the receiving coil is cooled in the stream of water to obtain a metallic 
core in an amorphous or fine microcrystalline state. 
The glass used in the preparation of microwires must be of a very high purity to prevent 
hairline cracks and have a melting point comparable to the melting point of the metal used in 
the experiment. When high melting point metals are used, glasses with high softening 
temperatures, i.e., high silicon content, are needed. 
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Fig. 3.4. Glass coated microwire. 
The metal drop is heated up to the melting point T," of the alloy; at this temperature the 
glass softens and forms an envelope for the metal. Then, the metal is superheated and kept at 
a temperature Ts = T,n + 11T for a time t. The melting temperature T," of the magnetic alloy 
will typically fall in the range of from 1230 to l400°C. The alloy is typically superheated 
( 11T) from 10 to 300°C above its melting point. The parameter t is found empirically for a 
given alloy composition, conductive and magnetic properties and values of the metallic core 
diameter and the glass thickness. To find a suitable time t, the process of casting microwires is 
repeated several times with different times t. The conductive and magnetic properties of the 
obtained samples are then measured as a function of t. Using extrapolation methods, the 
exposure time for the required magnetic and geometrical parameters may then be determined. 
The glass heated by the melted alloy softens because of the dramatic reduction of its 
viscosity. As a result, two coaxial flows arise: one of the melted metal in the centre and the 
other of softened glass around it. After leaving the heating zone, both flows transport through 
a water or oil stream (Fig. 3.5), cooling and solidifying. The glass coating solidifies before the 
metal core as the wire passes through the cooling zone. When cooling is rapid, the metallic 
core is in a strained state of extension and the glass coating is in a state of compression. The 
strain is induced by the differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion of glass and 
metal. The molten metal tries to contract on cooling but is constrained by the already 
solidified glass. Resistance, mechanical strength and magnetic properties benefit from this 
situation. This will be considered in more details in the next section. The microstructure of a 
microwire and hence, its properties depend main ly on the cooling rate, which can be 
controlled by a cooling mechanism. 
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Fig. 3.5. Process of cooling wire by a water stream. 
The velocity at which the microwire is wound on a bobbin is from a few meters, to 
some hundreds of meters per minute. ln tota~ this multi-parameter process, requiring 
sophisticated control methods and special methods for the preliminary treatment of the metal 
and glass raw materials. 
The diameter of the microwire influences the final microstructure because the rate of 
heat loss changes with diameter. Microwires greater than 40 11m in diameter are usually 
microcrystalline. Microwires less than 20 11m are usually amorphous. Microwires in the range 
of 40 to 20 11m will have a microstructure strongly influenced by the processing parameters. 
For example, increasing the additive load in the metal, lengthening the cooling stream path 
length, reducing the distance between the cooling and heating zones and increasing the degree 
of super-heating and super-cooling of the metal all promote an amorphous microstructure. ln 
general, rapid cooling is typically required to obtain amorphous and microcrystalline 
microstructures. The amorphous or microcrystalline structure is controlled by choice of 
J() 
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amorphisizers, cooling rate, nature of the cooling liquid, location of the cooling stream, dwell 
time in the cooling stream and degree of superheating and super-cooling. 
Typically, a multi component alloy is required for microwire production to satisfy a 
number of properties. In the case of magnetic wires, the alloy is preferably a Fe and/or Co-
based alloy to get high magnetisation along with a number of controlled parameters such as 
the magnetostriction constant. As the content of Fe is increased, the magnetostrictive constant 
monotonically increases going through zero at 4-4.5%. This allows a magnetic system with 
the effective anisotropy field varying within a wide range (0.1-50 Oe) to be designed. The 
magnetic properties can be further refined using such additives as Mn and Cr. To produce a 
microwire having a metallic core in an amorphous or microcrystalline state, the elements 
responsible for amorphization such as Si, B, Ge are used. Their total content must not exceed 
a certain limit to avoid relaxation of properties with time. Along with this, certain 
requirements on composition may be imposed by the technological regime. Amorphous 
metals have no grain boundaries, can be readily doped, and possess good electrical and 
magnetic properties. The electrical resistance of the amorphous wires increases 20 times up to 
2500 KQ/m in comparison with crystalline alloys, which makes the wires suitable for high 
frequency applications. In the case of magnetically soft amorphous microwires, the initial 
magnetic permeability increases 5-7 times, and can be as high as 2·1 04• The mechanical 
elasticity of these amorphous microwires increases. It is interesting to note that non-magnetic 
microwires can be of interest for such applications as micro-cables for telecommunications, 
miniature high-voltage transformers. Thin sub-ten micron silver microwires can be used as 
conductors at high frequencies, and planar DC-to-DC converters. 
I can conclude that due to their unique characteristics, amorphous microwires can be 
considered as a novel class of high performance conductive and magnetic materials. 
3.2 General magnetic properties 
The recent interest in amorphous microwires lies in their magnetic properties. As it was 
shown in the previous Chapter, the magnetic behaviour in amorphous materials is determined 
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by the shape anisotropy and the magnetoelastic anisotropy arising from the coupling between 
magnetostriction A. and internal stresses (J frozen-in during the fabrication process. These 
internal stresses originate from a strong thermal gradient during the fabrication process. This 
results in a substantial radial distribution of stress with tensile stress in the inner core and 
compressive stress in the outer region (if no additional stress is set up during the post 
fabrication process). Accordingly, the easy directions for magnetisation are different in the 
inner core and outer shell regions. The combination of shape anisotropy and tensile stress 
produces an axial easy an isotropy in the inner core (irrespective of sign of A.), whereas there is 
either radial (A > 0) or circumferential (A < 0) an isotropy in the outer shell. The typical 
domain structure in wires with positive (Fe-based) and negative (Cc-based) magnetostriction 
is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3.6. Schematic view of the domain structure determined by the distribution of internal 
stresses in wires with negative magnetostriction (a) and positive magnetostriction (b). 
Let us consider stress distribution in Fe-based glass-coated amorphous microwires. The 
model of stress distribution in glass-coated amorphous microwires has been developed in 
works by Chiriac et al [1 6]. Their method is based on distinguishing two separate stages in the 
preparation process of this material, which are accomplished in successive time and 
temperature intervals. During the first stage, the melting metal solidifies, which is assumed to 
take place simultaneously with the hardening of the glass at the glass transition temperature 
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Tg. The second stage is the cooling of the metal-glass ensemble from Tg to room temperature 
TRT . In the first stage, internal stresses are induced due to the solidification of the metal as the 
solidification front proceeds radially inward to the centre of the wire. In the second stage, 
internal stresses are induced due to the contraction of the two materials (metal and glass) 
having different thermal expansion coefficients. In addition, there is an axial tensile stress 
continuously applied on the wire due to the drawing during the preparation process. In this 
approach, the tensile axial stress induced due to continues drawing process specific for this 
technology is neglected. Figure 3.7 shows plots of the stress components (axial a_., radial 
a" and azimuthal a IP'P) as functions of distance x from the wire centre. One observes that the 
shape of the curve azz(r) and aii"P(r) are the same, but the positive values of azz are almost 
twice the positive values of aii"P. After reaching a maximum, both a,.(r) and a<PI'(r) 
decrease down to zero (at approximately 82% of r..,, where r., is the wire radius) and go to 
large negative values at the surface. The radial stress a" (r) is tensile everywhere in the wire. 
fn the central region of the wire, a,(r) is the component with the highest value and it 
is positive (zone 1). From - 85% of r.., to- 88% of r ... there is a second region, much narrower 
than the first one, in which a,, is the highest stress component and it is positive (zone 11). The 
remaining part up to r"' constitutes a third region, dominated by the high negative values 
(compression) of azz and a'P'P (zone Ill). For positive magnetostriction alloy, the easy 
anisotropy axis is in the direction of the dominant tensile stress and in the direction 
perpendicular to the dominant compressive stress. Considering zone 11 as a small transition 
region, this confirms the existence of basically a two-region magnetisation model shown in 
Fig. 3.6b with the axially magnetised core and radial maze domain structure in the shell. For 
the considered case, the radius of the cylindrical inner core is approximately 85% of r"'. 
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Fig. 3.7. Stress distribution_in Fe77.5Si7.5B 15 wire vs. radius as a result ofsolidification. 
The calculation is done for the core diameter of 23 J1m and g lass thickness of 3. 65 flm. 
Adapted from Chiriac et al. [16]. 
In the case of eo-based amorphous microw ires, magnetostriction dete1mined by the 
aUoy composition is negative. It is assumed that the internal stress d istribution for eo-based 
microwires is sirnjlar to that for Fe-based ones, shown in Fig. 3.7. The negative 
magnetostriction coup led with the compressive stress results in the easy anisotropy axis in the 
direction of the dominant compressive stress, that is, in a helical direction in the outer shell 
(combination of a zz and a qxp). The core magnetisation seems to be mostly dominated by the 
shape an isotropy and is in the axial direction, as in the case of A.> 0. Then, both types of 
wires irrespective of the s ign of magnetostriction exhibit an essentially rectangular hysteresis 
loop w ith Br I Bs determined by the ratio of core and she ll thickness (where Br is the 
remanent magnetic induction and Bs is the saturation induction). However, the 
experimentally determined remanence ratio B, I Bs is much larger in the case of A. > 0 (figure 
3.8, red and black curves) and smaller for A.< 0 (figure 3.8, pink and blue curves). If the glass 
is removed, the value of Br I Bs is nearly equal to the core to shell ratio. It implies that in the 
preparation process of the glass covered w ires an additional tensile axial stress appears due to 
the drawing of the wire. Then, there is a dominant axial tensi le stress everywhere in the wire. 
As a result, positive magnetostrictive wires have an axial anisotropy and negative 
magnetostrictive wires have a circumferentia l anisotropy, in almost the enti re wire region. 
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As I noted above the magnetostriction constant is determined by the alloy composition. 
Alloys with high tron content, for example Fen.sSi12.sBIO, have large positive 
magnetostriction of the order of 1 o-5, whilst Co-rich alloys have large negative 
magnetostriction (of the order of 1 o-6)_ Examples of alloys systems having large positive and 
negative magnetostrictions are given in Table 3.1. 
' Alloys component Fe-based microwire with large . Co-based microwire with large 
positive magnetostriction negative magnetostriction 
.~ Iron (Fe) 55-80 at%, 0-3 at%, 
, Cobalt ( Co) 0-12 at% 50-85 at%, 
Manganese (Mn) 0-8 at.% 0- 12 at.%, 
·Boron (B) 5-15 at.%, 3-.12 at.%, 
, Silicon (Si) 8-14 at.%, 5-15 at.%, 
Table J_ 1 Alloy systems constituting amorphous microwires with large magnetostriction. 
The gap between these two groups is filled by alloys with low magnetostriction 
constant, if it is negative, the wire still preserves a well-defined circular domain structure due 
to supplementary tensile stress. Such wires exhibit nearly linear hysteresis loops, as shown in 
figure 3_8 (pink or blue curves). An example of an alloy system having small but negative 
magnetostriction is given in Table 3.2. A microwire formed using such an alloy system with 
core diameter between 8-22 11m and glass thickness 2-5 11m exhibits almost linear B-H curves 
with a very small hysteresis area. 
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Fig. 3.8. Hysteresis loops for Fe-based and Co-based microwires with different 
magnetostrictions. 
Alloy component Atomic mass percent (at.%) 
Iron (Fe) 6.5 - 7.5 at.%, 
Cobalt (Co) 66.6- 69.4 at.%, 
Manganese (Mn) 0.5 - 0.8 at.%, 
Boron (B) 14- 14.5 at.%, 
Silicon (Si) 9.6- 10.6 at.%, 
Table 3.2 Typical alloy systems having small negative magnetostriction. 
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In this Chapter I briefly discussed the basic microwire properties with relation to their 
geometry, composition, microstructure (amorphous or microcrystalline), and residual stress 
distribution. These are based on a number of magnetisation models developed over last two 
decades. However, the dynamics of the magnetisation in these materials is still relatively poor 
understood. The following Chapters where I present mine original results on the dynamic 
hysteresis in microwires with positive and negative magnetostriction are covering this gap. 
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Chapter 4. Amorphous microwires with large magnetostriction: 
magnetisation process and applications. 
This chapter is devoted to the investigation into re-entrant magnetic flux reversal of 
amorphous microwires with positive magnetostriction. This process leading to very fast 
magnetisation switching makes wire elements unique for applications in magnetic tagging 
technology. The content of this chapter is divided into four parts. I start with a more detailed 
review of the quasi-static axial magnetisation processes in Section 4.1, which is determined 
by the combined effects of the shape and magnetoelastic anisotropies. This gives the 
necessary background to proceed to the investigation of dynamic hysteresis (up to 200 kHz) 
in Section 4.2. The results obtained in this study on the transformations in hysteresis curves 
with increasing frequency are discussed by considering the Nee I-Brown model of stochastic 
activation over domain wall pinning barrier. This is a new approach to model magnetisation 
dynamics and relaxation processes in magnetic bistable materials. Thus, the frequency. 
dependence of the nucleation (or switching) field is evaluated by considering a "waiting time" 
for closure domain wall to escape the pinned state, rather than involving eddy current 
mechanism. The domain wall propagation and domain wall configuration in established stage 
would be consistent with quasi de models, however. Section 4.3 concerns the controllable 
selective treatment of glass-coated magnetic microwires by laser irradiation. This local 
annealing by an argon laser results in the formation of weakly interacting heterogeneous 
structures with different magnetic properties. In the case of wire with positive 
magnetostriction, this treatment allows a "magnetic bar-code" to be written on a small piece 
of microwire. To the best of my knowledge, this possibility was demonstrated for the first 
time. Finally, Section 4.4 presents a specific security application utilising re-entrant 
magnetisation reversal. I proposed to use a number of glass-coated microwires with different 
switching fields, each of which constitutes a bit of information. Therefore, the assembly of 
these microwires can be used to set a specific magnetic bar code. I also have designed the 
reading apparatus for the remote information detection (at a distance of about 15 cm). 
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4.1 Domain structure and quasi de axial magnetisation process. 
Amorphous microwires with high magnetostriction are characterised by a core and 
sheet domain structure with the magnetisation para llel to the wire axis in the inner core and 
radial (or circumferential) in the outer region. This structure is caused by the combination of 
the res idual stress distribution and wire geometry, as discussed in Sections 2 and 3. The axial 
anisotropy is important for the re-entrant reversal, which occurs in the core and takes place by 
the propagation of a domain wall along the wire. 
In thin wires with axial easy magnetisation a domain wall is very elongated in shape 
as shown in Fig. 4 .1. The elongated shape, diluting magnetic free poles over larger volume, 
decreases stray fields. Assuming that the domain wall shape at equilibrium is one half of a 
prolate ellipsoid, minimizing the total energy with respect to the domain length, Id, yields an 
energy balance between the wall energy and magnetostatic energy [I]. It is most convenient to 
express these energies in terms of fie lds, so that: 
Outer shell 
~
Hex 
Fig. 4.1 Formation of an elongated domain wall in the core with uniaxial 
an isotropy. 
Hw- Hd+ Hex = 0 , 
H .., =3ny /8Msrd, r= 4(.JKA), 
H , ~ 4~{;:JH2:: )-I} 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Here Hex is the field required to move DW (typically, smaller than the nucleation field), H w 
is the effective field resulting from DW surface tension, y is DW energy per unit area, Ms ts 
the saturation magnetisation, rd is the radius of the domain, A is the exchange constant, K ts 
an an isotropy constant, H d is the demagnetising field. The expression for H d is valid only 
when rd I Id<< l. For a moving wall, the damping essentially balances the applied field Hex 
so the wall moves with little or no changes in shape, which is consistent with what is 
observed. If rd is constant, equation (4.1) determines the domain length Id: 
1; = 32M~r][ln(21d I rd) -1] 
3y 
It is seen that the length Id decreases with increasing DW energy y. 
(4.4) 
This model can be applied for the consideration of the closure domain structure at the 
wire ends. I can assume that this elongated DW is spontaneously nucleated at the end and 
extends into the wire to a distance of the order of Id, which can be then understood as a 
correlation length denoting the balance between the energies from magnetostatic and 
magneto-elastic origins. In order to observe bistability, the wire length must be longer than/d. 
For wires prepared by in-water rotating process, the critical length is in the range of 2-7 cm 
[ l]. In the case of glass-coated wires, which have much higher internal stress and hence much 
higher DW surface energy y, the critical length can be as small as few millimetres [2]. 
In short wires, which are typically used as sensor elements, closure domains structure 
plays a very important role. The experimental evidence of the existence of closure domains of 
the elongated shape is reported in Ref. 3,4. Figure 4.2 shows the domain pattern of an axially 
polished amorphous wire close to one end. The presence of various axial domains at the end 
of the inner is clearly seen. 
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Fig. 4. 2. Existence of the closure domain structure at the ends of Fe-based 
amorphous wire as demonstrated by the magneto-optical Kerr effect (the picture was 
taken at the end of an axially polished wire) Figure adapted from Ref [3}. 
When applying a longitudinal magnetic field opposite to the remanence, the already 
existing closure domain structures at the ends enlarge towards the centre of the wire. At the 
switching field H s , the domain wall from one end of the wire breaks through the pinning site 
and irreversibly moves towards the other end, giving rise to the sharp change in 
magnetisation. This DW propagation mode can be either alternating, from a different end after 
each reversal, or unidirectiona l, depending on the external agents such as magnetic fields or 
applied stresses. The propagation wall velocity depends on the strength of the anisotropy in 
the core and on the field intensity. During a steady-state propagation, the shape of the wall 
does not change being ellipsoidal or conical [5]. There are some works wherein a quasi-planar 
DW model was proposed [6]. This would result in an axia lly asymmetrical domain structure, 
which is not supported by the experiment. In this work, I wi ll consider only symmetrical 
ellipsoidal DW. Magnetic bistable behavi.our appears in samples with a well-defined quasi-
single-domain inner core. The particular value of the switching field Hs depends on the 
thermal history as well as on the applied mechan ical stresses [7]. 
The considered model estimates the DW shape for steady-state processes. There is no 
mechanism involved which would describe the DW transformation during its breaking 
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through the pinning site. Some modifications are needed to apply the model to describe 
dynamical processes. It is known that DW dynamics in ferromagnetic systems exhibits 
intrinsic stochastic properties [8,9]. Magnetic viscosity can be understood in terms of thermal 
or other noise activation over energy barriers. This mechanism explains the increase in 
switching field with increasing frequency. 
4.2 Dynamic hysteresis in amomhous wires with positive magnetostriction. 
In this Section, the experimental study of dynamical hysteresis in bistable wires is 
presented followed by the discussion in terms of modified Neel-Brown model of the 
magnetisation reversal due to the activation over energy barrier [I 0,1 I]. Most of experiments 
of hysteresis in these materials (and in general) are performed under de or quasi de conditions. 
As operational frequencies become progressively higher, there is an interest in studying the 
magnetisation reversal at corresponding frequencies. Here, the magnetisation curves in of Fe-
based glass-coated microwires have been measured for frequencies up to 200 kHz with help 
of specially designed miniature hysteresis tracer. The frequency dependence of the switching 
field is evaluated by considering a "waiting time" for closure domain wall to escape the 
pinned state. 
a. Experimental set-up for dynamic hysteresis measurements. 
For dynamic hysteresis study, glass covered amorphous wtres of the composition 
FetsCoss.4Mn1.28 12.4Si 10 were used (kindly provided by "AmoTec" Ltd, Moldova). The wires 
had a core of I2.4-I6.I Jlm in diameter covered by glass with total diameter of I8.6-22.I Jlm. 
A special hysteresis loop tracer was designed for high frequency measurements {Fig. 4.3.). 
Two pick-up coils, {3) and ( 4), of 0.15 cm in diameter, 1 cm long with 30 turns are placed 
inside a driving solenoid, (2), of 0. 75 cm in diameter, 6 cm long with I80 turns. The driving 
solenoid is connected to a signal generator, (I), and produces the ramping fields of the 
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Fig. 4.3. Compensation magnetometer: (1) Signal generator, (2) driving solenoid, 
(3) compensation coil, (4) pick-up coil, (5) sample, 
(6) processing electronics, and (7) AID converter. 
different forms and frequencies. The wire e lement (5) 2 cm long was placed in one pick-up 
coil, (4), which was used for detection of magnetization changes while the other, (3), is 
designed for compensation of the driving fie ld. A differential detection system, (6), contains 
amplifiers and high frequency band-pass filters to suppress noise. For freq uencies higher than 
a few ki lohertz, the effect of distributed inductance and capacitance becomes significant 
introducing distortions into the output voltage signa l. The hysteresis tracer was calibrated 
using an integro-differential correction function . The parameters of the correction function at 
different frequencies were calculated and checked by measuring the system response to 
various periodic input signals (of sinusoidal, rectangular, triangular forms). The driving field 
amplitude was 7 Oe, which was suffic ient to realize the magnetization switching at 
frequencies up to 200 kHz. 
Figure 4.4 shows a typical set of hysteresis loops reconstructed from measured signals 
at different frequencies of periodic driving field of constant amplitude. At low frequencies, 
the magnetization process is well described in terms of a large Barkhausen jump, wh ich 
happens at a switch ing field of about I Oe. Three important features characterize dynamic 
hysteresis in the wires studied. First, the field at which the large Barkhausen jumps occur 
(switching field) considerably increases with frequency and changes from 1 Oe at low 
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Fig. 4.4. Dynamic hysteresis loops in a glass covered amorphous wire. 
frequencies to 2 Oe at a frequency of 20 k.Hz. Second, the time of magnetic field ramping 
becomes comparable with the time of magnetization changes at frequencies above 10kHz and 
the hysteresis loop opens up. Third, the domain walls that carry magnetization reversal fail to 
reach sample edges at frequencies above 200 k.Hz and hysteresis loops acquire an elliptical 
shape. It was also found that time of a large Barkhausen jump decreases with an increase of 
frequency of a driving field . 
b. Modified Nt~el-Brown model 
To quantify the frequency dependence of the switching field we make use of the Neel-
Brown model of magnetization reversal, which was originally developed for description of the 
magnetization flip in uniax.ial magnetic particles due to thermal activation over the anisotropy 
barrier. Generally, the modification of the hysteresis curves in conducting magnetic materials 
due to higher frequency magnetising fields is described introducing an additional energy 
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dissipation resulting from eddy current losses [12, 13]. However, in regard to bystable 
systems, within this approach it is not possible to explain an increase in the switching field 
with a frequency since the rate of the magnetisation change is zero before the flip. I suggest 
that the switching field Hs in my experiments is defined by the closure DW activation over 
the initial barrier !l.U and modifY the Neei-Brown model to account for this scenario. 
According to the model, the probability rate p(t) of DW to overcoming the barrier is 
given by 
( 
!l.U- H(t)MV) p(t) =V0 exp · D , (4.5) 
where v0 is the attempt frequency, H(t) is the ramping magnetic field, M is the 
magnetization, V is an activation volume and D is the noise parameter. Assumptions are made 
here that the initial energy barrier !l.U does not depend upon magnetic field, the frequency of 
the magnetic field is much lower than the attempt frequency and magnetic field is treated as a 
perturbation for simplicity. The probability Q(t) of DW to stay in the pinned state obeys the 
following equation 
dQ/dt = -p(t)·Q. (4.6) 
Assuming that a jump will eventually happen at some small value of Q0 and using equation 
( 4.5), we obtain an implicit equation for the jump time lj 
'J' (H(t)MV} ln(I/Q0 ) (t:.u) exp t= exp -
D v0 D 
'• 
(4.7) 
where to is the time at which a reversal nucleus appears and DW is able to jump. Taking a 
saw-tooth dependence of the magnetic field H(t) = H0mt and assuming that the time to 
corresponds to some field Hso (when m tends to be zero) we finally get the switching field of 
the large Barkhausen jump as 
H 5 =__Q__In(~+ l)+ Hso MV m0 (4.8) 
where 
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Equation ( 4.8) agrees excellently with the measured dependence of the switching field 
H s upon frequency of dynamical hysteresis loops. Figure 4.5 demonstrates that the 
agreement between theory and experiment extends over a wide frequency range 0.1-30 kHz 
(where the ramping field amplitude was enough to drive the sample into saturation). Equation 
(4.8) worked well for different bistable wires in a large temperature range down to the 
temperature of liquid nitrogen. Careful comparison of the change in the logarithm slope with 
decrease of temperature shows that the temperature activation accounts for only less than I 0% 
of total noise. This implies that fluctuating external magnetic fields were the main source of 
noise. Extracting the logarithmic pre-factor from the graph shown in Fig.4.5, I estimate a 
lower limit of an activation volume as V "" 8· 10"17 cm3 which gives linear dimension of 
activation as d"" 2·1 0-6 cm. This scale is close to the domain wall width in this material. 
2.2 
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Fig. 4.5. Average switching field of a large Barkhausenjump as a function of 
frequency at room temperature. 
Simulation equation is Hs= 0.3* In (/+m/624.5) +0.93. 
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An activation process always leads to the distribution of a switching field. This 
important feature of the Neel-Brown model was also observed in my experiments. The 
distribution was Gaussian and its width was higher at lower frequencies in accordance with 
the model. 
c. Domain wall propagation 
Once activated, DW propagates forming an elongated shape to mmtmtse the 
demagnetising energy [14]. During this process, some additional demagnetising field Hd 
assists its movement. For a moving wall, the damping essentially balances the effective field 
He.ff, which includes the applied field, demagnetisation field and coercivity field. The DW 
velocity is of the form: 
(4.9) 
where f3 is the damping parameter. Since the switching field increases with the frequency of 
field ramping it means that DW moves in higher fields at higher frequencies. Considering that 
the damping parameter does not change essentially with frequency, equation (3. 7) leads to an 
increase of an average DW velocity <u> and hence to a decrease of the time of magnetization 
reversal which can be estimated as 1/<u>, where I is the sample length (or distance between 
nucleation sites). For fast reversal processes we can assume that the external field does not 
change during the jump and take He.o(t) = Hs. Then, it follows from (4.9), that the time of 
magnetization reversal r has to be inversely proportional to the switching field Hs. This is 
proven in Fig. 4.6 where the plot 1/r vs Hs is given. The data used cover the frequency range 
from 100 Hz to I 00 kHz. The interception with the field axis of the linear regression to the 
experiment gives an average demagnetisation field of about 1.6 Oe. Finally, we can combine 
the expression for switching field (4.8) with linear dependence for the inverse time and 
estimate the frequency at which -z: becomes of the order of the period of the driving field. A 
straightforward evaluation gives the frequency of about 100 kHz for my samples. This 
coincides with the experimental results showing elliptical hysteresis loops at frequencies 
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higher than 100 kHz. 
It should also be stated that with increasing frequency the time of magnetization 
reversal drops (Fig. 4. 7). The change of the magnetization time with frequency is attributed to 
the change of the switching field. At the end of this chapter, in the section "Application based 
on Barkhausen jump" I will demonstrate importance of dynamic features of the magnetic 
microwires with positive magnetostriction. 
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Fig. 4.6. Inverse of reversal timer as afunction ofswitchingfield Hs 
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Fig. 4. 7. Reversal time as a function of frequency 
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Summarizing results of this section, I have found that the dynamic hysteresis in 
bistable amorphous wires under a periodic magnetic field is described well by Neel-Brown 
theory of activation of a closure domain wall over a pinning barrier. The switching field 
follows a logarithmic function of frequency. The evaluated size of an activation volume is 
comparable to the size of the domain wall in amorphous materials. Pulse width drops with 
increasing frequency and time of magnetization reversal 't is inversely proportional to the 
switching field Hs. 
4.3 The effect of a laser annealing on magnetic properties of amorphous 
microwires. 
I already noted above, that the anisotropy and th~ domain structure are determined by 
the balance between the magnetoelastic and magnetostatic (shape) contributions. Annealing 
under stress and/or magnetic field results in a particular frozen-in stress distribution, changing 
the magnetoelastic energy. Then, various kinds of magnetic structures can be realised by a 
suitable postproduction treatment, which normally affects the whole sample. A local 
processing, which influences only a part of an amorphous material, is also possible. For 
example, laser radiation was used to achieve local crystallization of amorphous CoP alloys 
[ 15], to change locally the an isotropy of metallic glasses [ 16, 17]. However, little work has 
been done to investigate the effect of a local treatment of amorphous materials with the aim to 
produce heterogeneous magnetic structures. In particular, the development of a method for the 
predetermined, spatially patterned modification of glass-coated amorphous wires would be a 
very attractive proposition. 
In this section I present my results on the effect of local laser annealing of glass-coated 
amorphous magnetic wires. I demonstrate that magnetic properties of amorphous wires can be 
locally and controllably tuned by argon laser processing due to the formation of magnetic 
heterostructures. In particular, the use of this treatment for wires exhibiting large Barkhausen 
effect produces a number of portions switching at different fields. This can be of great interest 
for magnetic tag application. I used wire of the following compositions: Fe74813Si 11 Co2 
(sample I) and Fe66B 13Si 11 Co 10 (sample 2) with large positive magnetostriction for which an 
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axial anisotropy and re-entrant magnetization reversal are typical. In the experiment, we 
exposed wires to the laser Light and investigated the changes in the bistable behavior of 
samples before and after the treatment. 
The sketch of the installation 1s shown in Fig. 4.8, which was designed in 
collaboration with Aston University. ln the experiment, the magnetic wires were exposed to 
the emission of an argon laser operating at a wavelength of 488nm. The laser beam was 
focused into an elliptical spot, aligned with the wire, by a positive cylindrical lens. The width 
of the spot across the wire was about of 25 J.lm. An additional negative cylindrical lens was 
used for expanding the laser spot along the wire. Depending on the position of the negative 
lens, the spot length varied from -2 to 10 mm. It was possible to focus the beam tighter, down 
to a length of 60 f.lm, by substituting the negative lens with a microscope obj ective. 
Ohmmeter 
Laser 
Wire 
Lenses 
Diaphragm 
Fig. 4.8. Schematic diagram of argon laser processing installation due to the 
formation of magnetic heterostructures. 
The wire was fixed on bracket holder that allowed an exposure of the mjddle section 
of the wire. A three-coordinate translation stage provided precise alignment of the holder. The 
maximum power in the beam was 6.5W, corresponding to the maximum intensity in the focus 
in excess of 104 W/cm2. A change in the wire resistance was used as a reference parameter for 
the laser treatment. The dependence of the wire resistance upon temperature has been 
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calibrated in a thermal bath prior to processing. The wire resistance changed with temperature 
at a rate 1J=,1R/(R·t1T)=J.2xJ0-4 C 1. Therefore, knowing the length of the exposed section, we 
can roughly evaluate the local temperature of the treated wire from the total resistance of the 
sample. When a wire was exposed to relatively low laser intensity below 103 W/cm2, its 
resistance changed reversibly, i.e., the resistance increased and returned to the initial value 
after irradiation. At a higher level of exposure, the wire resistance dropped irreversibly by 
1%-3%. The likely reason for that is a crystallization of the sample and a higher conductivity 
of a crystalline state. During the experiments, care was taken to avoid the crystallization 
process. The annealing procedure consisted of an increase and a decrease of laser power until 
the total wire resistance fell to a predetermined value below the initial value. The exposure 
time was typically one minute. 
I investigated the effect of laser treatment on the characteristics of the magnetisation 
reversal. The magnetisation curves were measured by a conventional inductive method 
(described in previous Section) using two differential pickup coils of 30 turns, 0.5 mm in 
inner diameter (0.8 mm in outer diameter) and 1 cm long. Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(c) show the 
measured differential response of an unprocessed wire and that of a partially laser treated wire 
(sample I), respectively. The total sample length was 2 cm and the length of the treated 
portion was about 5 mm. For as-cast wires, a sharp voltage pulse was detected at a magnetic 
field of 0.4 Oe (see Fig. 4.9(a)). This pulse is characteristic of a large Barkhausen jump. 
Placing the processed wire in such a way that the detection coil contained both treated and 
non-treated portions, I detected two voltage pulses (two large Barkhausen jumps) shown in 
Fig. 4.9(c). The first pulse corresponds to the field 0.6 Oe and the other occurs at higher field 
of 2 Oe. On the other hand, if the treated portion was outside the detection coil there was no 
change in the magnetization reversal behaviour in comparison with as-cast wires (Fig. 4.9(a)). 
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Therefore, the laser annealing induced a local change in coercivity and produced no 
measurable effect on the adjacent areas. By reducing the width of the pickup coils and 
measuring local magnetisation loops, [ confirmed that the magnetisation reversal happens in 
treated and non-treated portions by means of a large Barkhausen jump occurring at different 
fields. As a result, the differential response shown in Fig. 4.9(c) has two pulses corresponding 
to the coercivity of processed and unprocessed material. Simi larly, one can compare the 
reconstructed hysteresis loops in Fig. 4 .9(b) (unprocessed wire) and Fig. 4.9(d) (partially 
annealed sample 1). The hysteresis loop of sample l consists of a superposition of two 
rectangular hysteresis loops with two distinctly different coercivities. It means that a locally 
laser treated bistable wire represents an interesting prototype of a simple 2-bit element for 
product labelling. 
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Fig. 4.13. Zoomed region of Fig 4.12 at the point where remagnetisation process 
appears with inserts of wire magnetisation model at different remagnetisation stages. 
characteristics, which is related to the corresponding critical length of bistability [1 ,2] . These 
characteristics can be improved considerably using glass-coated Fe-based microwires, which 
can produce voltage peaks with the width smaller than 30 J..l.S and the height is around 0.03 
m V per turn (for 12 J..lm metallic core diameter). Furthermore, the minimum critical length is 
about 2 mm. The switching field is in the range of 0.1-8 Oe. 
4.4.1 1-D interrogation system 
The detection apparatus (Reader) consists of a means for generating a uniform a.c. 
magnetic field in an interrogation volume and a differential pick-up coil arrangement for 
detecting a generated voltage signal from the wires. The system also comprises several 
recognising and displaying electronic units for different types of recycling devices. 
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a. Coil's system 
Figure 4.14 illustrates the concept for a 1-D scanned interrogation system. Such a 
system can operate w ith one tag in the interrogation volume, whose orientation is in parallel 
with the filed direction. This type of the system has a simple form and is convenient to use to 
explain the system operation. The magnetic tag is excited by the magnetic field produced by 
four transmit coils. The transmit coils generate a substantially uniform magnetic field in the 
central part of the interrogation volume. The "term uniform" is used to describe a vector field 
that has substantially the same amplitude and direction over a spatial volume. 
M a netic shield 
Transmit coils 
coils 
Fig. 4.14. 1 -D scanned interrogation system 
The receiving coils are both arranged such that their magnetic axis (defined as the 
vector along which an impinging magnetic field vector produces maximum electromotive 
force - emt) is aligned to the magnetic field direction. Each receiving coil comprises a short 
solenoid coil. The receiving coils are 100 mm in diameter and 50 mm long having 200 turns 
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of 0.25 mm diameter enamelled copper wire (ecw). The receive coils have approximately 4 
mH inductance and 20 Q resistance. 
The transmitting coils are electrically connected in series and their arrangement is 
similar to a Helmholtz configuration. Each coil comprises 100 turns wound over I 0 layers 
with I mm ecw and is a short solenoid I 0 mm long and I 00 mm in diameter. The combined 
inductance of the coils is 3.3 mH. The coils are separated a distance apart along their 
magnetic axis. The important feature is that the magnetic field produced around the tag is 
substantially uniform. The field produced by coils in the central part of the interrogation 
volume is about 6 Oe. 
The operation of the receiving coils is as follows. The receiving coils are designed 
such that in the presence of the transmit magnetic field, the emfs produced by receiving coils 
are equal and opposite. Such an arrangement is referred to as differential or balanced and is 
achieved by a number of well-known techniques [20]. The methods include varying the turn's 
ratio between the coils, slight distortions in the enclosed coil area or very small orientation 
changes. When a magnetic material is placed inside one of the receiving coils, its property of 
permeability causes the magnetic field flux lines to link with the material. The effect is to 
cause more flux to flow inside the coil than would be the case with no magnetic material. The 
coil output emf is proportional only to the ratio of change of linked flux, whilst being 
insensitive to the transmitting magnetic field. This feature is known art and is employed by 
magnetometers and other instruments used to characterise magnetic material properties. 
All the sca.nning system is covered by a dual mu-metallic magnetic shield to reduce an 
influence of the external magnetic noise. 
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b. Magnetic data tag 
The tag element material was a glass-coated m1crow1re with a positive 
magnetostriction attached to a plastic or paper substrate. The wires had a metallic core of 18-
22 !J.m in diameter covered by glass with total diameter of 20-25 !J.m. The wire length was 10 
mm. Table 4.1 shows basic properties of the microwires, which have been chosen for LFID 
application. 
Metal diameter Glass thickness Coercivity force 
Alloy (average value) (average value) (average value) 
±3!J.m ±0.5!J.m ±0.2 Oe 
18.6!J.m 2.2!J.m 0.8 Oe 
19.6!J.m 3.6!J.m 1.4 Oe 
21.4 !J.m 2.8!J.m 2.1 Oe 
Table 4.1. Basic characteristics of the materials chosen for the 'Recycling project' 
c. Processing electronics 
As a part of research, several prototypes have been developed and tested to find the 
best solution in term of reasonable cost, sensitivity and quality. The first one is a computer-
based version of the Reader (see Fig. 4.15). The voltages induced in receiving coils are 
assigned numerical values by AID converter and analysed by specially created computer 
software for recovering and displaying data from the magnetic tag. The computer-based 
prototype made it possible to demonstrate the feasibility of using magnetic microwires as 
magnetic tags in such kind of systems. 
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Fig. 4.15. View of the computer-based recognition system. 
Considering that mass-production faci lity has to be inexpensive, the second version of 
the Reader based on analogue electronics solely was developed. Fig. 4.16 shows outward of 
the analogue system. The analogue-based prototype is portable. 
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Fig. 4. I 6. View of the analogue system. 
The basic principle~ of recognition are common for both modifications of the Reader 
and can be demonstrated using the simple analogue based prototype. Analogue Reader 
contains three circuits: driving circuit, amplifying-filtering circuit and identifying circuit. 
The driving circuit is schematically shown in fig 4.17. It operates as follow. A sine 
generator (microchip MAX038) generates a 200 Hz signal with amplitude 2Vp-p. The signal 
frequency can be adjusted with Rf. A pre-amplifier (microchip TL081) is used for adjusting 
the amplitude of the signal applied to the transmitting coils by adjusting the value of the 
variable resistor RA. The high power amplifier (chip OPA549T) provides the drive for the 
transmitting coils. The drive current is set to achieve the appropriate transmitting field level. 
The voltage applied to the transmitting coils is about 8Vp-p. This generates the transmitting 
current of about 1.6A rms (measured by means of R1) , yielding the transmitting field of 
approximately 6 Oe. The upper limit of this fie ld level is determined by the tag material 
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saturation, with the consequent suppression of the sharp magnetisation transition, which 
encode the data. The detailed diagram of the driving circuit is given in Appendix A.l . 
Sine gen~ra tor 
MAX038 
Pie -amplifier 
MAX410 
Power Amplifier 
OPA549T 
Fig. 4.1 7. Schematic view of the driving circuit. 
Drivil g 
coils 
RI 
The amplifying-filtering circuit is gtven m Fig.4.18 (the details can be found in 
Appendix A.2). The balanced receive coils are connected to the amplifying and filtering 
electronics. The receive coi ls are designed such that in the presence of the transmit magnetic 
field, the emfs in them are equal and opposite. However, it is quite difficult to achieve the full 
compensation only by mechanical means. The variable resistor R8 is used for compensating 
residual dist01tion. The band-pass fi lter (BPF) removes the residual low frequency distortion 
Instrumental amplifier 
r--------------------1 (/) ,---ll·-:t>--
'5 I 
() : I - I 
I .-;::::::]----' 
g> :o 
'> I I . r-1----. 
Q) - ~ ·-~ I 
() 
(]) 0::: '---__.!._-f 
,_-- ---- ------------ - ...J 
BPF 
Fig. 4.18. Schematic view of the amplifying-filtering circuit. 
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in the transmitter as well as the low frequency distortion in the receiver caused by unwanted 
receive coil imbalance or any other magnetic materials placed in the interrogation volume. 
The filter also limits high frequency noise, the sources of which are thermal, electronic 
(amplifier), and interfering ac magnetic signals. ln addition, it is desirable that the receiver 
bandwidth is matched with the characteristics of the tag element impulse response induced by 
the transmitter. In practice, a high-band of the fi lter set at 25 kHz is an efficient compromise. 
Fig. 4.12 shows a typical response after the amplification and fi ltering stage (green curve). 
The sinusoidal signal (red curve) is the voltage measured across the resistor R1(Fig 4.17). This 
voltage is proportional to the current flowing through the coi l. The magnetic field, in turn, is a 
function of current. The ampljfication and filtering boards also contain a so-called selector 
circuit (Fig. 4.19). It is designed for eliminating negative pulses and to modify the positive 
pulses to be square, which will be used as strobe signal for running the following digi tal 
electronics. At the output of this circuit only positive pulse at the positive portion of the sine 
waveform appear as it illustrated in Fig 4.20. 
Digital switch 
Signal from amplification 
and filtering stage >+- ----1_/{ _ ..__L_  _.. 
I 
Magnetic Field 
measured by means of Rt 
Comparators 
Fig. 4.1 9. Schematic view of selector circuit 
Output 
This enables the signal level to be measured. This signal is proportional to the 
magnetic fie ld applied to the wire at the point where the Barkhausen jumps appear (switching 
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field). The "Sample and Hold" device LF398 was used for sampling signals. The sampling 
8 > ....__.
6 4 :t! 
::J 
~ 0 Q) 4 L.. 
0 2 ·u 
....__. L.. 
2 0 
'"0 0 
Q) 0 0 
Q) 
I+= Q) 
'"0 (/) 
Q) 
-2 Q) 0. .c. 
-2 +J c. '+-
<( -4 0 
+J 
::J 
-6 
-4 c. +J 
::J 
-8 0 
0 2000 4000 6000 
Time, [/-lS] 
Fig. 4.20. Output of the selector circuit. Digital pulse can be used as a strobe signal 
for sampling level which is proportional to the switching field Hs. 
and identifying circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 4.21 . When the square pulse appears at 
the strobe input Vc, LF398 samples the signal, which is applied to the input Vin . When this 
pulse is not seen, LF398 holds the sampled level. This level is proportional to the switching 
Signal from 
selector circuit 
Magnetic Field 
measured by means of RI 
Comparator 
stage 
Fig. 4.21. The identifying circuit. 
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field H 8 . 
At this stage, it is worth mention the following limitation for the analogue prototype. 
The analogue prototype is able to work with a fixed numbers of different magnetic tags. In 
our case, recognising three different magnetic tags was required. According to this the 
comparator, logic and displaying stages were designed. 
The comparator stage was designed for separating magnetic tags with different 
switching fields. The "levels" inputs at the comparator stage are adjustable and used for 
setting levels determining the deviation of switching fields of certain magnetic tags. After a 
simple logic stage, whose truth table is shown in table 4.2 the data are ready for display. 
CompNI CompN2 CompN3 CompN4 Yellow Green Red 
(higher than (higher than (higher than (higher than diode diode diode 
noise level) Level/) Level2) Leve/3) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 I 0 0 
I I 0 0 0 I 0 
I I 1 0 0 0 I 
I I I I 0 0 0 
Table 4.2 Truth table of logical stage. 
The analogue prototype can be used only for the purpose of demonstrating the 
possibility of using glass-coated microwires as magnetic tags. Mass production equipment 
would include communication unit, deactivation unit, protection unit and many other features. 
()IJ 
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4.4.2 2-D interrogation system 
The 1-D system can be extended to recognize data tags randomly oriented in the plane. 
Figure 4.22 illustrates the concept of 2-D interrogation system. The transmit coils are 
arranged in pairs, each pair producing an orthogonal magnetic field: (H x• H y ). The coil pairs 
are electrically connected in series. Each coil comprise l 00 turns wound of 1 mm diameter 
enameled copper wire over 10 layers and are a short rectangu tar solenoid 120mm wide, 
180mm high and 1 Omm thick. The combined inductance of the coil pair is 3.3 mH. The coil 
pairs are 150mm apart along their magnetic axes. The important feature is that the magnetic 
fields produced by each pair in the interrogation volume are uniform and orthogonal. Each 
coil pair is driven by a current sine waveform to produce the field of the form : 
Transmit coils 
Hx=Acos(rot) 
Hy=Asin (OY) 
lnterro ation vo lum e 
Fig. 4.22. 2-D scanned interrogation system 
Receiving coils 
0 11/p llf 
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H x = A · cos(2 · n · f ·I) 
HY =A-sin(2·n·f·t) 
where the maximal value is about 8 Oe. The resultant field vector produced has a constant 
magnitude and is situated in the xy-plane, spinning around the z-axis at the rate OJ radians per 
second. The value of OJ was set to be about 1256 radis. The a.c. signal source (microchip. 
MAX038) generating a signal at f =200Hz is split and filtered by an active phase shifting 
circuit designed to give differential phase about 90° (fig. 4.23). 
The receiving coils have a toroidal form as shown in figure 4.24. They are placed in 
the xy-plane perpendicular to the z-axes. According to the requirements, receive coils are 
designed for detecting the magnetic data tags, which are placed perpendicular to the radial 
90° PHASE-SHIFTING CIRCUIT 
Output (X-Channel) 
Input C29 
Output (V ..Channel) 
111F R18 
.8.9 K1l 
Fig. 4.23. 90° phase-shifting circuit. 
direction and apart from the coil center as shown in figure 4.25. The recetve coils are 
designed such that the emfs produced by transmit coils are equal and opposite. Each coil 
comprise I SO turns wound in a single layer with 0.25 mm ecw and are a toroidal solenoids 80 
mm in diameter, 12 mm height and 40 mm thickness. The combined inductance of the coil 
pair is 1.1 mH. For the 2-D scanning system I used the receive circuit similar to that for 1-D 
system. 
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Fig. 4.24. 2-D scanned interrogation system (top view). 
The 2-D system was developed on a conceptual level and only the principle operation 
has been realised. There are still many practical issues to be addressed, however, this is 
beyond the aims of this work. 
Summarising the accomplished work, L-D and 2-D interrogation scanning detection 
systems have been designed. Whilst 1-D detector is able to detect magnetic label with 
microwire oriented in parallel with the applied external field, 2-D detector can detect 
magnetic labels randomly oriented in the plane. A computer-based prototype allows optimal 
parameters of detection system such as operational frequency, amplification and filtering 
bandwidth to be chosen. The next modification, an analogue based prototype, demonstrates 
the possibility of producing inexpensive and portable detection system. This version can be 
used for specific purposes where security and reliability options are not very important, for 
example, for recycling. 
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Chapter 5. Dynamic hysteresis and magneto-inductive effect in amorphous 
microwires with negative magnetostriction. 
Quasi-static models of rotational magnetisation reversal of microwires with negative 
magnetostriction were briefly analysed in Chapter 2 under the effect of such factors as applied 
stresses and magnetic fields. Hereafter I will describe the dynamic effects of magnetisation 
reversal in conjunction with the magneto-inductive effect 
At low frequencies when the skin effect is weak, the change in the circumferential 
magnetisation due to the ac current generating an inductive voltage across the wire, the value 
of which is quite large and very sensitive to the de axial magnetic field Hex, reflecting the 
behaviour of the dynamic circumferential magnetisation reversal under the effect of Hex [I, 
2]. The axial field is a hard axis field with respect to the circumferential anisotropy. It 
strongly suppresses the circular magnetisation via the domain wall movement, but encourages 
the rotational processes. This process can be described in terms of an ac non-linear 
permeability, the field dependence of which defines the field behaviour of the inductive 
voltage (or inductive part of the impedance). This effect is also referred to as a magneto-
inductive effect. Here I give an introduction into low frequency magnetic permeability 
(Section 5.1) and MI effect (Section 5.2), and Section 5.3 presents the original results on the 
dynamic circular magnetisation reversal in Co-based wires. The low-frequency analysis is 
useful to clarifY the MI behaviour at higher frequencies when the skin effect is essential. For 
example, the obtained results explain the transformation of the MI plots: from curves with one 
central peak at zero field to characteristics with two peaks at the anisotropy field as frequency 
is increased and the DW processes become progressively damped. 
5.1 Dynamical domain wall permeability 
In the low frequency range, the essential field dependence of an ac voltage 
Vw = V R +V L results from only the inductive part V L, whereas the resistive component V R 
corresponds to the de voltage. In Co-based amorphous wires the value of V L can be quite 
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large at relatively low frequencies (V L I V "' I 0% at frequency of I 0 kHz) and highly sensitive 
to the external de field. This effect is knows as a magneto-inductive effect [3-5], or low 
frequency magneto-impedance. Such a large inductive component is due. to a circular 
magnetic structure for which a passing current induces an easy axis driving magnetic field. 
The inductive voltage is proportional to the circumferential permeability consisting of 
contributions from domain wall movement and magnetization rotation in the presence of the 
axial magnetic field given by: 
Jlrp =I+ 4tr(Xrot + Xdw) (5.1) 
where Xrot•Xdw are rotational and domain wall susceptibilities, respectively. (In this chapter 
Gaussian units are used following the original works [I, 2, 8, I 0]). 
For circular magnetic structure, both Xdw and Xrot are very sensitive functions of the 
external field. Typically, Xdw dominates at relatively low frequencies less than the 
characteristic relaxation frequency rodw of the domain wall movement, whereas at higher 
frequencies Xrot becomes important, since the relaxation is much faster in the case of the 
rotational processes. At low frequencies, the rotational part Xrot can be considered frequency 
independent. The domain susceptibility Xdw is of a relaxation type due to eddy currents 
generated by wall movements. 
In the effective medium approximation, the dynamical magnetic susceptibility X,1., 
due to the domain wall movements is defined from < x::.. · H >= Xt~w < H 0 >, where < ... > 
indicates averaging over the volume larger than the domain spacing, x;;... is a static domain 
wall susceptibility, and 
H 0 is an external 
driving field, which is in 
our case a circular field 
generated by a passing 
current [ 1-5]. The 
calculation of 
depends on a specific 
domain structure. 
Following [I], I assume 
2d 
V 
V 
wtre axis 
--,.... 
j~ 
@ a 
,it 
Fig. 5.1 Circular domain structure for eddy current field 
calculation. 
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that circular domains cross the entire wire of radius a periodically with spacing 2d, as shown 
in Fig. 5.1. A rigid domain wall model is also assumed, when the wall shifts as a whole under 
the influence of the averaged field < H >, which incorporates, H 0 and the eddy current field 
H,.; generated by the wall displacements. The induced electric field E,.; is potential 
(curiE mi = 0 ), except within the wall, and satisfies the Lap lace equation 
dlfl = 0, E,.; = -gradlfl 
The eddy current field H ,.; is calculated by the solution of (5.2) as: 
4·1t'·O' 
cur/H,.; = · E,.; 
c 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
The problem is solved in the cylindrical co-ordinates r,qJ, z with the origin in the 
centre of a circular domain wall [12]. Because of the symmetry the hatched area in Fig. 5.1 is 
considered. The boundary conditions are: 
(alfllar),=a =0, 
lfl(r,-d) = lfl(r, d)= 0, 
(a V' I ar) z={) = -4 · 1r · j · ro · X~· < H > ·d I c 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Condition (5.5) accounts for the assumption that the wall shifts as a whole under the 
influence of< H >, so that dz I dt oc ro ·X~:< H >. The solution for 1f1 which satisfies (5.4) 
is of the form: 
If!= L,D. ·J0 (k. ·r)·sinh[k. ·(d-z)], (5.6) 
n 
where k. = 11.. I a are such that 1 1 (11..) = 0. The constants D. are determined from (5.5) by 
using the orthogonality condition from Bessel functions: 
8 · 1r · 1· · ro · X 0 • d · a· < H > ·f. [) = • n 
" c · 11.3 · J 2 (11. ) · si nh(ll · d I a) ' 
n 2 " n 
(5.7) 
.... 
f.= Jx·J1(x)dx. 
(I 
As follows from (5.3), the magnetic field H,.; produced by the eddy current has only 
a circular component, which can be determined by 1f1 in the form: 
Hmi = 4 ·1t'. 0' fa a"' 'd ' -r r. 
c·r az 
r 
(5.8) 
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Then the average value of the magnetic field imposed on the domain boundary is 
o S·n·crJ" J"aV' .. < H >= H - 2 dr -r dr , 
c·a oz 0 r 
(5.9) 
where V' is defined by (5.6) and (5.7) and is proportional to < H >.From (5.9) the dynamic 
susceptibility can be found 
x,C:W· < H > 
Xmv = Ho 1-J··mlm ' 
<Av 
introducing a characteristic relaxation frequency mchv: 
m =c2 164·n 2 ·X 0 ·O'·a·d· ""g dw dw .L..J 11' 
n 
_ f.2 · coth(A.. · d I a) 
g. - ,ts . J 2 (A. ) · 
n 2 n 
(5.1 0) 
(5.11) 
Here er is the conductivity. The series in (5.11) rapidly converges and for a=d is equal 0.053. 
Note that the calculation of Xdw is valid only as long as 8 I a >> 1, 8 = c I ../2 ·n ·er· w. 
I will demonstrate that in the case of the magneto-inductive effect, the domain processes are 
most essential. 
5.2 Inductive voltage generated by circular magnetisation reversal 
In the previous Section, I considered a linear domain wall permeability to demonstrate 
the relaxation processes due to eddy currents generated by wall motion. In the low frequency 
approximation, the inductive voltage VL can be found in a general case of a nonlinear 
magnetisation due to ac current. This voltage will be defined by a certain non-linear 
permeability (say, differential permeability). An ac current i = i0e- jm·t flowing through a 
wire, generates a circular magnetic field, the radial distribution of which can be considered 
frequency independent: 
Hrp = 2irlca 2 (r ~a). (5.12) 
This field causes a circular magnetic flux change and generates a longitudinal electric field 
Ez : 
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dEz I dBcp .m 
a;-= --;;----af = 1--;; Jldif. H cp. (5.13) 
Here the circular magnetic induction B'P is a function of H 'P, and J.Ldif is defined as a 
differential permeability: Jl.Jif = dB'P I dH 'P" The general solution of (5.13) is of the form: 
r 
E z (r) = j ~ J J1dij(r 1)H cp (r 1)dr 1 + E0 
0 
The parameter Eo is found from the condition of constant current amplitude: 
<Ez(r)>l=iRdc 
I a r 
Eo =iRdc- jm-2 JrdrJJ.Ldif(r
1)Hcp(r 1)dr 1 
c rea o o 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
where Rdc is the de resistance of the wire. The total voltage at constant current amplitude is 
determined by the value of the field taken at the wire surface: 
(5.16) 
This gives the following equation for the inductive voltage: 
a 2 a r 
V L = j m J J.ldif (r 1)H cp (r 1)dr1 - j __!!!_/ J rdr J Jldif (r 1 )H cp (r 1 )dr1 I rca 2 = 
c 0 c 0 0 (5.17) 
. m 21 aJ d aJ ( 1 ( 1 1 
= J--2 r r Jldif r )Hcp r )dr crca 0 r 
Substituting (5.12) for H cp into (5.17), the inductive voltage can be expressed as 
a a (5.18) 
J ' ' ' 4 L;=4·1·Jrdr J.ldij(r)·rdr la. 
0 r 
It can be concluded from (5.18) that the inductive voltage is determined by an internal 
inductance L;. which depends, in general, on the distribution of the differential permeability 
inside the wire. For homogeneous materials where J1,1if is independent of position, the 
expression for L; is reduced to a standard form: L ;= Jl,iif ·I I 2. In a general non linear case the 
8(1 
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differential permeability and, hence, the inductance are functions of current. Therefore, at 
very low frequencies the change of the material's impedance is exclusively ascribed to the 
magneto-inductive effect arising from the circular magnetization process. It should be noted 
that because of large Barkhausen jumps in the domain wall motion the inductive voltage VL 
can be very far from the harmonic waveform (especially for high amplitudes of driving 
current. 
5.3 Experimental investigation of inductive voltage (dynamical circular 
magnetisation reversal). 
The inductive voltage across the wire is originated by circular magnetisation reversal, 
which cannot be measured by conventional magnetometry methods. An approach to the 
problem is to utilise a balanced bridge circuit, for example Wheatstone, which allows the 
inductive voltage to be filtered out from the total wire voltage (see Fig. 5.2) [3-6, I 0]. 
-
. 
Z(HeJ=R(He.x)+jL(Hex) 
Fig. 5.2 Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
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Due to its outstanding sensitivity, the Wheatstone bridge circuit is very advantageous 
for the measurement of resistance and inductance or even complex impedances. It consists of 
3 adjustable resistors R~, R3 and ~ and one element under test (magneto-inductive sample) 
arranged in a diamond orientation. Due to the complex nature (inductive and resistive) of the 
measured sample, the significant phase shift appears between current 11 and b. which was 
measured across resistors R2 and R5. Measurements of the phase shift allows the non-linear 
inductive voltage V~, corresponding to the changes of magnetic permeability to be separated 
from an unwanted ac signal (not related to the hysteresis). Furthermore, careful measurements 
required the balance of the bridge at each frequency in the presence of a very large axial field 
(100 Oe) along.the sample, since the inductive part of the measured impedance that is related 
to the magnetic properties dramatically changes with increasing frequency. 
The circular flux density was not uniform over the wire cross-section and the 
measured voltage depends, in general, on its distribution. But at certain condition (say, rigid 
or flexible domain wall movements) the measured voltage is proportional to the rate of 
change of the averaged circular flux density. Then, the circular magnetisation loop can be 
plotted by integrating the inductive voltage signal. The magnetising current amplitude of 30 
mA is sufficient to realise almost a complete magnetisation cycle even for frequency up to 
250KHz. 
The measurements were made for glass covered Co64.6FeJ.sSi1s.sB16.4 amorphous wires 
having the metallic amorphous core of 12.6 J.l.m in diameter covered by glass with thickness of 
2.3 J.l.m; the wire length was 1.2 cm. 
I start with the case when the external de field along the wire is zero (Hex = 0 ). In the 
case of circumferential an isotropy, an ac current passing through the wire creates an easy axis 
circular field H rp and the circumferential magnetisation proceeds via the wall movements. 
Figure 5.3 shows the experimental circular hysteresis loops for different frequencies (from I 
kHz to 250 kHz). The loops are nearly rectangular at low frequencies whereas with increasing 
frequency they progressively widen and the maximal differential permeability drops. 
c• "l o_ 
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Fig. 5.3. Dynamic circular hysteresis loops in glass-covered amorphous microwires 
with small negative magnetostriction measured at different frequencies of passing 
current 
Under the effect of the external DC magnetic field applied along the wtre the 
magnetisation inclines towards the wire axis, eventually decreasing the circular flux change. 
The magnetic field Hex is a hard axis fie ld with respect to the circumferential anisotropy. It 
suppresses the circular magnetisation via the domain wall movement as can be seen from Fig. 
5.4, which shows dynamic circular hysteresis loops at different frequencies at the presence of 
external field. The external field leads to a gradual transition from almost a square loop to a 
linear one as the rotation pottion of the magnetisation grows. During this process, the 
coercivity substantially decreases. Figure 5.4 demonstrates good agreement between 
experiment and Stoner-Wohlfarth rotational model under the effect of a transverse magnetic 
field (Compare with Fig. 2.4). 
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Fig. 5.4. Dynamic circular hysteresis with the axial field as a parameter for three 
frequencies: 10KHz in (a), 50KHz in (b) and 150 K.Hz in (c) 
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Next, I will look in more details at the behaviour of the parameters describing the 
hysteresis, such as maximal differential permeability, coercivity and reversible permeability. 
The transformation in the circular hysteresis under the influence of the axial field indicates, 
that during this process the maximal differential permeabi lity drops. The normal ized plots of 
this parameter versus external axial field are shown in Fig. 5.5 at different freq uencies. 
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Fig. 5. 5 Normalized differential permeability versus external axial field at different 
frequencies. 
In figure 5.6, the plots of coercivity as functions of axial field are shown for different 
frequencies. The coercivity value increas~s more then 3 times as frequency is increased from 
1 O.KHz to 150KHz. As a function of field, it has a maximum at zero field, quickly decreasing 
as field is increased. Knowing the coercivity He and the remanence magnetisation Mr, 
which is also a function of the field , I can deduce from these data the behaviour of the 
revers ible domain wall permeability: 
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Fig. 5. 6. Circumferential coercivity H ccp versus external axial field at different 
freauencies. 
(5.33) 
Normalized DW pem1eability versus external axial fie ld at different frequencies is shown in 
fig. 5.7. This behaviour exhibits a flat region in the fie ld interval JH<irl < H K. It is important to 
notice a substantial decrea e w ith frequency in both DW permeability as well as differential 
permeability. 
Observing the hysteresis loops, it is seen that the axial field activates the rotational 
processes since it results in the magnetisation inclination towards the wire axis. The rotational 
permeability can be characterised by the following ratio: 
(5 .1 9) 
Fig. 5.8 shows that the rotational permeability increases with the field having a maximum in 
the region of the anisotropy field . For larger fields, it rapidly drops and at fields more that 1 0 
Oe become insensitive to the axial field . 
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Fig. 5. 7. Normalized D W permeability versus external axial field at different 
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The introduced permeability parameters, although depending upon frequency, does not 
change their characteristic field dependencies. Therefore, the obtained results are useful to 
clarify the MI behaviour at higher frequencies and resolve some conflicting results. At 
relatively low frequencies, the DW processes play a dominant role resulting in MI 
characteristics with one central peak [1-3], which is in agreement with Figs. 5.5, 5.7. 
However, the equilibrium between contributions of the DW displacement and rotational 
permeabilities can be partly controlled by the amplitude of the applied current. If the current 
amplitude is large· enough to activate irreversible DW displacement, the corresponding 
permeability always decrease with the field, so the impedance does. If the current is relatively 
small, then only reversible processes contribute to the impedance and the impedance exhibits 
two peaks near the field of the order of the anisotropy field. The critical current amplitude, 
which can produce irreversible dynamics, depends mainly on frequency. With increasing 
frequency, the DW processes become progressively damped and at frequencies of few MHz 
they are comparable with the rotational ones. At such frequencies, the MI behaviour is 
characterised by two symmetrical peaks, which are situated at the external field being in the 
order of the an isotropy field [1]. This is in agreement with the field behaviour of the rotational 
permeability shown in Fig. 5.8. 
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Chapter 6. Magneto-impedance (MD effect in amorphous microwires with 
negative magnetostriction. 
This Chapter is devoted to the investigation of some special features of the magneto-
impedance (Ml) effect in amorphous microwires with small negative magnetostriction. The 
complex-valued impedance of Co-based wires subjected to a static magnetic field. exhibits 
large and sensitive changes (up to 1 00%/0e). Sections 6.1 gives an introduction into MI effect 
in terms of the surface impedance tensor for wires with a helical anisotropy, when the skin 
effect is essential and the permeability is due to a coherent magnetisation rotation described 
by the linearised Landau-Lifshitz equation. The permeability is considered in Section 6.2. 
Regarding the M I effect at intermediate frequencies, my interest is concentrated on a 
comparative study of diagonal and off-diagonal impedances, which has a great importance for 
applications in linear sensing. This is presented in Section 6.3. 
At very high frequencies, of the order of GHz, the rotational permeability becomes 
insensitive to a weak magnetic field and the impedance field behavior is only due to a 
directional change in the de magnetization (I exclude effects related to ferromagnetic 
resonance which require much higher magnetic fields of hundred Oe). In section 6.4 
experimental investigation of the MI behaviour in the RF and microwave frequency ranges is 
presented and analysed by considering the dispersion properties of the effective permeability 
of the ac linear response combined with the rotational de magnetization. 
6.1 Impedance in magnetic conductors. 
The Ml effect is typically understood as a large and sensitive change in a voltage 
response (or complex-valued impedance) measured across a magnetic conductor subjected to 
an ac current i=i0 exp(- j w I) and a de magnetic field [ 1-3]. The voltage vs. field behaviour is 
due to the redistribution of the ac current density in the presence of the field. In the original 
theoretical work on MI [3] the current density has been calculated with the assumption that 
the variable magnetic properties can be described in terms of a total permeability having a 
lJI 
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scalar or quasi-diagonal form. This allows the impedance of a magnetic object (and the 
voltage induced across it by the ac current) to be found essentially in the same way as in the 
case of a non-magnetic material [4] In this approach, the voltage response V"' is of the form 
Vw=Z(al8m)i 
where the impedance Z is calculated as a function of a skin depth 
8 m = C I ~21C 0' m J.lt 
(6. I) 
(6.2) 
Here c is the velocity of light 0' is the conductivity and J.lt is the effective transverse 
permeability (with respect to the current flow), 2a is a characteristic cross-section size. If the 
skin effect is strong a I 8m >> 1, the impedance is inversely proportional to the skin depth; 
therefore, the magnetic-field dependence of the transverse permeability controls the voltage 
behaviour. This simple consideration has provided a qualitative understanding of the Ml 
behaviour, and in certain cases equations (6. I), (6.2) have given a reasonable agreement with 
the experimental results. For higher frequencies the magnetisation rotation dynamics gives the 
main impact on the effective permeability as discussed above. The rotational permeability 
has an essential tensor form, which makes it difficult to use equations (6.1 ), (6.2) for higher 
frequencies: the difference between the experimental and theoretical results becomes quite 
considerable. Further more, it results in the tensor form of the impedance, which from a 
practical point of view means that the voltage across the wire can be generated by placing the 
wire into an ac magnetic field hex. Alternatively, the voltage can be generated in the coil 
mounted on the wire by a passing ac current along the wire. These excitations can be very 
important for sensor developments. 
In this Section, l will give magneto-impedance analysis in terms of the surface 
impedance tensor in conjunction with the rotational permeability. In this approach, both an ac 
current in the wire and an ac axial field (produced by the current in the coil) can be used as a 
source of excitation. The voltage is measured either across the wire (V,.) or in the coil ( Vc ), 
as shown in Fig. 6.1. 
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(a) 
Fig. 6.1 Voltage response due to the ac excita/ion·using current i and field hex, measured 
across the wire in (a) and .from the coil in (b). 
The value of V111 is determined by considering the energy consumption in the wir_e : 
iVw =_£_ J(e x h)ds 
4n 
s 
(6.3) 
where the integration is perfonned along the wire surface, e and h are the ac electric and 
magnetic fields. The voltage Vc is found by integrating the fie ld e along the coil turns: 
(6.4) 
As it fo llows from (6.3), (6.4), the induced voltage can be found by calcu lating the tangential 
components of the fields et, h1 at the wire surface. Since it is assumed that the wavelength is 
larger than the sample size, the field distribution outside the sample corre ponds to the static 
case. Then, the excitation method imposes the boundary conditions for the magnetic fie ld h1 . 
Using the cylindrical co-ordinates (r, q>, z) with the axis z along the w ire, the boundary 
conditions can be written as: 
(6.5) 
where a is the wire radius. The electric field e1 is re lated to the magnetic field b1 via the 
surface impedance matrix ~ [ 4]: 
(6.6) 
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where n is a unit radial vector directed inside the wire. Comparing (6.3)-(6.6) it is seen that 
the impedance ~ is the only characteristic describing the voltage response in the system 
excited by the external magnetic field h (of any origin). In ferromagnetic conductors, ~ IS a 
two-dimensional matrix. 
The present analysis is concerned with the calculation of the surface impedance matrix 
for a wire with a uniform static magnetisation having a helical orientation. In this case, the 
matrix ~ is constant on the surface. Writing vector equation (6.4) in the co-ordinate 
representation, the components of~ can be determined as: 
erp = ~rprp hz + <;rp z hrp 
ez = ~zrp hz +<;zz hrp (6.7) 
where <;zrp =<;rpz because of symmetry. Substituting (6.7) to (6.3) and (6.4) gives the voltage 
responses: 
Vw =ezl=(<;zz Zi -<;zrp hex)/, 
ea 
where I is the wire length and n is the number of coil turns per unit length. 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
The Ml phenomenon can be explained in terms of classical skin effect in magnetic 
conductors with a large effective permeability and its strong dependence on the magnitude of 
an external de magnetic field [ 4]. Because the skin depth as well as the characteristic 
correlation length in a magnetic structure (e.g., domain width) in soft magnetic materials is 
much larger than the interatomic distances, the classical electrodynamics of continuous media 
can be used for the description of MI effects. The calculation of ~ is based on the solution of 
Maxwell's equations for the fields e and h together with the equation of motion for the 
magnetisation vector M. An analytical treatment is possible in a linear approximation with 
respect to the time-variable parameters e, h, m= M- M0 , where M 0 is the static 
magnetisation. Assuming a local relationship between m and h : m = i h , the problem is 
simplified to finding the solutions of Maxwell equations with a given ac permeability matrix 
,1=1+4ni: 
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V x e = -jm/1111 c 
V x h = 4ncre/c 
(6.1 0) 
satisfying the boundary conditions (6.5). In (6.1 0) the displacement current density e(aejat) 
is neglected inside a conductor. This is permissible since the electric field in conjunction with 
the dielectric constant is very small, even for rapidly changing fields, when compared with the 
conduction current. The permeability f1 depends on many factors, including the domain 
configuration, an isotropy and stress distribution, and the mode of magnetisation (domain wall 
motion or magnetisation rotation). These factors can be complex in real materials, making 
modelling very difficult. In this analysis, the domain structure is not considered. It can be 
eliminated by a proper de bias. It is assumed that M 0 is aligned in a helical direction having a 
constant angle (} with the wire axis. In this case, f1 is determined by the magnetic moment 
rotation and is independent of the position. This is approximation even for an ideal material, 
since a circumferential magnetisation near the wire centre results in infinite exchange energy. 
Then, there is always a radial distribution in permeability, which is stronger in the case of a 
helical anisotropy due to a stress distribution. Here, when I consider a high frequency case, 
the permeability is predominantly a surface permeability (not effected by radial changes). In 
the low frequency case where the radial change in permeability becomes important the 
magneto-impedance effect is relatively small. The tensor f1 has a general form with 
Jl(/)r = -jlr(/)' J1 rz = -jl zr' 11(/)z = llzlp (6.11) 
due to the magnetic symmetry. Considering that the time dependence is given by exp(- j m t) 
and utilising the cylindrical symmetry ( e = (e(/),e z), b = (b(/) ,b z> ), Maxwell's equations can 
be reduced to 
aez jm I a~e({J) jm 
-=--b =-b 
ar c (/)' r ar c z 
a hz 4na I a ~h({J) 4na 
--=---e - =--e 
ar c (/)' r ar c z 
(6.12) 
where b = f1 h is the vector of magnetic induction. Since b, = 0 (which satisfies the boundary 
conditions at the wire surface), the material equations are of the form: 
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bf{J = 11JhqJ +113hz 
bz = l13hqJ +112hz 
The magnetic parameters are given by 
113 =11(/Jz -11(/Jrf.lrz/11,.,. 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
Substituting (6.13) to (6.12) and eliminating the electric field e gives the equations for the 
magnetic field components h2 and hcp: 
(6.15) 
where kt =11; (jwu/41C) and i=/,2,3. Equations (6.15) are solved imposing following 
boundary conditions: 
hf{J(a) = 2i/ca 
hz(a) =hex 
(6.16) 
at the wire surface. The boundary conditions at r = 0 must exclude the infinite solutions, 
requiring 
hf{J(r '5. a)< oo 
h (r 5, a)< oo 
z 
(6.17) 
Then, the coupled equations (6.15) with conditions (6.5) and (6.17) can be completely 
determined in two limiting cases: 8 <<a and 8 >>a, where 8 = c I .J21CCJW is the skin depth 
in a non-magnetic material, as it was shown in [4]. Full theoretical analysis is outside of my 
investigation and can be found in works of Dr. D. Makhnovskiy and Prof. L. V. Panina [1-4, 
17, 20]. Here I will present only final results of low-frequency ( 8 <<a) and high-frequency 
( 8 >>a) solutions for surface impedance ~ . The impedance tensor ~ for ( 8 >>a) can be 
written as: 
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( =('zz Crp )= {1- j)c X 
'rpz 'rprp 4nm5 
X [t· "'' 2 9 H;o 2 9 {Jii;; - I~;" 9 "''" ) 
Jlej -I )sin() cos() J Jlej sin 2 () +cos 2 () 
(6.18) 
Here (J is the wire conductivity, and Jlet = I + 4trX is the ac effective circumferential 
permeability with respect to the ac current flow. 
In the low-frequency case ( 8 <<a) surface impedance ~ can be expressed in the 
following form: 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
The second terms in (6.19)-(6.21) depend on the corresponding magnetic parameters 
Jl; (introduced by (6.14)), demonstrating that the actual expansion parameter involves a sort 
of magnetic skin depth (but not exactly 0111 ). The numerical analysis shows that the first 
terms in (6.19)-(6.21) can give the main contribution to the impedance even in the case of 
(k;la)=l. 
6.2 Rotational permeability in a magnetic wire with a helical an isotropy. 
ln this Section I consider the rotational permeability, which determines the impedance 
at high frequencies, when the wall motion is strongly damped. I will use a linearised Landau-
Lifshitz/Gilbert equation describing the magnetization dynamics in a single domain state [9]: 
dM r ( dM) 
-=-}MXH 1/ +- Mx-
dt e Mo dt 
(6.22) 
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where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, M 0 is the saturation magnetization, H eff is the effective 
field and r is the Gilbert damping parameter. In (6.20) the Gilbert form of damping term is 
used, which for small damping is mathematically equivalent to the original Landau-Lifshitz 
damping term [9-16]. These dimensionless damping terms conserve· the length of the 
magnetization vector M, as required for ferromagnetic systems exhibiting no scattering at 
impurities. 
The effective field H eff, which includes all the macro- and microscopic forces acting on 
the magnetic system, can be calculated from an appropriate free energy density (2.5). The 
effective field H,ff can be defined as a variation derivative of free energy: 
H -- auF 
eff- iJM (6.23) 
Equation (6.22) is non linear. Its solution can, however, substantially be simplified if the linear 
approximation is used. The linearization method consists in the representation of all quantities 
as a sum of a de and ac additions: M= M 0 +m and H eff = H effO + lr,11 , where IM 0 I >> lml 
and IH envl >> lheffl· Using these inequalities and (6.20) we obtain the following linearised 
equations: 
(6.24) 
which is equivalent to Brown's micromagnetic equation [I 0] for the static magnetization 
configuration M 0 and the equation 
dm r dm 
-=-ymxH .u -yM0 xh.u +-Mx-dt eJJ eJJ Mo · dt (6.25) 
for the ac component of magnetization m . For small deviations of the magnetization vector 
M from its de value M 0 (i.e. IMol»lml) we have also IHeffOI»Iheffl· The second order 
terms of m and heff in (6.25) then can be omitted. 
Equation (6.25) can be further simplified taking the time dependence as exp(-jOJI): 
(6.26) 
Here wH = y(iJU E /iJO), U E is the overall magnetic energy density (2.5), nz' is a unit 
vector along the static magnetisation M0 and N eff is the matrix of the effective demagnetising 
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factors (including an isotropy terms). In the cylindrical coordinate system (z' ,qJ' ,r) with the 
axis z '11 Mo: 
3/la 2 
Nz'z' =---cos (9 -a) 
Mo 
3/la . 2 N rp'rp' = ---sm (9 -a) 
Mo 
N z'rp' = 3/la sin 2(9- a) 
2M0 
h~t 
Hext 
~ 
' ... 
., 
" jl 
nk 
q> 
Fig. 6.2 Rotational magnetisation in the wire. Principal quantities and directions. 
Adaptedfrom [4]. 
(6.27) 
The susceptibility matrix is defined by m = ih. It has a simplest form in the cylindrical 
co-ordinate system with the axis z '11 Mu : 
(6.28) 
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Solving (6.26) yields: 
X1 = mM(ml- }-r m)/ h. 
X2 =mM(~ - j r m) I h. X a =m mM I h. 
h.= (m2 - j r m)(W( - j r m)- m2 , 
W( = y[Hex cos8 + Hb sin8 + H K cos2(a -8)], 
m2 =- r [Hex cos8 + H b sin 8 + H K cos 2 (a- 8)], 
HK =3'AC'JjM0 mM =rM0 . 
(6.29) 
The susceptibility tensor can be converted to the original coordinate representation 
(z, q>, r) by rotating the prime system by angle 8, which determines the direction of M 0 with 
respect to the wire axis z, 
iXa sin(8) l 
- X2 sin(8)cos(8) 
X2 sin
2 (8) 
(6.30) 
The impedance tensor is determined via the permeability parameters JL; (low-frequency 
case) or the parameter Jlef (high-frequency case), all of them are determined by the apparent 
susceptibility X 
_ 4tr X~ X - X 2 - _---=..:.-=----
1+4tr XI 
(6.31) 
Using this parameter, the introduced permeability values are represented as 
JL1 =1+4trcos 2 (8)x. JL2 =1+4trsin 2(8)x. (6.32) 
JLJ = --4tr sin(8 )cos(8) X, Jlef = I + 4trX 
Substituting (6.29) into (6.31) gives 
m M ( m2 - j r m) + 4trm~ 
x=--~~~~~-~-~ 
(W(- jrm)(~ +4trmM- jrm)-m2 (6.33) 
Equation (6.33) shows that the resonance change in X can be expected at rather high 
frequencies (the resonance frequency is roughly equal to y~H K 4tr Mo I 2tr- 500 MHz for 
H K = 5 Oe, 4tr M 0 = 6000 G), or for very high magnetic fields. Then, the MI effects at are 
typically not related to ferromagnetic resonance. Yet, a high sensitivity of X with respect to 
Hex is needed to obtain large impedance changes. This can be realised by changing the 
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direction of M 0 under the effect of the field. The magnetisation angle changes for fields of 
the order of the an isotropy field H K, which is also the region of the major change in the 
penneability and the impedance. For higher fields, X changes little resulting in insensitive 
impedance behaviour. Therefore, the overall reason for the Ml effects is the redistribution of 
the high-frequency current density when the static magnetic structure is changed. This 
conclusion is especially important for very high frequencies when the effective susceptibility 
(6.33) becomes insensitive to both the external field and anisotropy field. 
6.3 Experimental magneto-impedance investigation in l-100 MHz frequency 
range. 
When dealing with measurements at intennediate frequencies, special care must be 
taken for the correct interpretation of results. At frequencies higher then I 0 MHz the 
impedance match becomes critical to insure the maximum power delivery to the magneto-
impedance element. 
6.3.1 Experimental set-up 
In my case the impedance matrix ~ is measured in a most appropriate way, by means 
of Hewlett-Packard 8753E Vector Network Analyser configured in the two-ports 
measurement set for the S21-parameter (forward transmission): S21 =V out I V;11 , where V;11 is 
the excitation sinusoidal signal from Port 1 and V0111 is the output signal measured in Port 2. 
The ac excitation current i and field hex in (6.8, 6.9) are detennined by V;11 , whereas V0111 is 
equal to Vw or Vc in accordance of the excitation method. Thus, the S21 -parameter is directly 
proportional to the specific impedance component. Note that the S21 -parameter includes both 
the nonnalised amplitude I V0111 I V;11 I and phase shift Arg(Vout I V;n) with respect to the 
excitation signal. The Ml effect is assumed to be linear; therefore the excitation signal has to 
be quite small to exclude any non-linear effects. In my experiments the linear Ml effects are 
investigated using only a few milliamps of excitation current, however, large amplitude 
excitation (tens of milliamps) can be useful for sensor applications where the improvement of 
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the signal-to-noise ratio is important. The general view of the measuring system is shown in 
Fig. 6.3 . 
PC 
(1.511: 1.151) ggg 
l.._. ----"· D ODD 
Fig. 6.3 General view of the magneto-impedance measuring system. 
The magnetic field (Hex ) is produced from a coil driven by a computer controlled de 
power supply. The operating processes of the Analyser and power supply are synchronised by 
a computer program written using VEE software. The power supply is used as a 
programmable stepwise de source to provide the field scans. The field was driven in both 
positive and negative directions to produce the hysteresis plot. The S21 -values, obtained 
within one frequency scan, are saved in the Analyser memory and at the end of a full scan 
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were transferred to PC. Each frequency scan gives a column of S21 taken at some fixed Hex. 
The total value matrix {s21 } f,H ex consists of columns of frequency coordinate points (f) 
and rows of field coordinate points (Hex). 
The measured sample was placed onto the open-type cell made of copper-coated 
fibreglass printed circuit board (PCB), which had the following parameters: I .8 mm 
thickness, 35 J.lm of copper on each side and average dielectric constant of £ = 4.5 . All 
connection stripes were made 2.8 mm in width to provide wave impedance in the order of 50-
0hms over a wide range of frequencies. The microwave track including the cables and 
adapters was calibrated for the two-port measurements. The cells have 3.5mm connectors and 
are linked up to the Transmitter/Receiver ports. A wire element (12 mm long) soldered or 
bonded to the cell is excited by the sinusoidal input voltage V;n . The output voltage V0 u1 is 
taken from the wire (Fig. 6.4 (a)) or from a tiny coil (Fig. 6.4 (b)), which has 25 turns and an 
internal diameter of 120 IJ.m. Blocking capacitor (C) prevents the de bias current lh from 
c 
1---e 
V. V 
Ill out 
H .. 
ex (a) 
H 
e.r 
R .. ~ Coil V C V in out 
Fig. 6.4 Electrical circuits of the eel/for ~zz in (a) and ~~z in (b). 
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entering the Analyser. Terminal resistors are required for normalising input/output impedance 
of the measured elements. The s21 -parameter (f01ward transmission) is measured as a 
function of a sensed magnetic field Hex applied in the wire axial direction. In general, a de 
bias current I b can be applied to the wire. The impedance components s zz and s lfl, ( = Clfl) 
are determined by measuring the output signal V0111 from the wire ( V0111 =V w) or from the coil 
( V0111 = Vc ), respectively. In both cases the ac current i supplied by Vin is applied to the wire. 
The S21 -parameter is defined as a dimension less quantity s21 = V0111 I Vin. 
6.3.2 Measurements ofthe diagonal Szz and of!-diagonal Sq>z magneto-impedance. 
I start my investigatio!"J with the longitudinal diagonal magneto-impedance s zz in the 
wtre with a circumferential an isotropy. The normalised impedance s zz is determined by 
measuring the voltage V w across the wire when it _is excited by the ac current (he:c=O). Putting 
h,x=O in (6.8) results in S21 = Vw/V;" = ( zz(H e.,.)(h,/ I V;11 ). The plots of magnitude of 
( zz versus applied magnetic field Hex at different frequencies are shown in fig. 6.5. The MI 
patterns change with increasing frequency. At relatively low frequencies (I MHz, pink curve) 
there is one central peak. As the frequency is increased, a split occurred and at higher 
frequencies there are two symmetrical peaks associated with the field in the order of the 
an isotropy field. This behaviour is· governed by comparative contributions of domain wall 
motion and magnetisation rotation contributions to the overall permeability. These processes 
have different field dependences. At relatively low frequencies the main contribution to the 
total permeability is determined by the domain-wall dynamics. The maximum domain 
permeability corresponds to zero axial magnetic field, which produces one-peak Ml plot. This 
agrees well with the results obtained for domain wall permeability from the analysis of 
dynamic circular hysteresis (compare pink curve at 1 MHz in Fig. 6.5 and green curves at 150 
kHz in figs. 5.5 and 5. 7). For higher frequencies the domain wall motion is strongly damped 
by eddy currents. The corresponding susceptibility Xdw drops, the rotational contribution of 
remagnetisation grows and becomes important. However, the rotational permeability has 
completely different field characteristics: it is small at a zero axial field when the de 
magnetisation and the excitation high frequency field are in parallel. The application of the 
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Fig. 6.5 Experimental plots of longitudinal impedance at different frequencies. 
axial fie ld rotates the de magnetisation towards the axis and activates the rotational processes. 
(Compare with the field behaviour of rotational permeability in Chapter 5). As a result, the Ml 
plots show two sharp maximums at H ex = H K ::::2.8 Oe. At high frequencies, both real and 
imaginary parts of the longitudinal impedance exhibit similar field characteristics, as shown in 
fig. 6.6. However, the resistive characteristic is sharper and consequently more sensitive to 
small external magnetic fields. This can be due to the contribution of distributed impedance of 
lead wires etc, which becomes more essential with increasing frequency. It should be noted, 
that in the intermediate frequency range the reactive and resistive parts of the impedance are 
relatively the same and the M1 element has to be classified as a low Q-factor device, which 
makes it not suitable for applications where "a resonance tuning circuit" is required. 
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lm(t;:zz) ,....-, c 
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60 ~ 
V 
40 
20 
0 
-40 -20 0 20 40 
Hex. [Oe] 
Fig. 6.6 Experimental plot of the real Re(S'zz) and imaginary lm(szz ) parts of the 
longitudinal impedance. 
In the frequency range where the domain contribution is still essential, the low field 
sensitivity of the MJ elements can be improved by applying a de current, which eliminates the 
domain structure. This is demonstrated in fig. 6.7. When a de bias is app lied, the impedance 
value at zero field becomes considerably smaller and the impedance characteristic shows two 
very sharp peaks. For not very high lb , the values of the impedance at the maximums are 
40 
........ 
c 
....... 
~ 
V 
30 
20 
-40 -20 0 
Hex• [Oe] 
20 
50MHz 
40 
Fig. 6. 7 Plots of the longitudinal impedance at different bias currents I 6 . 
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almost constant since they are determined by the rotational processes only. 
increased further the value of the impedance at the maximums becomes smaller and the 
sensitivity drops, due to an increase in magnetic hardness caused by I h. 
The off-diagonal components ( zf/J and ( f/Jz can be determined by measuring the coil 
voltage Vc when the wire is excited by the ac current i, or measuring the wire voltage Vw in 
the presence of the ac axial magnetic field hex. The former is used here (Fig. 6.4(b)). In this 
case, in equation (6.9) hq> = 0 with the result that S21 = Vc/V;n = -(lf'Z(H ex)(ni I /V;J· The off-
diagonal impedance Sf/Jz(He.J- s2,(He:J is shown in Fig. 6.8 at the fixed frequency of 50 
MHz for different bias currents. In this case, if no de bias current is used, the response signal 
is very small and irregular (it would be zero for an ideal circular domain structure since the 
average value sin8cos8 in (6.27) is zero). The off-diagonal response increases substantially 
when a small de current I b = 2.5 mA is applied. Typically, the coercivity in amorphous wires 
is about a fraction of Oe and applying a small current of a few mA eliminates circular 
domains. Therefore, in the case of circumferential anisotropy and a circular domain structure, 
the presence of I b is the necessary condition for the existence of the off-diagonal components 
of the impedance tensor. The real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal component are 
antisymmetrical with respect to the field Hex , having almost linear behaviour in the field 
range of ±2 Oe. 
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Fig. 6.8 Off-diagonal impedance for d[fferent applied bias currents. Real part in (a) and 
imaginary part of impedance in (b). 
6.4 Magneto-impedance in the GHz range. 
Recently, Magneto-impedance at very high frequencies was investigated [19] . The 
field sensitivity of the surface impedance in the wires with circumferential and helical 
anisotropies remained very nigh even in GHz range. This makes the MI effect very useful in 
the design microwave composites with tunable properties and tunable band-gap structure [20, 
21). It can be also used for designing a new type of high-frequency transponder in radio-
frequency identification (RFID) systems [22]. 
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High-frequency modification in magneto-impedance (MI) characteristics in the 
frequency range of 0.5-3 GHz has been investigated in 10 J.lm diameter amorphous 
microwires with a circumferential anisotropy. The circular domain structure results in nearly 
linear nonhysteretic magnetization curves, as shown in Fig. 6.9. 
Fig. 6.9. Longitudinal hysteresis loop ofmicrowire with small negative magnelostriction. 
The complex-valued of the magneto-impedance Z =V I i is found by measuring S11 
parameter (reflection coefficient) by means of a Hewlett-Packard 8753E Vector Network 
Analyser (VNA) with a specially designed microstrip cell (see Fig. 6.1 0) to minimise the post 
calibration mismatches originated by bonding the sample. Rather than attempting to quantify 
the contribution of this error in the wire impedance, my approach was to minimise its effect. 
The microstrip portion connected to VNA is pre-calibrated with a standard 50 Q load, which 
is then removed (Load "I" in Fig. 6.1 0). During the measurements, the microstrip cell with 
the bonded sample is matched to a 50 Q load (Load "2"). This calibration of the microstrip 
line with a length of 3.5 cm holding the bonded wire of 1.4 cm ensures reliable impedance 
measurements up to frequencies of about 3 GHz. 
I O<J 
Clwplt'r (1, \log llc/11-imjll!dann: (M{) e/Jc'l'l in mnorplwus 111 icm H ir£'.\ 11'it h /1( :..;ut in· 
1/lll.'..!,lll I0 \/1'/c 1/011 
Ground 
plane 
Microwire 
Fig. 6.1 0. High-frequency measuring cell. 
The plots of impedance Z vs. axial low frequency field H er are shown in Fig. 6.11 . 
Typical Ml characteristics with two peaks at the anisotropy field are seen for MHz 
frequencies. With increasing frequency, the low-field region ( Hex < H K) in the impedance 
plots preserves its high sensitivity although the impedance maximum value at Hex = H K 
decreases substantially. The transformations in the high-field (Hex > H K) region are more 
dramatic. With increasing frequency the impedance looses its sensitivity for higher fields and 
280 .-------------------------------------. 
260 
a 240 
n 
N 220 
0 () 
~ 200 
'"t:l 
0 
c.. E 180 
~ 
160 
140 -1----------,---------.----------.------------j 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
Axial magnetic field [Oe] 
Fig. 6.11 . "Valve-like" field-dependence of the axial magneto-impedance at different 
frequencies in the GHz range. 
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at frequencies above 20Hz it remains constant for any Hex > H K . This unusual "valve-like" 
behavior was previously reported in [19] where a rather confusing explanation of this effect 
was given. [t was stated that the microwave MI did not directly depend on the ac permeability 
(like in MHz mnge) but on the de magnetization. My experimental results revealing a gradual 
transformation of a two-peak plot into that reaching saturation at Hex = H K allow a 
consistent explanation to be given. 
The analysis of microwave MI is based on the rotational dynamics under the condition 
of a linear ac excitation with time dependence taken in the form exp(- jmt) [4]. In a wire with 
a circular domain structure having no averaged helical magnetization, the impedance is 
represented in a simple form: 
z = R ka lo(ka) 
de 2Jl(ka) (6.34) 
k = (I + i)fji 1 80 (6.35) 
where Rdc is the wire de resistance, J O,l are the Bessel functions, 8 = ~2p I WJ.lo is the skin 
depth for nonmagnetic material, a is the conductivity, J1 =I + 41r cos2 (O)i , 0 is the angle 
between the static magnetization M 0 and the wire axis, and i is the susceptibility parameter: 
i = X2 - 41rXa I (I+ 41rXl) (6.36) 
In (6.36), the parameters X~oX2 and Xa are diagonal and off-diagonal components of 
the ac rotational susceptibility tensor written in the co-ordinate system with the z-axis pamllel 
to M 0 . Assuming that the an isotropy axis is directed at angle a with respect to the wire axis 
{slightly different from 90°), the susceptibility parameters are given by (6.29). 
With increasing frequency beyond the ferromagnetic resonance, the susceptibility i 
loses its field sensitivity [20}. Thus, the impedance is entirely related to the static 
magnetization orientation e. Then, if() is a sensitive fimction of H .. ,. to insure high field 
sensitivity of the impedance, it is important only that/he condition I J1 I>> I is still held. This 
conclusion alm demonstrates that the condition of the ferromagnetic resonance is not 
required for the M! effect, contrary to the widely expressed belief [23}. The "valve-like" 
behavior of Z(Hex) at very high ji-equencies may be of a considerable interest since the 
impedance switches from one stable level to the other, following the de magnetization. This 
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property can find an interesting use in the tunable microwave composite consisting of short 
ferromagnetic wires embedded into a dielectric matrix {23}. 
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Chapter 7. Magneto-impedance sensors. 
I have demonstrated that understanding the magneto-impedance of magnetic wires 
requires a deep analysis of magnetic structure, magnetisation processes in conjunction with 
electrodynamics. This generates a considerable interest to MI as a new branch of fundamental 
research. Along with this the potential of MI in application to the development of new high 
performance magnetic sensors cannot be overestimated. 
In Table 7.1 (mostly based on data produced by Mohri et al. [1]), some important 
characteristics of sensors based on flux detection principles are summarized. SQUID 
magnetometers have outstanding sensitivity but a very high cost and require special 
conditions of operation (liquid helium, screen rooms). Regarding magnetoresistive sensors, 
although the nominal values can be very large (up to 65% in multilayers and spin-tunnelling 
junctions), the sensitivity to the field typically is relatively low and does not exceed 1 %/Oe. 
Promising results on sensitivity have recently been obtained for STMR showing about 
5%/0e. The sensitivity of flux gate sensors is quite high (field resolution is down to 10·8 Oe) 
but not for localised fields since the sensor head size is a few cm. The MI element can be 30 
times smaller exhibiting a similar sensitivity. Furthermore, its response speed up to I 0 MHz is 
more than 1 o3 times higher. Therefore, the Ml-based sensors present a reasonable 
compromise on sensitivity, size, response speed and cost; and can satisfy a very broad 
spectrum of magnetic sensor needs. 
Sensor Principle Head length Resolution/ Response Power 
(m) Full scale (Oe) speed consumption 
(Hz) (W) 
Hall 10-100 X (0.6 0.5 /± 1000 I 06 10-2 
Magnetoresistance (0-100 X 10.(; 0.1 /± 100 106 10·2 
(MR) 
Giant 10-100 xi0-6 0.01 /± 20 106 10'2 
Magnetoresistance 
(GMR) 
11:' 
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Tunnelling 10~1 00 X I 0-6 2•10'3 /± 20 106 w-2 
Magnetoresistance 
(TMR) 
Fluxgate 10~20 xJ0-3 I 0-6/± 3 5 X 103 1 
SQUID 1 o~2o x w-3 0.6x 10'12/ 5 x103 -
± 1.25x 1 o-R 
Magneto-impedance 1~5 x w-3 10'7/± 3 106 5~Jox 10'3 
(M I) 
Table 7. I Illustrative comparison ofseveral types of magnetic sensors (adapted from [I}) 
According to the sensing range classification, a MI sensor occupies a mid-sensing 
range: I 0-4 Oe for de field detection and down to 1 o-7 Oe for ac fields. Hundreds of 
applications can be mentioned which require high performance magnetic sensors operating in 
this range. The areas of application for sensors based on the Ml effect include: automobile 
industry, industrial measurements and automation, computers & information technology, 
biomagnetics & health, environmental sensors, power electronics and energy, security and 
safety, scientific and academic measurements. At present, the demand in such sensors is 
satisfied by fluxgate, MR and Hall sensors, whereas the Ml sensors are at an early stage of 
their development. On the other hand, they are expected to show more efficient behaviour 
having much simpler design and lower cost. 
In this Chapter, different types of Ml sensors will be considered with detailed analysis 
of their advantages and disadvantages. Up to now, several types of Ml sensors have been 
proposed. One of the first proposed MI sensor is based on self oscillation circuits such as a 
Colpitts oscillator with the MI element incorporated into it followed by a demodulator 
detector [7], as considered in Section 7.2. Well-designed Colpitts oscillators are able to 
produce a low phase noise sine wave that can result in a relatively high performance sensor. 
However, this type of sensor has certain disadvantages. The second and most common MI 
sensor is based on a C-MOS pulse excitation technique and a single-ended detection circuit 
involving Schottky diode or digital switching detection [3, 4]. This type of sensor has a 
simple design and low power consumption (about I 0 mW in all) with typical sensitivity range 
of 20-100 nT. This type of sensor will be considered in the section 7.3 with detailed analysis 
of diagonal and off-diagonal sensor configurations. In section 7.4 a new approach for high-
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performance MI sensors will be described. I will discuss the importance of such sensor 
parameters as frequency and temperature stability, phase noise and bandwidth. 
7.1. Magneto-Impedance element 
As shown in Chapter 6, there are a number of ways of providing an ac excitation to the 
Ml wire and measuring the voltage response, which is associated with the tensor form of the 
surface impedance. This is important for sensor development, in particular, for obtaining 
highly sensitive linear characteristics without using high de bias field. In general, the wire 
can be excited by a passing ac current, i, or a coil current ic , which generates the axial 
excitation field her = nic. Figure 7.1 (a) represents the usual way of excitation with current i 
and measuring the voltage Vw across the wire, which is proportional to the ~ zz (see equations 
6.8 and 6.18). The voltage Vw appears also if the wire is excited by the coil current, as shown 
in Fig. 7.1(b), provided that a proper helical magnetisation in the wire is established. This 
voltage is proportional to the off-diagonal component of the surface impedance ~up. 
Considering this circuit in terms of usual impedances, I can introduce the ratio Zw = Vw I ic 
and refer to it as off-diagonal impedance. Another way to measure the Ml voltage response is 
I bias 
c 
In--4 
... ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
...... ~ 
~ ~ 
...... 
~ 
...... 
~ 
'":" (a) 
-:-
c c 
~Out 111--4 
(b) 
..... 
:::: 
~ 
~ 
-.. 
~ 
...... 
~ 
-:-
c 
~Out 
(c) 
Fig. 7. 1 Measuring configurations for Zw (a), Zw (b) and Zc (c). The de bias current 
/ bias can be applied across the wire to establish a proper de magnetisation. Blocking 
capacitors C in the circuits prevent /bias from entering the driving and detecting circuits. 
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to measure a voltage Vc in the coil mounted around the wire. The excitation can be still 
provided by a passing current as shown in Fig. 7.1(c). This· also corresponds to the off-
diagonal impedance configuration determined by the ratio Zc = Vc I i . 
According to the theoretical calculations (6.18) and experimental results (see fig 7.2(a)), 
the diagonal impedance Zw(H ex) is symmetrical having two identical peaks at Hex = ±H K, 
where HK is the characteristic anisotropy field, whilst Zc(Hex) and Zw(HeJ are 
antisymmetrical with a near-linear region around zero field point (see fig. 7.2(b)). In a wire 
with circumferential anisotropy, the axial magnetic field produces a linear magnetisation 
1!0 
70 
.......... 
c: 60 
......... 
~ 50 
N 
40 
30 (a) 
-10 -5 0 5 JO 
Hex, [Oe] 
0.20 Ibias = 0 m A 
0.15 
.......... 
c: 
......... 
• 0.10 
0 
N 
0.05 
0.00 
(b) 
-10 -5 0 5 !0 
Hex. [Oe] 
Fig. 7.2. The plot of the diagonal (a) and off-diagonal (b) magneto-impedance Z vs. ar:ial 
magnetic field Hex at frequency 56 MHz. Off-diagonal magneto-impedance measured 
with (5 mA) and without bias current. 
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curve in the range of - H K < Hex < H K . Therefore, I can expect linear field behaviour of the 
off-diagonal impedances in this field interval for such magnetic configuration (6.18). Some 
deviation from linearity may be due to the field dependence of the permeability parameter 
Jlef . However, if the wire has a ci rcular domain structure the off-diagonal components 
averaged over domains are zeroed, because of the factor sin fJ (see 6.18), which has an 
opposite s ign in the domains with the opposite circular magnetisation. It implies that a de bias 
current will be needed to eliminate the circular domain structure (Fig. 7.2 (b)). With the 
theoretical and experimental developments in mind, we are ready to focus on different types 
of MI sensors. 
7.2 Ml sensor embedded into a Colpitts oscillator 
Figure 7.3 shows a typical sensor design, in which the wtre is embedded into a 
Colpitts oscillator - high frequency self-oscillation circuit [7]. Well-designed Colpi tts 
MI 
cl 
- l>i -
- '-c F 
Fig. 7. 3 Principle Ml sensor design on the basis of the Colpitis oscillator. 
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oscillators are able to produce a low phase noise sine wave that can result in a relatively high 
perfonnance sensor. The MI element (wire or thin film) and two capacitors C1 2 constitute a 
' 
resonant circuit whose oscillation is maintained by the transistor. The amplitude of ac current 
flowing through the MI element will strongly depend on Hex because the oscillations are 
near the resonance. The amplitude-modulated voltage due to Hex is detected through a diode 
and low-frequency R~F'"filter. 
Here l will present a brief analysis of the Ml sensor based on Colpitts oscillator. It is 
convenient to represent the oscillator circuit by a small signal equivalent circuit. To simplify 
the analysis, the collector and emitter resistors are omitted and a load resistor RL is 
introduced. The small-signal equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7 .4. In the case of not very 
complex oscillator configurations, the node voltage analysis [ 41, 42] can be applied to this 
circuit. 
Fig. 7.4 Small-signal equivalent circuit of the Colpills oscillator with an embedded M/ 
element. Here parameter g'" is /ransconductance determining the gain of the transistor. 
Here the Ml element is represented as complex impedance containing the real RM 1 and 
imaginary roLM1 parts. Summing the current at node I, we obtain: 
(7.1) 
Similar at node 2, we have 
(7.2) 
Groping tenus results in 
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V1(JroC1 + 
1
. )-V2 • =0 
RMI + jmLMI R~{/ + jmLMI 
v; (g.. I ) + V2 (-1 + jOJC2 + I ) = 0 
RMt + jmLw RL RMt + jmLM, 
(7.3) 
The obtained equations set a linear system of two algebraic equations with the right-
hand sides set to be zero. Thus, there is always a trivial solution Vt= V2=0. For non-zero 
values for V1 and V2 the equations have to be linear dependent. lt means that the determinant 
of the system is set to zero: 
jOJCI +-----
RMI + jOJLMI 
1 
gm- R . . T 
Ml + jOJLMI 
RMI + jOJLMI 
1 . c 1 
-+jOJ 2+-----1 
RL RMJ + jOJLMJ 
This yields the following equation: 
Grouping real and imaginary parts gives: 
Then, equation (7.5) corresponds to two equations: 
~ 1 R2 +m2e ) }. R (C +C )-L (-+g )+C M/ M/ =0 W I 2 MlR m I R . L L 
=0 (7.4) 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
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Neglecting the resistive part of the Ml impedance (RMI << RL, RMI <<mLMI ), 
frequency of oscillation is found from (7. 7): 
m= (7.9) 
and the transconductance gm can be found from equation (7.9): 
(7.1 0) 
Equations (7.9) and (7.1 0) correspond to the typical Colpitts oscillator characteristic 
parameters and stable oscillation can be achieved by choosing right values for capacitors and 
load resistor. 
However, as shown in Chapter 6 (Fig. 6.6), the real and imaginary parts of the 
magneto-impedance load are of the same order and the real part of the impedance can't be 
neglected. In this case the characteristic oscillator parameters are not so obvious. Solving the 
imaginary part for m, we obtain an expression for frequency of oscillation for the case when 
RMI and Lw are of the same order: 
m= LMI +gmRLLMI-R~I/RL(CI +Cz)+CIR;f/ 
CIL~ (7 .11) 
The second unknown parameter, transconductance gm, as can be seen from (7.7) and 
(7.8), is not so simple to obtain. By solving (7.7) with fixed m, g,. can be determined as a 
function of Lu1 , RA11 and frequency. Due to large changes in both inductive and resistive 
parts as a response to the applied (sensed) magnetic field, gm will also change its value. 
These changes will affect stability of the oscillator and may generate spurious distortion 
signals, induce rapid slope changes in the tuning curve or even cause the oscillations to stop. 
Higher stability can be achieved by using buffering between oscillation circuit and the field-
dependant Ml element. 
Another important feature of the magneto-impedance sensor based on the Colpitts 
oscillator is a non-linear mode of operation. Since the circuit operates in the resonance mode, 
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the current flowing through the Ml element is quite large. Such a circuit can give several 
times more sensitive output than the classical characteristics obtained at the condition of 
constant current amplitude. 
An interesting schematic solution was proposed by group of Prof. K. Mohri [3, 4] based 
on C-MOS pulse excitation circuit, which will be considered in the next Section. I have 
further developed this Ml sensor circuit by proposing utilizing the off-diagonal impedance, 
which gives a linear behaviour of the output voltage. 
7.3 C-MOS pulse-type MI sensor 
In this Section I consider a pulse excitation of the wire samples using C-MOS digital 
circuits, shown in Fig. 7.5. This corresponds to a practical Ml sensor circuit design [3-6]. The 
circuit with a C-MOS lC multivibrator produces sharp-pulsed current of duration 5-20 ns. 
Pulse excitation provides: simplicity of electronic design, low cost components, and 
reasonably good stability since C-MOS multivibrator oscillation frequency almost does not 
depend on the impedance characteristics of the Ml elements. Power consumption of this 
circuit is also small (lOmW). In addition, such a pulsed current involves both high (20-100 
MHz) and low (quasi-de) frequency harmonics. Therefore, it can be ideally used for the 
asymmetrical and off-diagonal MI requiring de bias. 
The circuit operates as follows. The 74AC04 is a C-MOS TTL device used for its high-
speed switching and low current capability. U 1 :A and U 1 :B are con figured as a multivibrator 
with capacitor C1 and resistor R1 forming the timing network to give an approximate 250KHz 
square wave pulse generator (shown in Fig. 7.6 (lower signal)). The output of the 
multivibrator is fed to a differentiating circuit comprising R3 and C3 that causes the leading 
edge of the square wave to become a positive going 5 ns pulse (as shown in Fig. 7.6 (upper 
signal)). This pulse is applied to U1:E to improve its shape and is applied directly to the Ml 
element. Analysing the Ml characteristics obtained under a sinusoidal excitation the optimal 
frequency of 50 MHz has been identified, for which the maximal sensitivity (and the best 
linearity in the case of the off-diagonal impedance) has been achieved. In the case of pulsed 
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excitation, such parameters as a rise time and a fall time determine the frequency of the 
principle harmonic. The time parameter of 5 ns corresponds also to the optimal frequency of 
50 MHz. The rise and fall times of the pulse signal are determined by the construction of 
HEX Inverters. The 74HCT04 inverter possesses the needed characteristics. Further more, 
this microchip has a minimal distortion and high temperature stability. 
To demonstrate the principles of the MI sensor operation, the output pulse voltages are 
obtained for different sensed field Hex . The voltage signal taken across the wire (using M I 
cell configuration shown in Fig. 7 .I (a)) corresponding to the diagonal impedance z ... Figures 
7. 7 show the diagonal voltage response ( Vw) before the rectifier (SW I, R4, C4) for Hex = 0 
and Hex = 2.6 Oe, respectively. The amplitude of the main pulse is increased almost twice in 
the presence of the field. If the field is applied in the reversed direction, the pulse amplitude 
and sign do not change. This is in line with the result obtained for a sinusoidal excitation: the 
real and imaginary parts of the diagonal impedance are symmetrical with respect to the axial 
sensed field. A high-speed digital switch SWJ filters out a background noise along with an 
unwanted pulse voltage portion and charges up Cl5 via R4 (10kHz low pass filter) to give a 
DC voltage proportional to the applied magnetic field. The integrating element (R4, C 15) 
produces a smooth quasi-de signal proportion to the pulse amplitude. The parameters are 
chosen such that the integrating time is much larger than the pulse train period. Amplification 
of the DC is achieved by U3 (AD524). The final DC output signal is taken from the J7 
connector. It is envisaged that the basic components of the system would be a pulse generator, 
rectifier, and filter. 
Typically, the M! characteristics have low sensitivity along with a strong nonlinearity in 
the vicinity of zero field. Then, an additional de bias field is needed to set an operational point 
within a sensitive linear regime. In this case the electronic scheme will include an additional 
bias coil. 
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Fig. 7.6. Rectangular signal produced by the square-wave generator (U / :A, U /:B) 
(bottom signal) and the positive pulses after the differential circuit (C3, R3) upper signal). 
Vertical resolution: 2 V/div, horizontal resolution: 50 ns/di.v. 
Fig. 7. 7. Diagonal voltage response (V wJ before the rectifier (SW!, R4, C4). 
Vertical resolution: 40 m V/div, horizontal resolution: 50 nsldiv. 
Next, I con ider a ci rcui t configuration where the off-diagonal response ( r;qJ z or r; yz ) 
is taken from the pick-up coil ( Vc) and a single MI element (the measuring cell shown in 
fig 7. 1 (b) or 7. 1 (c) is used in the C-MOS sen or circu it). In the ea e of the output taken 
from the coil (off-diagonal response Vc ), the signal is very small if no axial magnetic field 
is app lied. In the presence of the field, the voltage pulse increases and when the field IS 
C'lt<ipter ""'. 1\ fagnew- impedcml C' '<'11 I'Of,,. 
Fig. 7.8. Off-diagonal response Vc before the rectifier (SWJ, R4, C4) measured from the 
pick-up coil. Horizontal resolution: 50ns/dev. Vertical resolution: 2 Vldev for the top 
signal and 50 m V/dev for the lower signal. 
reversed the direction of the pu lse is also reversed. The off-diagonal behaviour is 
demonstrated in Fig. 7.8, where the top signal is the excitation pulse on the wire and signals 
below are the output voltage before the rectifier (SWl , R4, C4) as a function of the sens ing 
field Hex . The off-diagonal voltage response shows antisymmetrical field characteristics as 
predicted. 
Figure 7.9 shows the integrated diagonal (V w) and off-diagonal ( Vc) responses after the 
rectification and amp lification as a function of Hex . In the case of the diagonal response (Fig. 
7.9(a)), the field characteristics are symmetrical showing two maximums at H ex = ±4 Oe. 
This behaviour is very simi lar to that shown in Fig. 7.2(a) for the diagonal impedance. The 
off-diagonal voltage output as a function of H ex shown in Fig. 7.9(b) has an almost linear 
portion in the field interval Hex = ±2 Oe. This is similar to the off-diagonal impedance versus 
Hex shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Therefore, I can conclude that the off-diagonal voltage response in 
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Fig. 7.9. Integrated diagonal in (a) and off-diagonal responses in (b) after 
rectification (SWJ. R4, C4) and amplification as a function of Hex. 
amorphous wires with a circumferential anisotropy obtained under pulsed excitation can be 
linear with respect to the sensed axial field without using any bias fields or currents. In fact, 
the pulse current applied to the wire itself does two jobs: it causes a high frequency 
magnetisation that is responsible for the voltage-field dependence, and it also partially 
eliminates circular domains making the off-diagonal response possible. 
The C-MOS Ml sensor is a simple, low consumed power, cheap and easy integrable 
device. For many applications such as portable magnetic field detectors or car compasses it 
can be 'worth weight in gold'. However for applications where precision measurements are 
critical C-MOS Ml sensor is not very good solution because of the large high frequency 
distortion produced by digital electronics. This distortion, which is a result of using digital 
electronics, is seen in figures 7.7, 7.8. 
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The main disadvantage of the C-MOS circuit is that its pulse mode operation produces a 
lot of digital distortion (up to I 0 m V IV /Oe) that significantly degrades the measured signal 
resolution. Another important disadvantage of the C-MOS sensor is that the pulse excitation 
circuit induces a small unpredictable de offset current (up to I 0 mA) even in 'idle-mode' 
(period between pulses), which changes the Ml characteristics. This de bias current applied to 
the Ml device changes the magnetic structure and as a consequence the Ml response. 
Additional information on the de offset current can be found in datasheets on HEX invertors 
(74HCT04, parameters VoL and loL) used as pulse generator in [3-6]. 
7.4. High-performance Ml sensor using sine-wave excitation and magnitude-phase 
detection. 
The high sensitivity sensor requires good linearity, frequency stability and low noise 
electronics. I analysed two types of sensors utilising the MI effect. In this Section, I consider a 
new type of magneto-impedance (Ml) sensor using sine excitation and magnitude-phase 
detection. Employing high-stable sine excitation circuit and high-sensitive analogue 
demodulator with input range -60 dBm to 0 dBm, this sensor is able to measure de magnetic 
LPFs BFRs LD 
r••••••-, 
I OUT: 
! ! A1easuring cell 
ACS IGDft--1------it~:-:~._jj_ 
A1 agnitude 
Output 
• Phase 
Output 
Fig. 7.1 0. Ml sensor circuit based on sine-wave excitation. The following abbreviations are 
used: Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO, MAX2605), low-pass filters (LPFs, PJLP-606), 
buffers (BFRs, MAX2470), logarithmic demodulalors (LDs, AD8302) and acijustab/e 
current snurce (ACS). 
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fields with resolution down to 1 o-5 Oe (I nT) for the full scale of ±2 Oe (0.2 mT). Future 
advantages of proposed sensor include low phase noise ( -117 dBc/Hz at I 00 kHz offset), 
long-term temperature stability of 360 ppmfCC for the -40°C to +85°C temperature range and 
in relatively wide output bandwidth (up to 10 MHz). A schematic view of sensor is shown on 
Figure 7. I 0. 
a. Driving part 
A compact, low-cost, low power consumption and reasonably high-performance 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) with two differential buffered outputs has been used as a 
driving circuit The core of the VCO is based on the varactor tuned Colpitts topology_ This 
topology is useful for a wide range of operating frequencies, from intermediate to microwave 
frequencies. To tune the oscillator to the desired frequency (in our case the optimum between 
maximum sensitivity, sensor stability and power consumption was chosen near 55 MHz) a 
parallel-resonant tank controlling the oscillation frequency has been used. The parallel-mode 
network allows the use of small-value varactors and a large inductor having high quality 
factor Q around 50 at 60MHz. The parallel-mode configuration also permits a straightforward 
analysis of the oscillator. Measured phase noise at 100 kHz offset was -117 dBc/Hz. In order 
to suppress higher harmonics of the signal produced by VCO a passive low-pass filtering 
network (LPFs on fig. 7 .I 0) has been used with -3 dB attenuation at cut-off frequency of 60 
MHz. After filtering the third harmonic becomes as low as -58 dBm. The designed VCO 
delivers about -15 dBm to the following stage. A VCO is not able to deliver much power to 
other circuits; it needs a following intermediate stage. Buffer amplifiers (BFRs in fig. 7.1 0) 
improve the frequency stability of the oscillator and phase noise performance by isolating it 
from the load. I have used low-noise, low-power buffers with high reverse isolation 
IS1i > 65dBm in the driving circuit The buffer amplifiers are placed immediately after the 
passive filtering network. Having high input impedance the buffer amplifiers draw very little 
power from the oscillator. Sufficiently low output impedance of the buffer amplifier provides 
enough gain to supply the following Ml load. An adjustable current source (ACS) providing 
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stable de current has been designed to establish a helical magnetic structure in the MI element 
(wire with initial circumferential anisotropy). 
b. Magnitude-Phase Detector 
Up to the present, most proposed Ml detectors (demodulators) have been based on 
single-ended amplitude demodulator involving Schottky diodes. The semiconductor diode has 
the property that the current through it increases exponentially as the applied voltage increases 
linearly. In general use, this means that a silicon diode experiences an internal voltage drop of 
about 0.65 to 0. 7 volt for a reasonable circuit current range (for germanium diodes, it is about 
0.3 V). A practical problem with a simple diode is the inherent internal resistance of any 
semiconductor material. This resistance is also subject to change with temperature, and may 
actually cause some internal heating in some applications. To avoid the problem, a transistor 
may be substituted for the diode. The relatively high base resistance of the transistor is 
bypassed, as most of the emitter current will flow through the collector region instead. 
Nevertheless, the logarithmic voltage/current characteristics of the emitter-base junction will 
still be in effect, so the circuit will perform quite well as a logarithmic converter. 
In our design I used a new approach. A monolithic logarithmic demodulator (LDs in fig. 
7.9) using a 7-stage "parallel-detection" technique has been chosen. Demodulator has two 
inputs: one is connected to the well-matched reference signal from VCO and second loaded 
with the MI element. The detector comprises a closely matched pair of demodulating 
logarithmic amplifiers, each having 60 dBm measurement range. By taking the difference of 
their outputs, a measurement of the magnitude ratio or gain/loss between the two inputs 
signals is available. Since subtraction in the logarithmic domain corresponds to the ratio in the 
linear domain, the resulting output becomes: 
(7.12) 
where V!Nr is well-matched reference signal from VCO and V1N 2 is an analogous signal from 
buffer output loaded with the MI element, VAfAG is the output corresponding to the difference 
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in input signals magnitude, and VsLP is a slope. Unlikely the measurements of power, when 
measuring a dimensionless quantity such as relative signal level, no independent reference or 
intercept need to be invoked. In essence, one signal serves as the intercept for the other. 
Variation in intercept due to frequency, temperature, and supply voltage affect both channels 
identically and hence do not affect the difference. This technique depends on the pairs of 
logarithmic amplifiers being well matched in slope and intercept to ensure cancellation. 
The outputs of the 7 logarithmic amplifiers, connected in series for each channel, are 
fully limited signals over most of the input dynamic range. The limited outputs from both log 
amps drive an exclusive-OR style digital phase detector. Operating strictly on the relative zero 
crossing of the limited signals, the extracted phase difference is independent of the original 
input signal levels. The phase output has the general form: 
(7.13) 
where VPHs is the phase slope and <1> is each signal's relative phase in degrees. 
By connecting different measuring cells shown in Figure 7.1 different types of response 
can be obtained. Figure 7.11, 7.12 shows the diagonal (Vw) and off-diagonal (Vc) responses 
at the output of the sensor as a function of He). .. In the case of the diagonal response (the cell 
shown on fig 7.1 (a) is used), the field characteristics are symmetrical showing two 
maximums at Hex = ±2 Oe (Fig. 7.11). This behaviour is very similar to that shown in Fig. 
7.2 (a) for the diagonal impedance. This type of sensor is useful for indirection measurements. 
The off-diagonal voltage output, obtained by using cells shown in figure 7 .I (b) or 7 .I (c), as a 
function of Hex shown in Fig. 7 .I I has an almost linear portions in the field interval Hex=±/ 
Oe. This is similar to the off-diagonal impedance versus Hex shown in Fig. 7.2 (b). 
Therefore, I can conclude that the off-diagonal voltage response in amorphous wires with a 
circumferential anisotropy can be linear and bi-directional with respect to the sensed axial 
field in the presence of a small bias current. 
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We are now in a position for testing performances of the designed sensor. Due to the 
high sensitivity of the M l sensor, a precision measurement in a magnetically shielded 
environment is requ ired. 
The first series of experiments was dedicated to the measurements of noise spectrum of 
the M l e lement (microwire). The main source of noise of the MI element is associated with 
magnetic core, a part of which has an excess "1/f" component. A preliminary study was made 
on the impedance of the w ire between the frequencies 0.01 Hz to 500 MHz. TI1e w ire was I 
cm long and I 0 11m in diameter embedded into a specially designed measuring cell. lt was 
p laced at the end of a 50Q coaxial line, the second end of which was connected to the HP 
41 95A Network/Spectrum Analyser, measuring noise spectrum at fi xed current excitation 
frequency. The DC field was applied using calibrated Helm holtz coils. 
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The largest sensitivity was found above 50 MHz, mainly on the real part of the 
impedance, with a maximum value of the field to impedance tran fer coefficient of 
0.50/nT (or 100%/0e). The noise spectrum measured across the Ml element is shown in Fig. 
7.13. The noise level obtained between 20 kHz and I MHz fall in the range of 
5 - l 0 pT I .fih, a promising value, which is limited, mostly, by the detection electronics. 
Some work has to be done with respect to the low-frequency noise, but noise reduction 
techniques as developed earlier for SQU IDs systems may be adopted. The goal of 
0.1 pT I .[ii; at I Hz then appears realistic. This level of noise would really open interesting 
applications in non-destructive testing, magneto-cardiography, and bio-magnetism. 
After 
demodulator 
Before 
de modulator 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fig. 7.13. Noise spectrum measured after M! element and after demodulation stage. 
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Chapter 8. Stress-impedance effect and application 
to the stress-sensing media. 
As described in Chapters 2 and 3, the magneto-elastic interaction plays a dominant role 
in establishing magnetic anisotropy in amorphous wires. Then, applying a certain external 
stress will change the magnetic anisotropy, and hence, equilibrium magnetic structure. This 
can lead to large variations in the high frequency impedance. This effect is often referred as a 
stress-impedance (Sl). Thus, in Co-based wires having a negative magnetostriction and a 
large axial tensile stress the easy anisotropy axis is along a circumferential direction. The 
application of a torsion stress induces a helical anisotropy, which can be detected by the 
impedance change. On the contrary, the external tensile stress does not change the direction of 
the easy an isotropy, and the impedance is insensitive to this kind of stress. To obtain a large 
change in impedance under the effect of tensile stress in wires with a negative 
magnetostriction, a helical anisotropy needs to be induced by a corresponding annealing 
procedure. It can be also achieved by biasing the wire with a de axial magnetic field. 
The stress dependence of magneto-impedance can be used for the development of stress 
sensors. This principle has been successfully employed on a stress annealed CoFeSiB 
amorphous ribbon achieving stress sensitivity of 214 MPa/Oe at I MHz frequency, and for 
measuring small loads on membranes with annealed glass-coated low magnetostrictive 
microwire [I, 2]. In the case of microwires, the DC electrical resistance is quite hirge so that 
GMI results in large variations in voltage induced by mechanical loading. [3]. Strain-gauges 
using a stress-impedance element can achieve gauge factors of around 4000, which can be 
compared with the gauge factors of 2 and 140 for resistive gage and semiconductor, 
respectively [4]. A sensitive stress sensor based on CMOS IC circuit was developed by 
Kusumoto et al. [S] with a strain gauge factor of 4000. Chiriac et al. [6] developed a finger-tip 
blood vessel pulsation sensor for diagnosis of blood circulation and health conditions. Also, 
as reported by Atkinson et al. [7], mechano-encephalogram based on stress impedance detects 
small skin deformation at a forehead centre reflecting brain activity. 
Remote interrogation of the stress state of GMI material can be performed by a free-
space interogation technique. Various materials with microwire or thin film shape have been 
successfully employed to evaluate the material undergoing stress for frequencies in the range 
300 MHz to 3 GHz. In this Chapter I consider the effect of applied tensile stress on magneto-
I o.J 0 
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impedance in glass-coated CoMnSiB amorphous wires at Ultra-High frequencies (UHF) band 
(300MHz-3GHz). This effect could be of a considerable interest for applications in smart 
composite materials filled with ferromagnetic wires for remote stress monitoring, where the 
effective permittivity depends on stress or strain in a narrow frequency band with a 
characteristic frequency of few GHz. 
8.1 Experimental investigation of the magnetisation rotation under the effect of 
external stress. 
In the Chapter 2 the rotational magnetisation reversal under the effect of various stresses 
has been described for a single-domain amorphous ferromagnetic sample with a 
circumferential or helical anisotropy. However, the proposed rotational model can be applied 
for multi domain samples as it describes the rotational processes within the domains 
(reversible portions of the magnetisation curves, which is the predominant process at high 
frequencies). Hereafter I will present experimental results of the magnetisation reversal under 
the effect of tensile stress. The experimental results are provided for Co6s.sMn65Si 1oB1s 
amorphous glass-coated wires having the total diameter of 14.5 J.lm and the metallic core 
diameter of 10.2 j.lm. For this alloys composition A."' -2 ·10-7 [3]. For de magnetisation 
measurements (see measurements set in Chapter 4, fig. 4.3), the wire length was 6 cm and the 
stress was applied by hanging a load of 1-10 g at the wire end. The longitudinal 
magnetisation curves under the effect of stress are shown in Fig. 7.2. The original curve for an 
unloaded wire shows a steep hysteresis but with a rather small remanence to saturation value 
M,! Ms = 0.2, which corresponds to almost circumferential an isotropy with a small helical 
angle a"' 12°. Applying the tensile stress strengthens the circumferential an isotropy: the 
magnetisation curve becomes almost linear with M, I M, "'0, the hysteresis disappears and 
the effective an isotropy field H K increases. For the unloaded wire H K = 2.6 Oe, and it 
becomes 9 Oe, when a load of 8.5 g is applied. This magnetisation behaviour corresponds to 
the magnetostrictive energy given by equation (2. 7) with parameters o1 = 200 MPa, o2 = 44 
MPa provided that A. = -2 ·1 o-7 and load of 1 g corresponds to a tension of 65 MPa. 
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Fig. 8.1 Axial de magnetization curves M z I M0 = cos(S) with the applied stress as a 
parameter. The wire length was 6 cm and the load was attached at the wire free end. 
Experimental hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 8. 1 are in very good agreement with the 
model presented in Chapter 2. Enlargement of the an isotropy field and vanishing of coercivity 
on applying tensile stress has been predicted by the modelling magnetisation reversal process 
in amorphous wires under the effect of applied tensile stresses. 
8.2 Experimental investigation of tbe stress-impedance in amorphous microwires 
at GHz frequencies. 
Next I consider the stress effect on the magneto-impedance behavior at the UH frequencies 
band. The complex-valued stress impedance is found by measuring S11-parameter by means 
of the Hewlett-Packard 8753E Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), as shown in Fig. 8.2a. The 
measurement technique is similar to the UHF measurements of the fi led-dependant Magneto-
impedance described in the Chapter 6. When deal ing with measurements at UHF band, 
special care must be taken for the correct interpretation of results. At frequencies higher then 
500 MHz impedance matching becomes critical since half wavelength becomes relatively 
small (<30 cm). l designed a special microstrip cell to minimise the post cal ibration 
mismatches (Fig. 8.2b ). Rather than attempting to quantify the contribution of the error in the 
wire impedance, my approach is to minimise its effect. The microstrip portion connected to 
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VNA is pre-calibrated with a standard son load, which is then removed (Load "1" in Fig. 
8.2b). During the measurements, the microstrip cell with the soldered sample is terminated 
with a son load (Load "2"). This calibration of the microstrip line with a length of 3.S cm 
holding the soldered up wire of 1.4 cm ensures reliable impedance measurements up to 
frequencies of about 3 GHz. The wire is loaded with a weight in its middle (in this case I g 
load corresponds to a tension estimated to be 320 MPa, see Caption for Fig. 8.2b). The cell 
with the sample is placed into the Helmholtz coil producing a de magnetic field. 
Figure 8.3 shows plots of impedance vs. applied tensile stress for three frequencies SOO 
MHz 1.5 GHz and 2.S GHz. If no field is applied, the stress effect is small being about 12% at 
SOO MHz and almost not noticeable at GHz frequencies. Since a negative magnetostriction 
wire has a nearly circumferential an isotropy (if no large frozen-in torsion exists), the applied 
tensile stress alone will not cause the change in M0 direction, and as a result, will not produce 
noticeable changes in the impedance at high frequencies. 
For a large stress effect on the Ml, the ability of (J"' to change the direction of Mo is 
needed. In the case when Hex = 0, this is possible if the an isotropy axis has a helical angle a 
nearly equal to 4S0 , which is achieved by a proper annealing (current annealing or annealing 
under torsion) to establish a substantial frozen-in torsion ( cr2 >> OJ> o."' 4S0 at Oex = 0 ). 
Another possibility of the directional change in the magnetisation under the external stress is 
to use the axial field bias. In the presence of Hex the magnetisation rotates towards the wire 
axis whereas the application of (Je, strengthens the circumferential anisotropy (for A< 0) and 
hence acts in the opposite way. Then, the magnetisation rotates back to the circular direction. 
The highest stress sensitivity is obtained for Hex"'HK, which is sufficient to saturate the wire. 
Further increase in He.r is unnecessary since a larger stress will be required to move the 
magnetisation back. I utilise the assistance of Hex to realise very large impedance change 
when the external tensile stress is applied. 
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Fig. 8.2 Stress-impedance measurement setup in (a) and sketch of the microstrip cell with a 
wire sample loaded in its centre with a weigh P in (b). This imposes a stress of 
P I 21T£12 sin If! where 'If :::::: 6° is the angle between the bent wire and the horizontal 
direction. 
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Fig. 8.3 Experimental plots of impedance vs. applied stress in a CoMnSiB wire with a 
circumferential anisotropy. The load of I g applied at the middle of the wire is 
estimated to impose a stress of 320 MP a. 
In the presence of H .. , the wire impedance shows large changes in response to the 
application of the tensile stress (Fig. 8.4). The highest stress sensitivity of 100% per 180 MPa 
at 500 MHz and 60% per 180 MPa at 2.5 GHz, respectively obtained for H .. ,=J Oe that is 
about the same value as the anisotropy field for the unloaded wire. 
The microwave MI/SI phenomenon can be explained in terms of classical skin effect in 
magnetic conductors with a large effective permeability and its strong dependence on the 
magnitude of the external de magnetic field [8]. Because the skin depth as well as the 
characteristic correlation length in a magnetic structure(e.g., domain width) in soft magnetic 
materials is much larger than the inter-atomic distances, the classical electrodynamics of 
continuous media can be used for the description of MI/SI effects. The calculation of the 
complex-valued impedance r; is based on the solution of Maxwell's equations for the fields e 
and lr together with the equation of motion for the magnetisation vector M. 
The voltage response measured across a ferromagnetic wire (z-axis) carrymg a high 
frequency current i = io exp(-)rot) is expressed in terms of the longitudinal component c;zz of 
the surface impedance tensor ( c; .. = e. I hcp, where e. and hcp are the axial electric and circular 
magnetic fields at the wire surface) 
V 21 . =-~zz 1 · 
ea 
(8.1) 
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Fig. 8.4 Experimental plots of impedance vs. applied stress with the external 
magnetic field as a parameter. 
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Here I is the wire length, a is the wire radius, and c is the velocity of light. Strictly speaking, 
equation (3) is valid for a wire with a uniform magnetisation but can be applied for a 
multidomain wire provided that r;zz is averaged over domains and the domain wall 
displacements are damped. In the case of a strong skin effect, the following equation holds [8] 
r;zz = cp(l- j) ( fii cos2 e +sin 2 9) 
4n80 
(8.2) 
Here p is resistivity, 80 = c(p I 2nm)" 2 is a non-magnetic skin depth, 11 is the circular 
permeability describing the magnetisation precession around the equilibrium magnetisation 
Mo having an angle 9 with the wire axis. Equation (8.2) demonstrates that the longitudinal 
surface impedance depends on both the dynamic permeability Jl and the static magnetisation 
angle9. The parameter 11 has a very broad dispersion region. At high frequencies (higher 
than the frequency of the ferromagnetic resonance) 11 changes very little with both the 
external axial magnetic field H ... and an isotropy field H K , although preserving its relatively 
high values <IJII,., 10 in the GHz range for Co-based wires with H K = 2-5 Oe). In this case, 
the dependence of the impedance on magnetic properties is entirely determined by the static 
magnetisation angle e. Thus, the impedance vs. stress behaviour can be quantitatively 
modelled using (8.2) and (2.21) and assuming that the dynamical permeability 11 in Eq. (8.2) 
is related to a uniform precession of the magnetisation around the equilibrium magnetisation 
Mo (see model in Chapter 2). The theoretical plots showing Z(crex) with He, as a parameter 
for frequency of 2.5 GHz are shown in Fig. 8.5, demonstrating very good quantitative 
agreement with the experimental results. 
The effect of stress on microwave MI in amorphous fine wires is proposed to be used 
for the creation of a new stress-tuneable composite medium for remote stress monitoring by 
microwave spectroscopy technology. The composite material consists of short wire inclusions 
(exhibiting stress-impedance effect) embedded into the dielectric matrix with the permittivity 
£. The wire inclusions behave as the electric dipole "scatterers". This dipole response of the 
composite system can be characterised by some effective permittivity £,fl. Then, £,fl can 
have a resonance or relaxation dispersion (depending on the wire impedance) seen near the 
antenna resonance for an individual wire. For a moderate skin-effect ( 8 "'a) the dispersion 
characteristics of £efl depend on the longitudinal surface impedance c;zz. Therefore, in a 
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composite containing ferromagnetic wires exhibiting MIISI effect the effective permittivity 
may depend on the external magnetic field and stress/strain via the corresponding dependence 
of ~zz . The changes in e,g can be detected by microwave scanning techniques, in particular, 
microwave loss spectroscopy. 
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Chapter 9. Conclusions and future work. 
The first part of my research was dedicated to the theoretical and experimental study of 
a magnetic microwire with positive magnetostriction. This type of wire exhibits very rapid 
magnetisation reversal (also called a large Barkhausen jump) as a response to the periodical 
remagnetisation process. The idea of using this feature for security applications has been 
known for many years. However, until recently, systems using these properties existed only in 
close range prototypes (less then a few millimetres between the magnetic wire and reading 
apparatus). 
Within, the first part of the PhD program, a deep and detailed investigation of the 
properties of microwires with positive magnetostriction was carried out. I applied stochastic 
methods for modelling the remagnetisation reversal in the microwires with axial anisotropy. 
To my knowledge, it is a first attempt to analyse the microwires behaviour by means of 
stochastic methods. While the eddy current approach, widely discussed in literature, is based 
on the single domain model, proposed stochastic approach takes into account a multi-domain 
state of the studied samples. A modified stochastic Neei-Brown model of the magnetisation 
reversal has been proposed enabling the explanation of number of characteristic parameters of 
the microwires with axial magnetisation [ 1]. Such important parameters of Barkhausen 
discontinuity as a mean switching field and a standard deviation of the switching field 
distribution have been investigated to understand the influence of extrinsic factors such as 
slew rate of the alternating magnetic field on application's operation. 
As a result of this detailed investigation the reading system developed within my PhD 
research project allows the large Barkhausen jump to be detected without an actual contact 
between the magnetic microwire and the magnetic field detector. Experiments show that the 
detection will be possible at a distance of approximately I 00-150 mm from the detecting 
sensor. 
As an extension of the investigation of microwires with positive magnetostriction, 
took part in development of a new method of coding the wire using a localised laser annealing 
treatment [2]. Using a multi-pulse magnetic label is one of the practicable methods of 
improving security and reliability of the magnetic remote sensing systems. While the 
collaborators (Aston University, Birmingham) carried out the laser treatment, my contribution 
was to develop a magnetic measurement system based on a compensation differential 
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magnetometer circuit, carry out accurate measurements of the treated m1crow1res and to 
analyse the magnetic behaviour before and after the laser treatment. 
Another part of my research had been devoted to study of the Magneto-Impedance 
effect in amorphous wires. The investigation carried out at low-frequency (LF) band (10kHz-
300kHz) allows analysing the different magnetisation processes such as domain walls 
displacements (reversible and irreversible) in the wires with circumferential anisotropy [3]. 
This analysis was helpful in understanding the various characteristics obtained at different 
frequencies and excitation conditions. In a very high-frequency (VHF) range (30 MHz-300 
MHz) our research was focused on the design of high-performance sensors utilising MI effect. 
A new high-performance sensor using microwires with circumferential anisotropy has been 
developed [4-8]. Whilst other Ml sensors (as was discussed in Chapter 7) produce 
symmetrical response with respect to the applied field, my sensor produces antisymmetrical 
response. lt can be useful if field direction is important. The proposed sensor employing a 
novel RF measurement technique allows optimising sensitivity, bandwidth, linearity, 
simplicity and cost. 
Another interesting outcome of my PhD research are a stress-sensitive composites. 
Investigation of the amorphous wires behaviour in the ultra high-frequency (UHF) band 
(300MHz-3 GHz) shows that the M! effect remains very high in a microwave frequency range 
[8-10]. On the basis of the experimental investigation carried out a new type of stress-
sensitive composite material is proposed, the microwave effective permittivity of which 
depends on the mechanical stress. This composite material opens up new possibilities for a 
remote monitoring of stress with the use of microwave "free-space" techniques. This kind of 
the composite material can be characterised as a "sensing medium", which images the 
mechanical stress distribution inside construction or on its surface. 
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Dynamic Hysteresis in Magnetostrictive 
Amorphous Microwires 
Sergei I. Sandacci, Alexander N. Grigorenko, Larissa V. Panina, and Oesmond J. Mapps 
Abstract-Dynamic hysteresis in bistable amorphous wires is 
studied at frequencies up to 200 kHz. As frequency is increased, 
the magnetization loop exhibits progressive widening, maintaining 
its bistable property. The switching process is anaJyzed within the 
Neei-Brown theory of the magnetization reversal due lO activation 
over an energy barrier. The frequency dependence of U1e switching 
field is evaluated by considering a ''waiting time" for closure do-
main waU to escape the pinned state, which gives a very good agree-
ment with the experiment. The time of the magnetization reversal 
decreases with frequency down to few microseconds at 200 kHz, 
owing to llie switching field increase. 
l 11dex Terms-Amorphous wires, dynamical hysteresis, 
Neel-Brown model. 
I . INTRODUCTION 
A MORPHOUS magneto trictive wire exhibit very rapid bistable magnetization reversal (large Barkhausen jumps). 
This property makes them unique for applications in security 
sensors and pulse generators. As operational frequencies be-
come progressively higher, there i an interest in studying the 
magnetization reversal in bistable wires at corresponding f re-
quencies. On the other hand, most of experiments of hysteresi 
in these materials (and in general) are performed under de or 
quasi-de conditions. In this paper, the hysteresis loops in gla -
covered amorphous wire have been measured for frequencies 
up to 200 kHz. The results are analyzed in terms of tochastic 
activation over domain wall (DW) pinning barrier I 1], [2]. 
Generally, the modification of the hysteresis curves in 
conducting magnetic materials due to higher frequency mag-
netizing fields is described introducing an additional energy 
dis ipation resulting from eddy-current losses [3], [4]. How-
ever, in regard to bistable systems, within this approach it is 
not possible to explain an increase in the switching field with a 
frequency since the rate of the magnetization change is zero be-
fore the flip. On the other hand, DW dynamics in ferromagnetic 
systems exhibit intrinsic stochastic properties 15], [6]. Magnetic 
viscosity can be understood in terms of thermal or other noise 
activation over energy barriers introducing "waiting time" for 
DW to break away from the pinning site. This mechanism leads 
to higher witching fields Hn as frequency i increased. The 
calculated frequency dependence of H 8 agrees very well with 
the experiment. 
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Fig. I. Compensation magnetometer. (I) Signal generator. (2) Driving 
solenoid. (3) Compensation coil. (4) Pickup coil. (5) Sample. (6) Proccs ing 
electronics. (7) AID com'Cf\er. 
11. EXPERIMENTS 
A pecial hysteresis loop tracer was designed for high-fre-
quency measurements. Care was taken to decrease the 
dimensions of the system hown in Fig. I. 1'wo pickup coils, 
(3) and (4), of0.05 cm in diameter, I cm long with 30 turns are 
placed inside a driving solenoid, (2), of 0.75 cm in diameter, 
6 cm long with 180 turn . The driving olenoid is connected 
to a ignal generator, (1), and produces the ramping fields of 
different forms and frequencies. The wire element (5) of 2 
cm long was placed in one pickup coil , (4), which was used 
for detection of magnetization changes while the other, (3), is 
designed for compensation of the driving field. A differential 
detection system, (6), contains amplifiers and high-frequency 
bandpass filters to suppress noise. r or frequencies higher 
than few kilohertz, the effect of distributed inductance and 
capacitance becomes significant introducing distortions into the 
output voltage ignal. The hysteresi tracer was calibrated using 
an integro-differential correction function. The parameters of 
the correction function at different frequencie. were calculated 
and checked by measuring the system response to various 
periodic input signals (of sinusoidal, rectangular, triangular 
forms). The driving field amplitude was 7 Oe, which wa 
sufficient to realize the magnetization switching at frequencies 
up to 200 k.Hz. 
We have studied glass covered Fe1;;Co;;.-.. 1Mn7.2B 12 .4Si10 
amorphou wires produced by Taylor- Ulitovski method 
kindly provided by "AmoTec" Ltd. The w ires had a core of 
12.4-16.1 I-'m in diameter covered by glass with total diameter 
of 18.6-22. 1 Jtnl. Fig. 2 shows a typical set of hysteresis loops 
reconstructed from measured signals at different frequencies of 
the periodic driving field of a constant amplitude. At low fre-
quencies, the magnetization process is well de cribed in terms 
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Fig. 2. Dynamic hysteresis loops in a g la s covered amorpho us wire. 
of a large Barkhausen jump, which happens at a switching field 
of about I Oe. Three important features characterize the dy-
namic hysteresis. First, the field at which the large 13arkhausen 
jumps occur (switching field) considerably increases with 
frequency and changes from I Oe at low frequencies to 2 Oe 
at a frequency of 20 k.Hz. Second, the time of magnetic field 
ramping becomes comparable with the time o f magnetization 
changes at frequencies above 10 kHz and the hysteresis loop 
opens up. Third, the DWs that carry magnetization reversal fail 
to reach the sample edges at frequencies above 200 kHz and 
hysteresis loops acquire an elliptical hape. It was also found 
that the time of the large Barkhausen jump decreases with an 
increase o f frequency of driving field. 
We believe that all these features of dynamic hysteresis can 
be understood in terms of DW activation and propagation. To 
our knowledge, this approach to analyze the magnetic bista-
bility in magnetostrictive amorphous wires has not been used 
before. The initial switching field is described by an activa-
tion of a closure DW over an initial barrier. Larger times of 
field sweep corre pond to larger number of activation attempts 
(larger "waiting times"). As a result, DW overcomes an ini-
tial barrier at smaller fields for lower frequencies, which cor-
responds to the lower switching fields. An activation process 
always leads to the distribution of the switching field, which 
was observed in our experiments. The detailed discussion of the 
distribution and waiting time measurements will be given else-
where. The increase of the switching field at higher frequencies 
implies an increase of the average driving field acting on DW 
and leads to the decrease of the time for DW to complete the 
Barkhausen jump. Time of magnetization rever. al is detem1ined 
by an average field acting on the DW( ) and its (their) mobility 
as well as by the distance the DW has to cover. 
Ill. M ODIFIED N EEL- BROWN M ODEL 
To quantify the frequency dependence of the switching 
field, we make use of the Neei- Brown model o f magnetization 
reversal, which was originally developed for de. cription of 
the magnetization flip in uniaxial magnetic particles due to 
thermal activation over t11e anisotropy barrier. We suggest that 
the switching field H n in our experiments is defined by the 
closure DW activation over t.hc initial barrier ~U and modify 
the Neel- Brown model to account for this scenario. 
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According to the model, the probability rate 11(t) of DW to 
overcome the barrier is given by 
( 
~U - H (t)MV ) Jl(t) = vn r.xp - D (I ) 
where I/o is the attempt frequency, H ( t ) is the ram ping magnetic 
field, M is the magnetization, V is the activation volume, and 
D is t11e noise parameter. Assumptions are made here that t.he 
initial energy barrier t:..U does not depend upon magnetic field, 
t.he frequency of magnetic field is much lower than the attempt 
frequency and the magnetic field is treated as perturbation for 
simplicity. The probability Q(t) of DW to stay in the pinned 
state obeys the following equation : 
dQfdt = -p(t). Q. 
Assuming that a jump will eventually happen at some small 
value of Q0 and using (I), we obtain an implicit equation for 
the jump time t j 
11i (H(t)A4V) d lu(l /Qo) (~U ) exp t= l!xp -to D vo D (3) 
where t0 is the time at which a reversal nucleus appears and DW 
is able to jump. Taking a sawtooth dependence of the magnetic 
field H (t) = H0wt and as uming that time t0 corresponds to 
some field H 8 0 (when w tends to be zero), we finally get the 
switching field of the large Barkhau en j ump 
where 
D1/o ( flU - HcoAI\1) 
wo = lu(l / Qo)HuMV exp - D · 
The behavior of the switching field ver. us frequency given by 
(4) is compared with the experimental one, as shown in Fig. 3. 
In the experiment, the distribution of HJJ wa. nearly Gaussian 
(in accordance with I he model), and the average value was taken 
to make an accurate comparison. 
It is seen that the agreement between theory and experiment 
extends over the frequency range of two decades (where the 
ramping field amplitude was sufficient to drive the sample into 
saturation). Equation (4) worked well for different bistable wires 
in a large temperature range down to t11e temperature of liquid 
nitrogen. Careful compar i son of the change in the logarithm 
slope with decrease of temperature shows that the temperature 
activation accounts for only less than 10% of total noise. This 
implies that fluctuating external magnetic fields were the main 
source of noise. A lower limit of an activation volume can bees-
timated by considering that the noise factor is of thermal origin 
D = 'Jkb1'/2 = 6.2 -10- 1·"'erg. Extracting the logarithmic pref-
actor from the graph shown in Fig. 3 and taking i'vl = 500 G, we 
estimate V~ 4.1·10- 16 cm:i which gives the linear dimension 
of activation as d ~ 7 · w-6 cm. T his scale is close to the DW 
width in this material. 
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IV. TIME OF M AGNETIZATION R EVERSAL 
Once activated, DW propagates forming an elongated shape 
to minimize the demagnet izing energy [7] . During thi. proces., 
some additional demagnetizing field H" assists its movement. 
For a moving wall , the damping essentially balances the effec-
tive field H~1r , which includes the applied field, demagnetiza-
tion field and coercivil y field. The DW velocity is of the fom1 
n = (2.M I (J)Hdr(t) (5) 
where {J is the damping parameter. Since the switching field in-
creases with the frequency of field rarnping, it means that DW 
moves in higher field~ at higher frequencies. Considering that 
the damping parameter does not change essentially with fre-
quency, (5) leads to an increase o f an average DW velocity (u) 
and, hence, to a decrease of the time of magnetization reversal 
which can be estimated a~ 1/ (1£) , where/ is the sample length (or 
distance between nucleation sites). For fast reversal processes, 
we can assume that the external field doe. not change during 
the jump and take H(t) :::::: H8 . Then, it follows from (5) that 
the time of magnetization reversal r has to be inversely propor-
tional to the switching field H 8 . Thi. i. proven in Fig. 4 where 
the plot I Jr versus Hn is given. The data used cover the fre-
quency range from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. The interception with 
the field axis of the linear regression to the experiment gives 
an average demagnetization field of about 1.6 Oe. Finally, we 
can combine the expression for switching field (4) with linear 
dependence for the inverse time and estimate the frequency at 
which r becomes in the range of the period o f the driving field. 
A straightforward evaluation gives the frequency of about 100 
kHz for our sample . This coincides with the experimental re-
sults showing elliptical hysteresis loops al frequencies higher 
than I 00 kHz. 
V CONCLUSION 
We have found that the dynamic hystere is in bi. table amor-
phous wires under a periodic magnetic field is described well 
by Neei- Brown theory of activation of a closure DW over a 
pinning barrier. The switch ing field follows a logarithmic func-
tion of frequency. The evaluated size of an activation volume is 
comparable to the size of the DW in amorphous materials. The 
change o f the magnetization reversal time with frequency is at-
tributed to the change of the switching field. 
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Controllable, spatially selecti ve treatment of glass-covered amorphous magnetic wires by laser 
irradiation is demonstrated. Local annealing by an argon laser has resulted in the formation of 
weakly interacting heterogeneous structures with different magnetic properties. Two large and stable 
Barkhausen jumps were detected in the magnetization reversal of high and positive magnetostriction 
wires with treated portions of 200 J.Lm and 0.5 cm. The local annealing o f negative magnetostrictive 
wires has modified wire magnetoimpedance: the maximum of the impedance plot flattens and the 
working field interval increase .. These favorable changes are due to the creation of local stresses and 
structure interfaces. © 2002 American lnstitwe of Physics. [DOl: 10.1063/1. 1528724] 
Amorphous thin wires are among the most interesting 
material. for applications a.~ magnetic sensing element. , ow-
ing to their unique properti es related to reentrant magnetic 
flux reversal I - J and giant magneto impedance.45 These prop-
erties are influenced by domain structures that ex ist in the 
a. -cast state and can be modified by various annealing 
methods.6- 8 Amorphous materials do not possess magneto-
cry tall ine anisotropy. Therefore, the anisotropy and the do-
main structure are determined by the balance between the 
magnetoelastic and magnetostatic (shape) contributions. The 
alloy composition determines the value and sign of the mag-
netostricti ve constant whereas the fabrication proce sand an-
nealing under stress and/or magnetic field re ults in a par-
ticular magnetoelastic energy. Then, various kinds of 
magnetic structures can be realized by a suitable postproduc-
tion treatment, which normally affects the whole sample. A 
local processing, which influences only a part of an amor-
phous material, is also possible. For example, laser radiation 
was used to achieve loC<JI crystallization of amorphous CoP 
alloys,9 to change locally the anisotropy of ferromagnetic 
amorphous ribbons, 10 and to cause local ph a e transitions to 
the ferromagnetic state in thin amorphous nonmagnetic CoC 
films. 11 However, little work has been done to inve tigate the 
effect of a local treatment of amorphous materials with the 
aim to produce heterogeneous magnetic stmctures. In par-
ticular, the development of a method for the predetermined, 
spatially patterned modification of glass covered amorphous 
wires would be a very atlracti ve proposition. 
In this letter we present our re ults on local annealing of 
glass-covered amorphous magnetic wires by laser light. We 
demonstrate that magnetic properties of amorphous wires 
can be locally and controllably tuned by argon laser process-
ing due to the formation of magnetic hetero. tructure . . This 
'
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can be of great interest for application of amorphous wires as 
magnetic labels and tags. 
The sketch of the installation is shown in Fig. I . In the 
experiment, the magnetic wires were exposed to the emission 
of an argon laser operating at a wavelength of 488 nm. The 
la er beam was focu. ed into an elliptical spot, aligned with 
the wire, by a positive cylindrical lens. The width of the spot 
across the wire wa.~ about of 25 J.tlll . A n additional negative 
cyl indrical len. was used for expanding the laser spot along 
the wire. Depending on the position of the negative lens, the 
spot length varied from - 2 to 10 mm. lt was possible to 
focus the beam tighter, down to a length of 30 J.Lm, by sub-
stituting tl1e negative lens with a microscope objective. 
A glass-covered amorphous wire wa. fi xed on a bracket 
holder that allowed an exposure of the middle section of the 
wire. A three-coordinate translation stage provided precise 
alignment of the holder. The max imal power in the beam was 
6.5 W, corresponding to the maximum intensity in the focus 
in excess of 104 W/cm2 . 
We used wire of the followi ng compositions: 
Fe74B 13Si 11C2 Cample 1), Fe36Co40B13Si 11 (sample 2), and 
Co68Fe4B 11Si 14(NiMoGeh (sample 3). Depending on Co/Fe 
content. these materials have large posit ive magneto. triction 
Lenses 
Aperture 
FIG. I. Schematic of insta llatio n. 
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(samples I and 2) or small negative magnetostriction 
(sample 3), which results in different magnetic anisotropies. 
The general magnetic properties and the fabrication method 
of glass-covered amorphous wires are summarized in Refs. 
12 and 13. An axial anisotropy and a longitudinal domain 
structure are typical of positive magnetostrictive wires, 
whereas a circumferential anisotropy and circular domain 
structure ex ist in the outer region of negative magnetostric-
tive wires. In the first case, the longitudinal magnetization is 
characterized by a large Barkhausen jump leading to bistable 
rectangular magnetization loops. ln the second case, the wire 
impedance can be sensitively controlled by a small axial 
magnetic field owing to the circular magnetization process. 
Both types of wires have been laser processed to investigate 
the effect of this treatment on the bistability and giant mag-
netoimpedance (GMI). 
In the experiment , we exposed both types of wires to the 
la~er light and investigated the changes in the bistable behav-
ior of samples I and 2 as well as the giant magnetoimped-
ance (GMI) in sample 3 before and after the treatment. 
A change in the wire resistance was used as a reference 
parameter for the laser treatment. The dependence of the 
wire resistance upon temperature has been cali brated in a 
them1al bath prior to processing. The wire resistance 
changed with temperature at a rate 17= ll RI ( R ·ll T) = I. 2 
X 10- 4 c- 1. Therefore, knowing the length of the exposed 
section, we can roughly evaluate the local temperature of the 
treated wire from the total resistance of the sample. When a 
wire was exposed to relatively low laser intensity below 
103 W/cm2, its resistance changed reversibly, i.e., the resis-
tance increased and returned to the initial value after irradia-
tion. At a higher level of exposure, the wire resistance 
dropped irreversibly by I %-3%. The likely reason for that is 
crystallization of the sample and a better conductivity of a 
crystalline state. During the experiments, care was taken to 
avoid the crystallization process. The annealing procedure 
consisted of an increase and a decrease of laser power until 
the total wire resistance fell to a predetermined value below 
the initial value. The exposure time was typically of a 
minute. 
In the wires with positive magnetostriction (samples I 
and 2), we investigated the effect of laser treatment on the 
magnetic reversal characteristics. The magnetization curves 
were measured by a conventional inductive method using 
two differential pickup coils of 30 turns, 0.5 nun in inner 
diameter (0.8 mm in outer diameter) and I cm long. Figures 
2(a) and 2(c) show the measured differenti al response of an 
unprocessed wire and that of a partially laser treated wire 
(sample 1), respectively. The total sample length was 2 cm 
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FIG. 2. Magneti c responses of a laser treated bistable amorphous wire-
sample 1. The differentia l signals and reconstructed magnetization loops of 
Ihe as-cast wire (a) and (b) and Ihe processed wire (c) and (d). The laser 
treat.cd ponion is about 0.5 cm, eva luated annealing temperature is about 
soo •c. 
[Fig. 2(a)]. Therefore, the laser annealing induced a loC<tl 
change in coercivity and produced no measurable effect on 
the adjacent areas. By reducing the width of the pickup coils 
and measuring local magnetization loops, we confirmed that 
the magnetization reversal happens in treated and nontreated 
portions by means of a large Barkhausen jump occurring at 
different fields. As a result , the differential response shown in 
Fig. 2(c) ha. two pulses corr~ponding to the coercivity of 
processed and unprocessed material. Similarl y, one can com-
pare the reconstructed hysteresis loops in Fig. 2(b) (unproc-
essed wire) and Fig. 2(d) (partially annealed sample I). The 
hysteresis loop of sample I consists of a superposition of two 
rectangular hysteresis loops with two distinctly different co-
ercivities. It means that a locally laser treated bistable wire 
represents an interesting prototype of a simple 2-bit element 
for product labeling. 
Next we studied t11e effect of the length of the annealed 
portion on the appearance of the second magnetization jump. 
Using the resistance change to control annealing, we can 
reliably monitor the resistance changes (and hence tempera-
ture) of a wir~ with a treated portion down to about 100 J.llll . 
Even in this case, two voltage pulses appear at the magneti-
zation reversal, which is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a) for sample 
2 with the annealed part of 200 ,u.m. The treated area was 
reduced further by making u. e of spherical optics. The resis-
tance control was unreliable for small dimensions of the 
treated pal1 because the wire resistance changes were small. 
and the length of the treated portion was about 5 mm. For a 6 (a) a 6 (bl 
as-cast wires, a sharp voltage pulse was detected at a mag- ~ 4 I 4 
&. 2 & 2 netic field of 0.7 Oe [see Fig. 2(a)]. This pulse is character- 1 i 0 istic of a large Barkhausen jump. Placing the processed wire ~ 0 - +--------~---1 
in such a way that the detection coil contained both treated ~ ·2 ~ -z 
and nontreated portions, we detected two voltage pulses (two ~ _. ~ _. L---------J c~ o~ large Barkhausen jumps) shown in Fig. 2(c). The first pulse _. .z o 2 _. .z o 2 
corresponds to that of Fig. 2(a) and the other occurs at hi gher Ma9Jletic Field 10.1 Magnetic Field tO.J 
fi eld of 1.9 Oe. On the other hand, if the treated portion wa FIG. 3 _ Magnetic responses of a laser treated bmable amorphous wire-
outside the detection coil there was no change in the magne- sample 2. The d•ll"ercnual signals of the pro.:essed wire· (a) the annealing 
tization reversal behavior in comparison with as-cast wires length of 200 JLm. (b) t~e annealing length .30 /illl. . 
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FIG. 4. Magnetoimpedance characrcristic of a laser annealed GMI wire a1 
frequency 90 Mlb.-samplc 3: (a) impedance dependence upon magnetic 
field, (b) lhe imaginary part of impedance as a function of small fie lds. 
Impedance is nom1ali1.cd by !he sa1uration impedance value Z, . The laser 
1rea1cd portion is about 0.5 cm, evalualed annealing 1empera1urc is aboul 
500 °C. 
Instead, an intensity of the laser beam was taken as an indi-
cator of the annealing temperature. Figure 3(b) demonstrates 
that there is no second large Barkhausen jump at the magne-
tization process after annealing of a 30 JLm portion of sample 
2. This gives ~ I 00 JLffi as the upper limit of the wire laser 
treated length at which distinct magnetic properties are de-
veloped and the second magnetization jump is achieved. 
It is interes ting to note that the amplitude of the pulse 
related to the annealed portion [seen in Fig. 3(a) at smaller 
fields and in Fig. 2(b) at higher fields] is relatively large 
despite a small contribution of this area to the total interro-
gated region. This observation is very useful for wire appli-
cations as a label. It is explained by the fact that the reversal 
domains have an elongated shape 14 and localla~er annealing 
creates interfaces which act as pinning or nucleation sites for 
those domains. Also, the measured pulse time is proportional 
to the length of the " reversing" portion of the wire inside the 
pickup coil, which makes peaks of Fig. 2(c) narrower than 
those of Fig. 2(a). 
In the case of amorphous wires with a circular domain 
structure (sample 3) the laser treatment also fom1s a hetero-
genic magnetic system, which can be seen from GMI char· 
acteristics. Figure 4(a) plots the relative change in impedance 
as a function of axial magnetic field for a processed wire 
with the total length of I cm and treated portion of about 5 
mm. A notable feature of this dependence is the ex istence of 
a flat insensitive region in the field range from 2 to 7 Oe. The 
plateau comes from the superposition of the GMI character· 
istics from the laser annealed and unprocessed parts of the 
wire, which peak at different values of the external field . 
Figure 4(b) shows the plot of the imaginary part of the wire 
impedance for low fields, where two regions with different 
GMI slopes and field ranges are clearly seen. The up and 
down magnetoimpedance curves shown in Fig. 4 coincide. 
This implies that the treated part of the wire changed the 
magnitude but conserved the circumferential nature of an· 
isotropy. Such GMI characteristics can be useful for applica-
tions in magnetic proximity and switching sensors. 
We brie fly discuss a possible mechanism of the observed 
effect. The favorable changes of the magnetic properties can· 
not be attributed to the partial crystallization of the wires. 
When crystallization took place and the wire resistance 
dropped considerably after processing, we found that mag· 
netization reversal of magnetic wires with positive magneto· 
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striction did not happen in one large Barkhausen jump and 
hysteresis loops lost their rectangular shape. This is due to 
the fac t that crystallization usually results in multiple pinning 
centers instead of homogeneous local changes. The local 
change in the magnetic properties is most likely connected 
with the stress induced by the glass cover in the metallic 
core. During irradiation the laser power is absorbed mainly 
inside the core. The core expands and heats up the surround· 
ing glass. As a result, the mechanical equilibrium and local 
stress of the glass-covered wires are changed when radiation 
is removed and sample is cooled to an ambient temperature. 
Scanning electron and optical m.icroscopy of laser-annealed 
wires revealed that the glass cover changed its form in the 
laser treated parts of the wire and there is a tendency of 
developing of microgaps between the glass and the core. 
This may induce nucleation centers in the amorphous mate· 
rial and influence its magnetic characteristics. It is worth 
noting similar magnitudes of the switching fields for treated 
portions obtained for samples I and 2, which may suggest 
that the energy barriers associated with the produced nucle-
ation centers are mostly determined by the annealing charac-
teristics. Further investigation is required to clarify the 
mechanism of laser annealing. 
In conclusion, we applied laser radiation for local, reli· 
able, and controllable treatment of different glass-covered 
amorphous wires. We have shown that the formation of het· 
erogeneous magnetic structures with uniform properties can 
be realized by this method. The magnetic properties of these 
materials such as a large Barkhausen jump and giant magne-
toimpedance can be locally adjusted in order to match a par· 
ticular application. The proposed technique is suitable for 
mask or multistage laser microprocessing and can be used 
for fabrication of micro· (nano-) structures based on amor-
phous magnetic materials. 
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Abstract 
The circular hysteresis loops in CoFeSiB negative magnetostrictive amorphous wires with glass cover have been mea ured at 
frequencies up to 300kHz under the effect of axial de magnetic field. l11e loops are panitioned into reversible and irreversible 
ponions assigning them corresponding permeability parameters. It is demonstrated that the introduced permeabilities are 
characterised by different field-frequency behaviour. This analysis is helpful to understand the variety of magnetoimpedance 
characteri tics reported for differem frequency ranges and excitation conditions. <9 2001 Elsevier Science. All righu. reserved 
Keywords: amCKphous wire; circumferential ani>otropy; dynamic hystcre.il.; magnctoimpooancc 
I'ACS: 75.50. Kj; 76.60.Es; 06.30.Ft; 07.55.w 
The magnetoimpedance (Ml) effect i based on a very 
large and senstUve change in dynamic circular 
magnetisation caused by axial magnetic field H-.. 
l11erefore, there is an interest in studying the circular 
magnetisation reversal at corresponding frequencies. On 
the 01her hand, the most of experiments of hystere. is in 
these materials are performed under quasi de conditions ( 1-
3]. In thi paper. the circular hysteresi loops in CoFeSiB 
amorphous wires with glass cover have been measured for 
frequencies up to 300 kHz under the effect of fl-.. The 
essential features of differem magnetisation proces es such 
as domain wall di placements (reversible and irreversible) 
and magnetisation rO!ation can be deduced by introducing 
the corresponding permeabil ity parameters. Thi analysis 
has been proven to be helpful to explain various Ml 
characteristics obtained at different frequencies and 
excitation condition . Along with this, the obtained 
hysteresi loops can be ll~eful to clarify the theoretical 
models of the dynamic hysteresis in general [ 4]. 
A Ft43sC<l68.tsSi 12.sB15 amorphous wire with slightly 
negative magnetostriction was used in these experimems. 
The metallic core diameter wru 24 (lm, the glass thickne s 
was 3.4 (lm and the wire length was 20 mm. An ac current 
is applied to the wire, which produces an easy-axis driving 
circular magnetic field. The induced circular magnetisation 
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reversal can be measured by filtering out an inductive 
voltage signal acro s the wire using well-known balanced 
bridge circuit technique. The circuit was balanced at each 
frequency in the presence of a very large axial field of 
I 00 Oe. which is sufficient to magneti e the wire in the 
~x ial direction. Then, only the magnetic contribution to Vt. 
IS measured. Integrating the voltage signal yields the 
circular magnetisation loops. The driving current amplitude 
was 30 mA allowing the wire to be remagnetized at higher 
frequencies. 
Figure I a show the circular hysteresi loops with a 
frequency as a parameter whilst the external field is fixed 
(in panicular. H .. =O). The hysteresis loops show 
progressive widening as frequency i increased. At 
frequencies higher than 200 kHz, the magneti ation 
reversal is not complete producing rounded loops. The 
application of Ha suppresses the circular hysteresi : the 
coercivity decreases and rotational portion increases, as 
shown in Fig lb. 
It is informative to analyse the hysteresis in terms of 
it reversible and irreversible portions and assigning them 
the corresponding permeability parameter : maximal 
differential permeabili ty, reversible domain wall 
permeability and rotational permeability. The differential 
permeability PJiJFiJB,tiJH,. reaches a maximum when the 
driving field H,. is in the range of circular coercivity. At 
this point, irreversible domain wall motion mainly 
contributes to thi. parameter. Figure 2 shows the field 
behaviour of the maximal deferential permeability for 
different frequencies. It peaks at zero field, rolling down 
very rapidly as H._. is increased. A plausible mechanism 
explaining this behaviour was proposed in Ref. I, which is 
based on the distribution of the an isotropy axes. The peak 
value drops con iderably with increa~ ing frequency 
o.ol---~~-..;._~~---1 
.. ~ ... ·2 0 2 
He •• o. 
Fig.4. Normalised rotational penneabiliry p ,.. ~s. entrnal 
a.tialjield fl,. with ajret1uency as a parameter. 
indicating that the irreversible domain wall processes are 
strongly damped by eddy current~. On the comrary, the 
field behaviour of the reversible domain wall permeability 
exhibits a flat region in the field interval I H-. 1 < H4 as 
shown in Fig.3. This parameter can be characterised by the 
ratio 4nM/H, of the remnant magnetisaLion M, to 
coercivity f/<- Since the external field H., reduces both M, 
and fl, . their ratio exhibits little change. 
Examining the hysteresis loop shown in Fig. lb. it is 
seen that 1he application of H .. activates the rotational 
processes, since it results in the magnetisation inclination 
tOwards the wire axis. The rotaLional processes are 
reasonable to characlerised by the value of tlte differential 
permeability determined at H ,=0. Figure 4 shows the plots 
of p,.., vs. H .. with a frequency as a parameter. This 
characteristics hows two peak at H,.,=±Ht. For larger 
fields. it rapidly drops and at fields more that 10 Oe 
becomes insensitive to the axial field. 
Tite analy i made has demonstrated that different 
magneti ation processes contributing to circular hysteresi 
may respond differenLiy upon the application of the 
external field. Accordingly. the field behaviour of the 
corresponding permeability parameter may have one 
central peak, or 1wo symmetrical peaks ituated at the 
anisotropy field, or flat region ad H ... I< H~;. depending on 
the predominant mechani~m. 
All these features can be ob erved in impedance vs. Ha 
plots depending on frequency and amplitude of the driving 
current, which resolves some conflicting results. At 
relalively low frequencies (lower than 1-3 MHz) and 
sufficient ly large driving current amplitudes one-peak Ml 
characteril.lic is typical. As frequency Is increased and 
domain wall processes are strongly damped, the Ml plots 
have 1wo peaks at the anisotropy field. At certain 
conditions, there may be very insensitive Ml behaviour. If 
the ac driving current is biased with de bias current, which 
eliminates domain tructure. tlte Ml paten is always of two-
peak type. 
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Abstract 
High-frequency modification in magneto-impedance (MI) characteri tic in the frequency range of 0.5-3 GHz has been 
investigated in I 0 micron diameter amorphous microwires with a cirCllmferential anisotropy. As frequency i increased, the 
peaks in the MI behavior ob erved at the anisotropy fie ld reduce and become less sharp, disappearing completely at 
frequencies higher than 1.60Hz. Thi '·valve-like" behavior can be explained by considering the dispersion properties of the 
effective permeability of the ac linear response combined with the rotational de magnetization.© 2001 Elsevier Science. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords: Magneto-impedance. fcrromagnctic wires, microwave ma~enals. 
I' A CS: 75.30.Cr; 75.30.Gw: 75.40.Gb; 75.50.Cc; 75.50.Kj. 
Co-based microwires with circular magnetization in the 
surface region exhibit the most sensitive magneto-
impedance (MI) effect [l]. The continued and growing 
interest in these materials is mainly due to their application 
as high-performance magnetic sensors. Typically, Ml 
sensors are designed for MHz frequencies [2], due to the 
limitations of the associated electronics. However, the field 
sensitivity of the surface impedance in wires wi th 
circumferential anisOlropy remain very high even at the 
GHz range (3]. This makes the Ml effect very useful to 
design microwave composites with tunable properties and 
tunable band-gap structure [4,5]. lt can be also used for 
designing a new type of high-frequency transponders in 
radio-frequency identification (RFID) systems [6]. 
Co-rich glass-coated amorphous wires of 10 J.lm in 
diameter with vanishing negative magnetostriction were 
used in our experiments. The circular domain structure 
re.~ults in nearly linear nonhysteretic magnetization curves, 
as shown in Fig. I. The loops were measured by means of 
compensation magnetometer at IJO Hz [7]. The anisotropy 
field H K estimated from Fig. I is 2.8 Oe. The M1 
characteristics were deduced from S11 parameter 
measurements with the use of Network Analyzer HP 8753E 
Hk =2.8 0e 
.§ lie= 0.05 Oe 
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operating at frequencies up to 6 GHz. As frequency i 
increased beyond 500 MHz. an extra care i needed to 
decrease the spurious resonance of the cable lead; and 
matching network. Since measurements were taken above 
SOOMHz, recalibration was required to account for lhe 
spurious resonance of the total line- impedance network. 
Tite plots of the ral pan of impedance Z vs. axial low 
frequency field H •.r are shown in Fig. 2. Typical MI 
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rig. 2. "Valve- like" field-dependence of the axial magneto-
impedance at different frequencies in the G I fz range. 
characteristics with two peaks at the anisotropy field are 
seen for MHz frequencies. Wi th increasing fre~uency, the 
low-field region ( H tJ: < H K) in the impedance plots 
preserves its high sensitivity although the impedance 
maximum value at H t:c = H K decreases substantially. The 
transformations in the high-field ( H t x > H K) region are 
more dramatic. With increasing frequency the impedance 
loo es its sensitivity for higher fields and at frequencies 
above !.60Hz it remains constant for any H a > /-1 K. This 
unusual •·valve- like" behavior wa~ previou.~ly reponed in 
Ref. 3 where a rather confusing explanation of this effect 
was given. lt was stated that the microwave Ml did not 
directly depend on the ac permeabil ity (like in MI-Jz range) 
but on the de magnetization. Our experimental re ults 
revealing a gradual transformation of a two-peak plot into 
that reaching saturation at Hex = 1:1 K allow a consistent 
explanation to be given. Namely. the impedance always 
depends on the de magnetic quantities via the ac 
permeability. 
The analysis of microwave M I is based on the rotational 
dynamics under the condition of a linear ac excitation with 
time dependence taken in the form exp(- jrot) [8]. In a wire 
with a circular domain st ructure having no averaged helical 
magnetization, the impedance is represented in a simple 
form: 
_ J0(1cn) 
Z = Rdcka 2ll (ka)' (1) 
k = (1 + J)$11>0 (2) 
where R de is the wire de resistance. J o.o are the IJes.~l 
functions, 5o = c t ../27toro is the skin depth for 
nonmagnetic material, a is the conductivity, c i~ the 
velocity of light (Gaussian units are used), 
jJ = 1 + 41!'cos2 (8)j , 8 is the angle between the StatiC 
magnetization Mo and the wire axis, and i is the 
susceptibility parameter: 
x =x2-41tx~ t( l +41tXJ ). (3) 
In (3), the parameters x 1 .X2 and Xa are diagonal and off-
diagonal component of the ac rotational susceptibility 
tensor written in the co-ordinate system with the z-axis 
parallel to Mo . Assuming that the anisotropy axis i 
directed at angle a with respect to the wire axis ( lightly 
different from 90"), the ~usceptibility parameters are given 
by: 
Xi = OOAf (OlJ - j(J)t)/6., 
X2 = roM (~- jrot)/ 6., 
Xa = COOlM 16., 
6. = (COJ - Jrot)(ro2- }rot) - ro2 
CO] = y[H exCOS9 + fl K cos2(a- 9)], 
~ =y[He,cos9 + HK cos2(a - 9)], 
roM =YMo 
(4) 
where, r is giromagnetic constant, and t is the relaxation 
parameter. With increasing frequency beyond the 
ferromagnetic resonance, the susceptibility i loses its 
field sensitivity [4]. Thus, the impedance is entirely related 
to the static magnetization orientation 0. Then, if 0 is a 
sensitive function of H .. as in the present case, to insure 
high field sensitivity of the impedance it is imponant only 
that the condition I jJ I» I is still held. The analysis of (4) 
shows that for Co-based wires ( /-1 K =20e, 47tM 0 =60000) 
111 1"' 25 for a frequency of 3 Gl-lz,. This conclusion alw 
demonstrates that the condition of the ferromagnetic 
resonance is not required for the M I effect, contrary to the 
widely expressed belief [9]. 
The '·valve-like" behavior of Z(H .. ) at very hi gh 
frequencies may be of a considerable interest ince the 
impedance switche~ from one stable level to the other, 
following the de magnetization. This propeny can find an 
interesting use in the tunable microwave composite 
consisting of shon ferromagnetic wires embedded into a 
dielectric matrix [ 4]. 
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Off-diagonal Impedance in Amorphous Wires 
and Application to Linear Magnetic Sensors 
S. I. SANDACCI, D. P. MAKHNOYSKrY, L. V. PANINA, K. MOHRf, Y. HONKURA 
Abstract • The magnetic-field behaviour of the off-diagonal 
impedance in Co-based amoq>hous wires is investigated under the 
condition of sinusoidal (50 MRz) and pulsed (5 ns rising time) 
current excitalions. For comparison, the field characteristics of 
the diagonal impedance are measured as well. In general, when 
an alternating current is a pplied to a magnetic wire the \'Oitage 
signal is generated not only across the wire but also in the coil 
mounted on it. These voltages are related with the diagonal and 
off-diagonal impedances, respectively. 11 is demonstrated that 
these impedances have a different behaviour as a function of axial 
magnetic field : the former i symmetrical and the latter is 
antisymmetrical with a near linear portion within a certain field 
interval. ln the case of the off-diagonal response, the de bias 
current eliminating circular domains is necessary. The pulsed 
excitation that combines both high and low frequency harmonics 
produces the off-diagonal voltage response without additional 
bias current or field . This suits idcaJ for a practical sensor circuit 
design. The principles of operation of a linear magnetic sensor 
based on C-M OS transistor circuit are discussed. 
Index Terms · ferromagnetlc wire, magneto-impedance sensor, 
magneto-impedance tensor , diagonal im1>edance, off-diagonal 
impedance, antisymmetrical impedance. 
I. I NTKODUCTION 
M agneto-impedance (M I) is an expanding area of current research because of its importance for micro 
magnetic sensor applications [1 -6]. Recently developed Ml 
sensor technology uses CoFcSiB amorphous wires as M l-
element incorporated into C-MOS IC multivibrator pul e 
current circuit. Typical parameters of sensor operation with I 
mm long Ml head are: a field resolution of 10·6 Oe (0. 1 nT) 
for the full scale o f ± I Oe (0. 1 mn. a re. ponse speed of I 
MHz, and a power consumption of about 10 mW. The sensor 
sen. iti vity is at least an order of magnitude higher than that for 
GMR sensors. These advanced characteri tic are associated 
with a large change in the range of 100% in high-frequency 
impedance of Co-based amorphous wire subjected to a 
moderate magnetic field ( 1-5 Oe). Sensor operation needs high 
sensitivity combined with linearity. On the other hand, the 
impedance vs. field behaviour in amorphous wires is 
e entially non-linear especially near zero-field point. 
Customarily, applying a de bias !ield or utiUsing an 
asymmetric M l effect [7-9] ach ieves linearity. On the other 
hand, off-diagonal impedance may have almost linear region 
near zero-field point [10, 11 ] and hence can be used for linear 
sensing, as demonstrated in this paper. 
Generally, impedance z .. in a wire is understood as a ratio 
of voltage V. measured across it to a passing ac current i (see 
Fig. I (a)). In wires with a circumferential ani. otropy this 
quantity is very sensitive to a de axial magnetic field H,,, , as a 
result of the skin effect and ac transverse magnetisation. The 
real and imaginary parts of the function z. (H .. > are 
symmeoical having either a peak at a zero field or hvo 
VC 
~a V., V., 
(a) (b) 
Fig. I . Voltage responses due to the ac excitation using current i 
and field lr,. . mea ured and in the coi l in (a) and across the wi re in 
(a, b). 
identical peak.~ at H,. = ±H K, where H K is the characteristic 
ani otropy !ield. For a helical tatic magnetisation, the ac 
current i induces also a voltage v, in the coi l mounted on the 
wire (see Fig. I (a)), since the current flow gives ri e to ac axial 
magnetisation. The ratio z, = v, 1 i may be called the off-
diagonal impedance. In contrast, if I he wire is placed in an ac 
longitudinal magnetic !ield Jr .. = nir induced by the coil 
current ic ( 11 i s the number of coil turns per unit length), the 
circulatory ac magnetisation contributes to v. (see Fig. I (b)). 
The ratio z. = V.., lir al o may be called the off-diagonal 
impedance. The crossed magnetisation processes that are 
responsible for the voltages V,. and Vc are known as the 
inverse Wiedemann and Matteucci effects [3, 10,11]. In single-
domain wire. with a circumferential anisotropy, the real and 
imaginary parts of the functions Zr(l-1 ~,) and Z •. (H ~,) are 
antisymmetrical with a near-linear region around zero !ield 
point [10,11 ]. These off-diagonal !ield characreri tics can be 
used in linear sensing. A practical design of such a sensor is 
reported in [ 12] where the wire element is exited by a pulse 
current of C-MOS IC mul tivibrator and the output signal i. 
measured in a wire coil (the off-diagonal component Z, ( H,.) ). 
Therefore, the sensor operation is based on the off-diagonal 
impedance. This has not been made clear and no analysis of 
the related impedance componenL~ as functions of the scn ed 
!ield has been carried out. 
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In this paper, we investigate the field behaviour of the off-
diagonal impedance Zc(H ,"") in CoFeSiB glass covered 
amorphous wires by means of two types of measuremems. The 
wire is excited with a sinusoidal current using a HP 8753E 
Network Analyser, and with a pulse current using C-MOS 
multivibrator circuit. We demonstrate that for a multidomain 
state in a wire, the off-diagonal impedance is almost zero for 
any value of H,, . Biasing the ac current with a de one which 
saturates the outer shell of the wire in the circular direction is 
essential to get the off-diagonal properties in the case of the 
circumferential anisotropy. The discussion is made using the 
concept of the surface impedance tensor and generalised 
Ohm's law. In the case of the pulse current excitation, which 
contains both low and high frequency harmonics the off-
diagonal impedance is large without applying any additional 
de bias. A practical sensor design is analysed as wel l. 
11. V OLTAGE RESPONSE AND IMVEDANCE TINS OR 
The SI system of uni ts will be used in the equation. throughout 
the paper. An ac current i =i0 exp(-jcut) tl owing in a wire 
with a helical magnetisation induces voltages v. across the 
wire and Vc in the coil mounted on the wire, as shown in Fig. 
I (a). The voltage Vc appears as a result of the change in the ac 
axial magnetisation m, caused by the circular field 1z,. 
produced by the cmrent i (at the wire surface h9 = il 27ra , a 
is the wire radius). A helical type of the equilibrium 
magnetisation is needed to make possible such cross-
magnetisation process m, - h9 . Furthermore, if the wire is 
pl aced in a variable longitudinal field lz ... = n ir , the voltage V., 
across the wire \vill be generated due to a similar cross-
magnetisation process m,-h, (see Fig. I (b)). 
In general, the voltage response in a magnetic wire (V •• Vc) is 
related to the current vector (i,ic) via the surface impedance 
tensor ~ [I 0]. Tills is conve nient since the tensor ~ represents 
the re lationship between the electric field (which detem1ines 
the voltage) and magnetic field (which determines the current) 
on the wire surface. The following equations are hold [I 0, 11] : 
(I) 
(2) 
Here I is the wire length, h..., = 11 ic , 11 is the number of coil 
turns per unit length, e, and e., are the longitudinal and 
circumferential electrical fields on the wire surface, 
respectively. Tills can be understood as generali sed Ohm's law 
introducing the impedance matrix Z, which relates the voltage 
vector V = (V..,, V c) to the current vector i = (i.ic) : 
(3) 
2 
In a wire with a de uniform equi libri um magnetisation M 0 
in the surface shell inclined towards the axis by angle B the 
surface impedance tensor has a simple form in the high 
frequency limit and considering li near ac magnetisation, which 
are of interest here. Taking the result of [I 0] for ~ and 
comparing Eqs. ( I )-(3) the impedance tensor Z can be written 
as: 
z = (Za z.,) (1- j)R,.a x 
z,. z.., 20 
( JP1 ;:::._'O+sin 2 0 21ran(/;i:; - l)sinOcosO } x 2~ra ni,JJI-t - lhinOcosO (2xanfc,JP,;sin2 0+ cos' 0) 
(4) 
Here Rdc =p ll7ra 2 isthedcwireresistance, o= ~2p/OJp0 is 
the non-magnetic skin depth, Jltl is the vacuum permeability, 
p is the wire resistivity, and 11,1 is the ac effective 
circumferential permeability with respect to the ac current fl ow 
[1 0]. Observing Eq. (4) the important conclusion can be made. 
The impedance ten or components have a different symmetry 
with respect to the de magnetisation: the diagonal co mponents 
Za and z., do not change when the direction of the 
equilibrium de magnetisation M0 is reversed whereas the off-
diagonal components z,,. and z,, change the sign together 
with M 0 . Therefore. the off-diagonal impedances are 
antisymmetrical with respect to M0 • In fact, the permeabiuty 
parameter also depends on the magnetisation angle B but this 
does not alter the conclusion made. 
In a wire with a circumferential anisotropy, the axial magnetic 
fie ld is a hard axis field that wiU produce a linear 
magnetisation curve in the range of - H K < H ,,. < H K. 
Therefore, we can expect a linear field behaviour of the off-
diagonal impedances in this field interval for such magnetic 
configuration. Some deviation from linearity may be due to the 
field dependence of the permeabili ty parameter p,1 . However, 
if the wire has a circular domain strucnrre the off-diagonal 
components averaged over domains are zeroed, because of the 
factor sin B , which has opposite signs in Lhe domains \vith the 
opposite circular magnetisation. 11 implies that a de bias 
current will be needed to eliminate circular domain structure. 
A typical field behaviour of the off-diagonal impedance is 
demonstrated in Fig. 2 where the result of calculations for a 
single domain wire with a circumferential anisotropy is given 
[10] . 
Ill. IMPEDANCE lNVESTIGATION 
In this Section we consider the impedance characteristics 
under sinusoidal current excitation. Glass covered 
Co646Fe35Si 15.58 l6.4 amorphous wires produced by Taylor-
Uiitovsky method (kindly provided by MFTI Ltd, Moldova) 
have been used as an Ml e lement in all the experiments. The 
wire has a metallic amorphous core of 29.6 11m in diameter 
(d.) covered by glass with thickness of 2.3 llJll, as ketched in 
Fig. 3. The equi librium magnetisation is mainly determined by 
Submitted to IEEE Transaction on Magnetics in December 2002 
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Fig. 2. Typical fie ld dependence of the off-diagonal impedance 
in the megahertz range for wires with a circumferential 
anisotropy. The real and imaginary parts are antisymmetrical 
with respect of Hex . 
the negative magnetosiTiction coupled with the axial stress, 
which results in a circumferential anisotropy and a circular 
domain structure. This structure is confim1ed by de 
longitudinal magnetisation measurements, which show almost 
a non-hysteretic linear curve, as seen in Fig. 4. The anisotropy 
field is estimated to be about 1.4 Oe. 
Fig. 3. Sketch of the glass covered wire. The core has a diameter 
d.., whilst the total diameter of the micro wire, i.e. core and the 
glass coating. is D~-
A HP 8753e Network Analyser with a specially designed high 
frequency measuring cells (seen in Figs. 5(a),(b)) is used for 
the impedance measurements. The cells have 3.5-mm 
connectors and are linked up to the Transmitter/Receiver ports. 
A wire element (8 mm long) soldered or bonded to the cell is 
excited by the sinusoidal input voltage Vv. . The output voltage 
v., is taken from the wire (Fig. 5(a)) or from a tiny coil (Fig. 
5(b)), which has 25 turns and a diameter of 120 ).tm. Blocking 
" 0 ., 
::! 0.5 
·o 
" !i, 
~ 0.0 
] 
§ -o s 
~ 
Ilk = 2.80c 
lie= 0.05 Oc 
4 ~ 0 2 
Axialmagnclic field )Del 
Fig 4. Longitudinal de magnetisation loop for the wire with a 
circumferential anisotropy used in measurements. 
3 
capacitor (C) prevents the de bias current f b from entering the 
Analy er. TerminaJ resistors are required for nonnal ising 
inpurloutpU! impedance of the measured elements. The S21 -
parameter (forward transmission) is measured as a function of 
a sensed magnetic field H"" applied in the wire axial direction. 
In general, a de bias current l b can be applied to the wire. By 
frequency scanning we have chosen optimal frequency of 50 
MHz for our simples, when the impedance characteristics are 
most sensitive to H., . The impedance components Zzz and 
z .. , ( = z, .. ) are determined by measuring the output signal v •• , 
from the wire (V..,, = V,. ) or from the coil (V..,, = v, ), 
respectively. In both cases the ac current i supplied by V;. is 
applied to the wire. The S21 -paran1eter is defined as 
dimensionless quantity S21 = v • ., I V; • . Then, putting ic = 0 in 
Eq. (3), both Za and z .. , are calculated ru the ratio 
v.,ti= S21 -v;. li. 
Figure 6 shows the longitudinal impedance Zrz versus applied 
magnetic field H"' at the fixed frequency 50 MHz. As it could 
be expected from Eq. (4), both the real and imaginary parts are 
symmetrical with respect to H.., , exhibiting two maximums at 
the field in the range of the anisotropy field Ha = ± H K. The 
off-diagonal impedance z .. , (H ..... )- S21 (H ,x ) is shown in Fig. 
(a) 
vin 
(b) 
Fig. 5. Electrical circui t~ of the cells for Za in (a) and z .. , in 
(b). The cells have input and output 3.5-mm connectors. The 
de bias current f b is applied across the wire. Blocking 
capacitor (C) prevents I b from entering the Analyser. 
7 at the fixed frequency of 50 MHz for different bias currents. 
In lllis case, if no de bias current is used, the response ignal is 
very small and irregular. lt increases substantially when a mall 
de current f b = 2.5 mA is applied. Typically, the coercivity in 
amorphous wires is about a fraction of Oe and applying a small 
current of few mA eliminates circular domains. Therefore, in the 
case of a circumferential anisotropy and a circular domain 
structure, the presence of f b is the necessary condition for the 
existence of the off-diagonal components of the impedance 
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal impedance z, versus applied magnetic 
field H"' at the fixed frequency 50 MHz. Both the real and 
imaginary parts are symmetrical with respect to H._. , 
exhibiting two maximums at the field in the range of the 
an isotropy field H •x = ±H K . 
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Fig. 7. Real in (a) and imaginary in (b) parts of the field 
dependence of the off-diagonal response for f =50 MHz. 
Without bias current lb, the off-diagonal response is very 
poor and irregular due to the averaging over the stripe domain 
structure. With I b = 2.5 mA the off-<liagonal response 
increases significantly and becomes anlisymmetric, as 
predicted theoretically. 
tensor. The real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal 
component are antisymmetrical with respect to the field H._. , 
having almost linear behaviour in the field range of +? Oe. 
4 
IV. C-MOSSENSOR-PUl.':iEEXCITi\TIONOr:MI WIRES 
In this Section we consider a pulse excitation of the wire 
samples u ing C-MOS transistor circttits, shown in Fig. 8. This 
corresponds to a practical MI sensor circuit design.[ 12] As in 
Section m, the output signal is taken from the wire or from the 
coil. The real and imaginary parts of the impedance 
components measured by the Analyser correspond to the signal 
ampli tude and its phase (time shifti ng with respect to the 
excitation signal) in a physical device. The amplitude includes 
the signal value and its sign. We wi ll be interested only in the 
ampli tude with sign since the phase is not important for the 
field dependence of the output voltage. 
Vdd 
Measuring Cell 
[fig. S(a) or S(b)l 
Fig. 8. Principle electronic circuit for a sensor with a pulse 
excitation, which can utilise the off-diagonal impedance. The 
circui t includes: C-MOS IC multi vibrator with in vertors (Q l , 
Q2), differential circuit (C3. R3), analogous synch.ronised switch 
(SW!), integra10r (R4, C4). and differential amplifier. The ac 
signal is taken from the wire ( V.,) or pick-up coil ( Vc ) using the 
analogous synchronised switch (SWl) and convened to a de 
voltage by the integra1or (R4, C4). 
The circuit operates as follows. Square-wave generator (Q I, 
Q2) produces rectangular signal as . hown in Fig. 9 (bottom 
signal). Differential circttit (C3, R3) transfers the squire-wave 
signal into the positive pulses, which are appljed to the wire 
(Fig. 9, top signal). Analysing the Ml characteristics obtained 
under a s i ntL~oidal excitation the optimal frequency of 50 MHz 
ha been identified, for which the maximal sensitivity (and the 
Fig. 9. Rectangular signal produced by the square-wave generator 
(Q l , Q2) (bottom signal) and the positive pulses after the 
differential circuit (C3, R3) (top signal). The sharp pulse 
excitation containing the high frequency harmonics and de bias 
(zero harmonic) is applied to the wire. Vertical resolution: 
2V /dev, horizontal resolution: 50 ns/dev. 
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best linearity in the case of the off-diagonal impedance) has 
been achieved. In the case of a pulsed excitation, such 
parameters as a rise time and a fall time determine the 
frequency of the principle harmonic. The time parameter of 
5ns corresponds to the optimal frequency of 50 MHz. The rise 
and fall times of the pulse signal are determined by the 
construction of HEX Inverters. The 74HCT04 inverter 
possesses the needed characteristics. FUJther more, this 
microchip has a minimal distortion and high temperature 
stability. 
To demonstrate the principles of the MI sen. or operation, the 
output pulse voltages are obtained for different sen. ed field 
H.,. The voltage signal taken across the wi re (using cell of 
Fig. 5(a)) corresponds to the diagonal impedance Zu . Figures 
IO(a),(b) show the diagonal voltage response (V,. ) before the 
rectifier (SWI , R4, C4) for Hu=O and H .. =2.6 Oe, 
respectively. The amplitude of the main pulse is increased 
almo t twice in the pre ence of the field. If the field is applied 
in the reversed direction, the pulse amplitude and sign do not 
change. This is in line with the result obtained for a sinusoidal 
excitation: the real and imaginary parts of the diagonal 
impedance are symmetrical with respect to the axial sensed 
field. In the case of the output taken from the coil (off-
Pig. 10 Diagonal voltage response (V,.) before the rectifier 
(SWl , R4, C4) for H.,=O in (a) and H ... =2.6 Oe in (b). 
Vertical resolution: 40 mV/dev, horizontal resolution: 50 
ns/dev. The amplitude of the main pulse is increased almost 
twice in the presence of the field. I f the field is appl ied in the 
reversed direction. the pulse amplitude and sign do not change. 
diagonal re ponse v, ), the signal is very . mall if no axial 
magnetic field is applied. In the presence of the field, the 
voltage pulse increases and when the field is reversed the 
direction of the pulse is reversed a well. This behaviour is 
demonstrated in Fig. 11 , where the top signal is the excitation 
pulse on the wire and the bottom signal is the output voltage 
before the rectifier (SW I , R4, C4) as a function of the sensing 
Fig. 11 . Off-diagonal response V, before the rectifier (SW I , R4, 
C4) measured from the pick-up coil. Horizontal resolution: 
50ns/dev. Vertical resolution: 2V/dev for the rop signal and 50 
mV/dev for the bottom signal. The top ignal in (a), (b) and (c) is 
the excitation pulse at the wire. The bottom signal in (a), (b) and 
(c) is the off-diagonal response from the pick-up coil. V, is very 
small if no axial magnetic field 11 .. is applied (see (a)). In the 
presence of H"' . the voltage pulse increases (see (b), and (c)) 
and when the field is reversed the direction of the pulse is 
reversed as well (see (c)). Therefore, in the case of a pulse 
excnatton, the off-diagonal voltage response shows 
antisymmetrical field characteristics, similar to that for the of f-
diagonal impedance. 
5 
field H.., . Therefore, in the cru e of a pulse excitation, the off-
diagonal voltage response shows anti ymmetrical field 
characteristics, similar to that for the off-diagonal impedance. 
ote that the pulse excitation does not require the use of the de 
bias current Ib to make the off-diagonal voltage be induced 
since such excitation already involves low-frequency 
harmonics. 
The resl of the circui t is needed to obtain a rectified output 
depending on the field H .... Digital switch (SW I) filters away 
a background noise signal along with an unwanted pul e 
voltage portion. Its output impedance is loaded by 50 n. The 
integratjng element (R4. C-J.) produces a smooth quasi-de 
signal in proportion to the pulse amplitude (wi th sign). The 
parameters are chosen such that the integrating time is much 
larger than the pulse train period. The circuit does not contain 
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a detector (diode) because we would like to measure the signal 
amplitude along with its sign. Figure 12 shows the integrated 
diagonal (V~ ) and off-d.iagonal ( Vc) responses after the 
rectification and amplification as a function of H._,. In the case 
of the diagonal response (Fig. 12(a)), the field characteristics 
are symmetrical showing two maximums at H a =±4 Oe. This 
behaviour is very similar to that shown in Fig. 6 for the 
diagonal impedance. The off-di agonal voltage output as a 
function of Hu shown in Fig. 12(b) has almost linear portion 
in the field interval H,x = ±2 Oe. This is similar to the off-
diagonal impedance versus Ha shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, 
we can concl ude that the off-diagonal voltage response in 
amorphous wires with a circumferential anisotropy obtained 
under pulsed excitation can be linear wiLh respect to the sensed 
axial field without using any bias fields or currents. In fact, the 
pulse current applied to the wire itself does two jobs: it causes 
a high frequency magnetisation that is responsible for the 
voltage-field dependence, and it also partially eliminates 
circular domai ns making the off-diagonal response possible. 
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Fig. 12 Integrated diagonal (V,.) and off-diagonal (V, ) 
responses after the rectification (SW I, R4, C4) and amplification 
as a function of H"' . In the case of the diagonal response in (a). 
the field dependence is symmetrical howing two maximums at 
Ha= ±4 Oe. The off-diagonal voltage output as a function of 
H._, shown in (b) has almost linear portion in the field 
interval H.., =±2 Oe. 
6 
V. CONCLUSION 
The principles of operation of a linear magnetic ensor circuit 
based on magneto-impedance (MI) in glass-covered Co-based 
amorphous wires have been revealed by considering sinusoidal 
and pulsed current excitations. In the fi rst case, the voltage 
response detected across the wire and in the coil mounted on it 
di rectly proportional to the complex impedance (d.iagonal or 
off-diagonal, respectively). It was shown that the off-diagonal 
response is realised under the application of a de bias current. 
The diagonal and off-diagonal impedances have different field 
behaviour: the fonner i symmetric and the latter is 
antisymmetric within respect to the axial sensed field. This 
propeny is very important for linear magnetic sensi ng. A 
practical C-MOS transistor circuit producing pulsed current 
excitation of the wire is analysed. In this case, the pul. e 
current contains both low and high frequency harmonics and 
can induce the off-diagonal re ponse without additional de 
bias. This configuration is especiall y advantageous to realise 
sensitive linear sensing. 
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Very high stress sensitivity of magneto-impedance in CoMnSiB amorphous 
wires at the UHF frequency band. 
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Abstract 
C<>-rich amorphous magnetic microwires exhibit a very large change in high frequency impedance. when subjected to a de 
axial magnetic field llu [I]. lltis magnet<>-impedance (Ml) effect originates from the skin effect in conjunction with the 
transverse magnetisation processes, which is very sen<>ilive to Hu for certain magnetic structures. Applying n stres.s or a 
torque may also cause a change in the wire trall'\Verse magnetisation producing very large variations in impedance [2]. Here 
the effect of applied tensile stress on MI in glass-coated Co,.,_,Mn,;5 Si 10B15 amorphoJL< wires is investigated at the UHF 
frequency band. In the presence of a de bia< magnetic field near the a~tisotropy field strength. the impedance shows very large 
changes when the wire is subjected to a ten.<ile stress of 100% per 180 MPa at 500 MHz and 60% per 180 MPa at 2.5 GHz. 
respectively. This new effect can be LL';Cd for creating wireles.'\ Slress/pressure sensors and stress-tunable microwave media for 
use in structural health monitoring and defect detection applications. 
© 2001 Elsevier Science. All rights reserved 
KtytmrdJ: Stress-tuneable composites, Amorphous miaowircs, Magneto-impedance, Stress·ilnpedance, StructuraJ heallh monitoring. 
PACS: 75.30.Cr; 75.30.Gw; 75.40.Gb; 75.50.Cc; 75.50.Kj. 
I. Introducllon 
For the la<t 10 years C<>-based amorphous microwires 
having small negative magnetostriction have been 
intensively investigated because of their imponnnce in low· 
mngnetic field sen.<ing application.<. Amorphous magnetic 
wires having Co-alloy compositions exhibit a very large 
change in the complex-valued impedance, when subjected 
to n high frequency current and de magnetic field [ 1-3]. 
This effect is known a< the magneto-impedance (M/) effect. 
It is caJL<ed by the dependence of the high frequency 
cwrenL distribution in the wire on iL" magnetic propenies, 
in particular, equilibrium magnetic structure and dynamic 
transverse magnetisation (with respect to the current now). 
Co-based amorphmL~ wires have a circwnferential 
anisOlropy due to its coupling between the negative 
magnetostriction and residual stress. Applying a stress or a 
torque causes a change in the wire magnetic structure and 
consequenlly very large variations in impedance. This 
effect is commonly called srre.ss-impedmu.·e (SI). It has 
been reponed that CoSiB amorphous wires with a helical 
anisotropy have a strain gauge factor of 12()(}-2000 at 1-10 
MBz and con be used as highly sensitive stress sensors [12. 
I 3). The helical magnetic stmcture was induced by 
physically twisting a wire that initially had circumferential 
magnetisation. 
This paper investigates the effect of applied tensile 
stress on the magnet<>-impedance of glass-coated 
Co68.sMnc,5 Si 10B15 amorphotL~ wire." over the microwave 
frequency range. demonstrating relative changes in 
2 S11hmiued 10 Ehevier ScienL'e 
impedance of about 60% for nn applied stress of 
approximately 180 MPn nt frequencies"-' high as 2-3 GHz. 
This effect could be of considerable interest for remote 
stress monitoring applications tLfiing sman composite 
materials filled with ferromagnetic wires. Here. the 
effective permittivity in a narrow UHF frequency band 
depends on the stress or strain applied to the composite 
media. 
2. Experimenlal results 
The experimental resulc< nre provided for 
C06s.sMI16.sSi 108 15 amorphous gla'i~·coated wires having 
the total diameter of I4.S 11m and the metallic core 
diameter of I 0.2 llnt The wire diameter is chosen such that 
it would be suitable for microwave applications. For this 
alloy composition, ~:nu' [13]. For de magnetisation 
measuremenlq, the wire length waq 6 cm and the stress wa<1. 
applied by hanging a load of I -10 g at the wire end. The 
longitudinal mngnetisation curves under the effect of stre.<S 
are shown in Fig. I. The originnl curve for an unloaded 
wire shows a steep hysteresis but with a rather small 
remanence-to-samration value M/M,=0.2, which 
corresponds to almost circumferemial anisotropy with a 
smnll helical angle a=l2°. Applying the tensile stress 
strengthens the circumferential anisotropy: the 
magnetisation curve becomes almost linear with M/M,=f}, 
the hystere.<is disappears and the effective nnisotropy field 
IlK increases. For the wdoaded wire HK =2.6 Oe, and it 
becomes 9 Oe, when a load of 8.S g is applied. 
1.0 
0.5 
~ 0.0 
-f O"cx 
-0.5 0 MPn 
433 MPa 
737 MPu 
-1.0 
-10 -5 0 5 10 
Hex (Oc) 
Fig. I. Axial de mngnetizmioll cun•es 111/Mo=cos(l/) 
with the applied s1ress as a parameter. 11re wire lenglh 
was 6 cm and the load was mtached at the wire free 
end. In rhis case rhe rension creared by I g is esrimared 
ro equal65 MPa. 
The complex-valued impedance is found by measuring 
S,-parameter by mea.ns of the Hewlett-Packard 87S3E 
Vector Network Analyzer (YNA). When dealing with 
measuremenL< at UHF frequency band, special care must be 
taken for the correct re.liults interpreuuion. At frequencies 
higher then 500 MHz the impedance match becomes 
critical since half wavelength become relntively smnll (<30 
cm). We designed a special microstrip cell to minimise the 
post calibrntion mismatche.< (Fig. 2). Rnther than 
attempting m quantify the contribution of lhe error in the 
wire impedance ( 14], our npproach is to minimise its effect. 
The microstrip ponion connected to VNA is pre-calibrated 
with a standard son load, which is then removed (Load'"!" 
in Fig. 2). During the measurements, the microstrip cell 
with the soldered up sample is terminated with son load 
(Load "2"). This calibration of the microstrip line with a 
length of J.S cm holding the soldered up wire of 1.4 cm 
ertliures reliable impedance measurementli up to frequencies. 
of about 3 GHz. The wire is loaded with a weight in its 
middle (in this case I g load corresponds to a tension 
estimated to be 320 MPa, see Caption for Fig. 2). The cell 
with the sample is placed into the Helmholtz coil producing 
a de mngnetic field. 
f Weight ; 
[___ _:___] 
Stan<.lanJ 
loads (SOn) 
1',=4.5 
Fig. 2. Skeu:h of the micm.ttrip cell with n wire sample 
for impedam:e mensuremem. 17re wire is loaded m the 
middle wirh a weighr P. which imposes a srress of 
Plm'sin(VJ). wlzere !lf"6° L< rhe angle heMeen rhe hem 
wire and the hnriz.omnl direczion. 
Figure 3 shows plots of impedance vs. applied tensile 
stress for three frequencie.< SOO MHz I 5 GHz and 2.S GHz. 
If no field is applied, the stress effect is small being about 
12% at SOO MHz and almost not noticeable at GHz 
frequencies. Since a negative magnetostriction wire has a 
nearly circumferential anisotropy (if no large frozen-in 
torsion exists), the applied tensile stress alone will not 
cause the change in M0 direction. and as a result, will not 
produce noticeable change.< in the impedance nt high 
frequencies. 
Applying the field H,. of the order of the anisotropy 
field saturates the wire in the axial direction. The tensile 
streS .. 'i which enlarges the circumferential anisotropy in the 
cn.c;e of negative magne10stricrion acts in opposite way and 
rotate.-; the magnetisation back to the circular direction. The 
highest srress sensitivity is obtained for Hu=1111·, which is 
sufficient to saturate the wire. 
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Fig. 3. Experimenlal plols of impedance vs. applied 
srress. The load of I g applied at the middle of the wire 
is estimmed 10 impose a streu of 320 MPa. 
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f'ig. 4. Experimental plots of impedance vs. applied 
stress with the external magtletic field as n parameter 
at 500 MHz in (a) and 2.5 GHz in (b). 
Further increa'ie in Ha is unneces-sary since a larger 
stress will be required to return the magnetisation back. In 
the presence· of llu:. the wire impedance shows large 
changes in respon.'ie to the application of the tensile stress 
(Fig. 4). The highest stress sensitivity of 100% per 180 
MPa at 500 Mlfz and 60% per IRO MPa at 2.5 (i//z. 
respectively obtained for H.,.=.1 Oe that is abow the same 
value as the anisotropy field for the unloaded wire. 
3. Theoretical approach 
The microwave MIJSI phenomenon can be explained in 
terms of classical skin effect in magnetic conductors with a 
large effective permeability and ic< strong dependence on 
the magnitude of external de magnetic field [4]. Because 
the skin depth as well ar.; the characteristic correlation 
length in a magnetic structure (e.g., domain width) in soft 
magnetic materials is much larger than the inter-atomic 
distances, the clas.(jical electrodynamics of continuous 
media can be used for the description of MVSI effect<. The 
calculation of the complex-valued impedaoce ~ is based 
on the solution of the Maxwell's equations for the fields e 
and h together with the equation of mmion for the 
magnetisation vector M . 
3. /. Eqrtnaon ofmmionfor I he magneiismion \'ecwr 
In amorphous ferromagnetic alloys. the preferable 
magnetisation direction is set by the combined effect of the 
shape anisotropy and the magneLOelastic anisotropy arising 
from the coupling between magnetostriction A and internal 
stresses p: The sign and value of A depend on the alloy 
composition, whereas u. is induced during the fabrication 
process. Negative magnetostriction, which is proven to be 
es .. c;entinl for the MI wire element. is typical for Co-ba.;;ed 
alloys having relatively small .tof abcut -.llu" that can be 
reduced to -11!7 by small addition.< of Fe or Mn. In the case 
of amorphous wires produced by rapid solidification 
technique, the internal stresses (axial, radial, and azimuth) 
are originated by a strong thermal gradient existing during 
the fabrication process. This resulls in a substantial stress 
distribution over radilL"' and a complicated core and sheet 
domain structure. The stress distribution is more unifonn in 
glas .. c;;.coated wires where the drawing process induces an 
additional large tensile stress. Then, there is a predominant 
easy anisotropy direction almost in the emire wire: axial for 
A.>Oand circular for;(<(}. The latter ha< a panicular interest 
for the MVSI effect since the equilibrium magnetic 
structure can be sen.•itively monitored by applying such 
external factors as an axial magnetic field, stress or torque. 
In amorphmL"' ferromagnetic material"' where 
magnetostrictive processes play the main role in 
e."ablishing the magnetic anisotmpy. the applied stre.~< may 
influence the magnetisation reversal substantially. The 
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stress effect on the rotational hysteresis of an amorphous 
wire with n negative magnetostriction has two types of 
internal (or-applied) stresses: an axial tension and a twist. 
The fonner ha.• intensity 0'1 and the latter represents 
the combination of tension and compression a 2+ aM 
0'2_ wilh equal inten.•ily ( 0'2+ = 0'2_ = 0'7.) at 9d' to 
each other and at 45° to the wire a.xis, as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
The combined action of all the stresses results in the 
effective magnetostrictive energy of the form: 
Further we assume that in general the internal stress in a 
Wire consists of an axial tension ( l11 ) and a torsion which 
is n_combination·of i>tension and compression wnh equal 
intensity 0'2 at 90 to each other and at 45 to the 
wire axis. Then, for A < 0, the easy ani~ropy is directed 
in a helical way having an angle a < 45 with respect to 
the circwnference. The static magnetisation direction can 
be changed by the application of the external axial 
magnetic field H.., and tensile stress a..,. The stable 
direction of Mo is found by minintising the energy U 
For a large stress effect on M I, the ability of a ..-c to 
change the direction of Mo is needed. In the case 
Hex = 0 . this is possible if t\'e anisotropy axis has a 
helical angle nearly equal to 45 , which is achieved by a 
proper annealing (current annealing or annealing under 
torsion) to establish ~ substantial frozen.:in torsion 
( cr2 >> cr1, a "'45 at a ex = 0 ). Another 
possibility of the-directional change in the magnetisation 
under the external stress is to use the axial field bia.•. In the 
presence of Hex the magnetisation rotmes toward' the 
wire axis wherea't· the 8pplic3.tion of a,~ strengthen.'t 1he 
circumferential anisotropy (for A. < 0) and hence ac~'. in 
the opposite way. Then, the magnetisation rotates back to 
the circular direction. In this paper, we utilise the assistance 
of Hex to realise very large impedance change when the 
external iensile stress is applied. 
3.2. Microwave srufnce impedance 
The voltage response measured across a ferromagnetic 
wire (z-axis) carrying a high frequency current 
i = io exp(- jro/) is expres.'<d in term.• of the 
longitudinal component ~" of the surface impedance 
tensor (~u. =e,lh'P. where e,and lr; are the axial 
electric and circular magnetic field.• at the wire surface) 
Here I is the wire length. a is the wire radill<. and c is 
the velocity of tight Strictly speaking. equation (I) is valid 
for a wire with a uniform magnetisation but can be applied 
for a multidomain wire provided that ~zz is averaged over 
domains and the domain wall displacement• are damped. In 
the case of a strong skin effect, the following equation is 
held 1 
Here p is resistivity, ,jj1 = c(p/2lrm)112 is a non-
magnetic skin depth, 11 is the circular permeability 
describing the magnetisation precession around the 
equilibrium magnetisation Mo having an angle () with 
the wire axis. Equation (2) demon.•trates that the 
longitudinal surfa~e impedance depends on both the 
dynantic permeabiliiy 11 and the static magnetisation 
angle(). The parameter 11 has a very broad dispersion 
region. At high frequencies (higher ohan the frequency of 
the ferromagnetic resonance) 11 changes very little with 
both the external a.xial magnetic field He< and anisotropy 
field 11 K • although preserving ios relatively high values 
dui= 10 at GHz range for Co-based wires with 
H K = 2-5 Oe). In this ca.<e. the dependence of the 
impedance on magnetic propenies is entirely. determined by 
the static magnetisation angle e. 
4. Conclusion 
The effect of stress on nticrowave MI in amorpholl' fine 
wires is proposed to utilise for the creation of a new stress-
lunenble composite: medium:for remote stress monitoring 
by nticrowave spectroscopy teChnology. The composite 
material consists of the shon wire -inclusions (exhibiting 
stre.s-impedance effect) embedded into the dielectric . 
matrix with the permittivity E. The wire inclusion.< behave 
as-the electric dipole •·scatterers". This dipole response of 
the composite system can be characterised by some 
effective permittivity E:ef! • Then, e,IJ can have a 
.resonance or relaxation dispersion (de~nding on lhe wire 
impedance) seen near the antenna resonance for an 
individual wire. For a moderate skin-effect ( (j =a ) the 
disper.;ion characteristics of e,IJ depend on the 
longitudinal surface impedance <;zz. Therefore, in 
composite containing rerromagnctic wires exhibiting MJ 
effect the effective perntittivity may depend on the externa I 
magnetic field and stress/strain via the corresponding 
dependence of <;zz . The theoretical approach for such 
field•tunable composite material• wa.• developed in our 
previoll' work. 10 The model is ba.'<d on solving the 
scattering problem for a ferromagnetic wire with the 
impedance boundmy conditions to find the current (and 
electric charge) distribution along the wire a.• a respon.<e to 
the incident electromagnetic wave. In the frequency band 
with the characteristic antenna resonance frequency, the 
induced dipole moment in a wire will depend on the surface 
impedance and hence on the wire magnetic propenies 
which can be modified sensitively by Hu or a .... Figure 5 
shows the frequency plots for the effective permittivity 
with•Hu and a er ns pammeters, demon.~trating Very large 
change (almost twice) in the imaginary,pan of e,IJ at the 
antenna resonance. The real pan also undergoes 
considerable transforrn.ation.• at slightly shifted frequencie.•. 
The.<e large changes in E:ef! can be detected by microwave 
scanning techniques, in panicular. microwave loss 
spectroscopy. The detailed analysis of stress-tuneable 
composite material will be published elsewhere. 
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